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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Supreme Court Docket No. 
Minidoka County Case No. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATIONOF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO 
INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENEIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DA YID SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents 
I 
Appealed from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho in and for Minidoka County 
Honorable ERIC WILDMAN, District Judge 
Chris M. Bromley, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID. 
83720-0098, Attorney for Respondent/Appellant, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES 
Travis L. Thompson, BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP, P.O. Box 485, Twin 
Falls,ID. 83303-0485, Attorney for Respondent/Appellant, A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
A Dean Tranmer, CITY OF POCATELLO, P.O. Box 4169, Pocatello, ID. 83201 and 
Sarah A. Klahn, WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP, 511 Sixteenth At. Suite 500, Denver, 
CO. 80202, Attorneys for Respondent/Appellant, CITY OF POCATELLO 
Candice M. McHugh, RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, Chartered, 101 S. 
Capitol Boulevard, Suite 208 Boise, ID. 83702, Attorneys for Respondents/Appellants, 
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC. 
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Page 1 of6 
F icial District Court - Minidoka ,",UU''''YI User: SANTOS 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
A _B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
A & B I rrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
Date Code User Judge 
8/31/2009 NCOC SANTOS New Case Filed - Other Claims John M. Melanson 
SANTOS Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or John M. Melanson 
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission, 
board, or body to district court Paid by: A & B 
Irrigation District, Inc. (plaintiff) Receipt number: 
0006904 Dated: 8/31/2009 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: A & B Irrigation District, Inc. 
(plaintiff) 
APPR SANTOS Plaintiff: A & B Irrigation District, Inc. Appearance John M. Melanson 
Through Attorney John K. Simpson 
CHJG SANTOS Change Assigned Judge Michael R. Crabtree 
9/8/2009 APPR SANTOS Defendant: Idaho Department of Water Michael R. Crabtree 
Resources Appearance Through Attorney Phillip J 
Rassier 
APPR SANTOS Defendant: Idaho Department of Water Michael R. Crabtree 
Resources Appearance Through Attorney Chris 
M Bromley 
9/9/2009 APPR SANTOS Subject: In the Matter of the Petition for Delivery Michael R. Crabtree 
Appearance Through Attorney Randall C. Budge 
9/10/2009 ORDR SANTOS Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of John M. Melanson 
Agency Decision by District Court 
9/14/2009 STMT SANTOS Petitioners Statement of Initial Issues John M. Melanson 
9/24/2009 APPR SANTOS Other party: Fremont Madison Irrigation District; John M. Melanson 
etal Appearance Through Attorney Jerry R. Rigby 
SANTOS Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John M. Melanson 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Rigby, 
Jerry R. (attorney for Fremont Madison Irrigation 
District; etal) Receipt number: 0007557 Dated: 
9/2412009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Fremont 
Madison Irrigation District; etal (other party) 
9/25/2009 APPR SANTOS Other party: City Of Pocatello Appearance John M. Melanson 
Through Attorney A. Dean Tranmer 
APPR SANTOS Other party: City Of Pocatello Appearance John M. Melanson 
Through Attorney Sarah A Klahn 
SANTOS Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John M. Melanson 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: White & 
Jankowski LLP Receipt number: 0007576 
Dated: 9/25/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: 
City Of Pocatello (other party) 
NOTC SANTOS Notice of Lodging of Transcript and Record with John M. Melanson 
Agency 
10/8/2009 MISC SANTOS Petitioner's Objection to the Agency Record John M. Melanson 
MISC SANTOS IGWA & Pocatello's Joint Objection to the Agency John M. Melanson 
Record 
10/20/2009 MOTN SANTOS Motion for Extension of time to File Agency JOhnM.MVI 
Transcript and Record 
10/21/2009 MOTN JANET Motion for extension of time to file an angecy John M. Melanson 
transcript and record 
late: 2/22/2011 
'ime: 03:06 PM 
'age 2 of6 
Fifth District Court - Minidoka County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
A _B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
User: SANTOS 
A & B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
)ate Code User Judge 
0126/2009 ORDR JANET Order granting an extension of time for filing the Michael R. Crabtree 
agency transcript and record 
0/29/2009 NOTC SANTOS Notice of filing Agency Transcript and Record with John M. Melanson 
District Court 
ORDR SANTOS Order Settling Agency Transcript and Record John M. Melanson 
11/18/2009 HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Oral Arguments 03/15/2010 John M. Melanson 
02:00 PM) 
11/20/2009 MOTN SANTOS Unopposed Motion to Amend Briefing Schedule John M. Melanson 
1112312009 NOTC SANTOS Notice of Hearing on Oral Argument John M. Melanson 
ORDR SANTOS Order Granting Unopposed Motion to Amend Michael R. Crabtree 
Briefing Schedule and 
121212009 HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Oral Arguments 03/15/2010 John M. Melanson 
02:00 PM) 
1211612009 CHJG JANET Change Assigned Judge (batch process) 
12/31/2009 ORDR JANET Order to disqualify without cause and order of R. Barry Wood 
reassignment 
CHJG JANET Change Assigned Judge Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
MISC SANTOS Petitioners Opening Brief Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
1/6/2010 HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Oral Arguments 03/02/2010 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
01:30 PM) 
SANTOS Notice Of Hearing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
1/29/2010 LODG SANTOS Lodged IDWR Respondents' Brief Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
LODG SANTOS Lodged Respondent City of Pocatello's Response Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Brief 
211/2010 LODG SANTOS Lodged Respondent Idaho Ground Water Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Appropriators Response Brief 
213/2010 LODG SANTOS Lodged CD of Respondent City of Pocatello's Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Response Brief 
2/18/2010 MOTN SANTOS Unopposed Motion to Extend Reply Deadline Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
ORDR SANTOS Order Granting Unopposed motion to Extend Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Reply Deadline 
2/23/2010 MISC SANTOS Petitioner A&B Irrigation Districts Reply Brief and Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
disc 
2/25/2010 MOTN SANTOS Motion to Augment and Correct the Agency Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Record and disc with exhibits to support motion 
2/26/2010 ORDR SANTOS Order Granting Motion to Augment and Correct Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
the Agency Record 
)ate: 2122/2011 District Court - Minidoka User: SANTOS 
rime: 03:06 PM ROAReport 
'age 3 of6 Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
A _B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
A & B I rrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
)ate Code User Judge 
j/3/2010 CMIN SANTOS Court Minutes Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Hearing type: Oral Arguments 
Hearing date: 3/3/2010 
Time: 2:27 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter 
Minutes Clerk: Santos Garza 
Tape Number: 
Party: A & B Irrigation District, Inc., Attorney: John 
Simpson 
Party: Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Attorney: Phillip Rassier 
Party: City Of Pocatello, Attorney: A. Tranmer 
Party: Fremont Madison Irrigation District; etal, 
Attorney: Jerry Rigby 
Party: A & B Irrigation District, Inc., Attorney: John 
Simpson 
Party: City Of Pocatello, Attorney: A. Tranmer 
Party: Fremont Madison Irrigation District; eta I , 
Attorney: Jerry Rigby 
Party: Gary Spackman 
Party: Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Attorney: Phillip Rassier 
Party: In the Matter of the Petition for Delivery, 
Attorney: Randall Budge 
ADVS SANTOS Hearing result for Oral Arguments held on Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
03/021201001:30 PM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement 
5/4/2010 DEOP SANTOS Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Judicial Review 
5/19/2010 CERT JANET Certificate Of Service - Emailed Memorandum Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial 
Review 
5/20/2010 ORDR JANET Order of extension re: filing date of memorandum Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
decision 
CERT JANET Certificate Of Service - Mailed Memorandum Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial 
Review 
CERT JANET Certificate Of Mailing - Order of Extension re: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Filing date of Memorandum 
6/10/2010 PETN SANTOS Respondent City of Pocatello's Petition for Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Rehearing 
PETN SANTOS Ground Water User's Petition for Rehearing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
6/21/2010 MOTN SANTOS Motion to enlarge Briefing Deadline in Support of Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Petitions for Rehearing 
6/22/2010 ORDR SANTOS Order Enlarging Time for Submission of Briefs in Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Support of Rehearing 
7/7/2010 OR DR SANTOS Order Granting Petitions for Rehaearing Notice Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
of Hearing and Scheduling Petitions for 
Rehearing 
late: 2/22/2011 
'ime: 03:06 PM 
'age 4 of6 
Fifth District Court - Minidoka County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
User: SANTOS 
A _B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
A & B I rrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
)ate Code User Judge 
'17/2010 CERT SANTOS Certificate Of Mailing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
'/19/2010 HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Petition 09/13/201001:30 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
PM) Petitions for Rehearing 
J/4/2010 MISC SANTOS City of Pocatello's Opening Brief on Rehearing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
J/5/2010 MISC SANTOS Ground Water Users Opening Brief and Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Rehearing 
3/20/2010 MOTN SANTOS Unopposed Motion to Hold Argument on Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Re-Hearing at the SRBA Courthouse 
3/25/2010 MISC SANTOS IDWR Respondents' Brief on Rehearing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
MISC SANTOS A & B Irrigation District's Response to IGWA's & Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Pocatello's Opening Briefs on Rehearing 
3/2612010 MOTN SANTOS Unopposed Motion for One Day Extension to File Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Reply Brief 
3/27/2010 ORDR SANTOS Order Granting Motion for One Day Extension to Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
file Reply Brief 
B/31/2010 MOTN SANTOS Unoppposed Motion to Reschedule Argument Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
ORDR SANTOS Order Granting Unopposed Motion to Reschedule Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Arguement 
HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Petition 09/20/201001:30 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
PM) Petitions for Rehearing at the SRBA 
9/7/2010 MISC SANTOS City of Pocatello's Reply Brief in support of Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Rehearing 
MISC SANTOS Ground Water Users Reply Brief on Rehearing Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
9/20/2010 ADVS SANTOS Hearing result for Petition held on 09/20/2010 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
01:30 PM: Case Taken Under Advisement 
Petitions for Rehearing at the SRBA 
CMIN SANTOS Court Minutes Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
11/2/2010 MEMO SANTOS Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Rehearing 
11/24/2010 FJDE SANTOS Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
ORDR SANTOS Order Amending Caption Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/13/2010 APSC SANTOS Appealed To The Supreme Court Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/14/2010 APSC SANTOS IDWR'S Amended Notice of Appeal Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/28/2010 MISC SANTOS SC Document Notice of Appeal Filed Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/29/2010 SANTOS Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Supreme Court Paid by: Simpson, John K. 
(attorney for A & B Irrigation District, Inc.) Receipt 
number: 0008897 Dated: 12/29/2010 Amount: 
$101.00 (Check) For: A & B Irrigation District, Inc. 
(plaintiff) 
APSC SANTOS Appealed To The Supreme Court #2 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/30/2010 BNDC SANTOS Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 8908 Dated Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
12/30/2010 for 100.00) 
Date: 2122/2011 
Time: 03:06 PM 
Page 5 of6 
District Court - Minidoka Cou 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
A_B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
User: SANTOS 
A & B Irrigation District, Inc. vs. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
Date Code User Judge 
12130/2010 APSC SANTOS Appealed To The Supreme Court City of Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Pocatello Notice of Appeal 
1/4/2011 SANTOS Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Supreme Court Paid by: RACINE OLSON NYE 
Receipt number: 0000063 Dated: 1/4/2011 
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: 10 Ground Water 
Appropriators subject) 
BNDC SANTOS Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 64 Dated 1/4/2011 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
for 100.00) 
APSC SANTOS Appealed To The Supreme Court! Ground Water Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Users' Notice of Appeal 
1/10/2011 MISC SANTOS SC document Clerk's Certificate Filed/lDWR Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Docket #38382-2010 (#1 filed) 
1/1212011 MISC SANTOS SC document Notice of Appeal Filed IA& B Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Irrigation Docket #38403-2011 (#2 filed) 
ORDR SANTOS SC Document Order Consolidation Appeals Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
1/1312011 MISC SANTOS SC Document Notice of Appeal Filed City of Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Pocatello SC #38421-2011 
MISC SANTOS SC Document Notice of Appeal Filed Ground Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Water Appropriators SC#38422-2011 
1/26/2011 MISC SANTOS SC Document Clerk's Certificate Filed SC Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
#38422-2011 
MISC SANTOS SC Document Clerk's Certificte Filed Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
SC#38421-2011 
1/28/2011 OR DR SANTOS Order Setting Hearing on A&B Irrigation District's Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Motion to Enforce Orders and Motion for 
Expedited Hearing 
1/31/2011 MOTN SANTOS A&B Irrigation District's Motion to Enforce Orders Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
and Motion for Expedited Hearing 
MEMO SANTOS Memorandum in Support of A&B Irrigation Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
District's Motion to Enforce Orders 
AFFD SANTOS Affidavit of Travis L. Thompson in Support of A&B Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Irrigation District's Motion to Enforce Orders 
2/3/2011 HRSC SANTOS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/07/201101:30 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
PM) SRBA District Court Motion to Enforce 
Orders and Motion for Expedited Hearing 
2/4/2011 AFFD SANTOS Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
MEMO SANTOS IDWR Memorandum in Opposition to A&B Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Irrigation districts Motion and Memorandum to 
Enforce Orders 
MEMO SANTOS IGWA'S Memorandum in Opposition to A&B Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Irrigation District's Motion to Enforce 
217/2011 MISC SANTOS A&B Irrigation Districts Reply in Support of Motion Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
to Enforce Orders 
CMIN SANTOS Court Minutes on Motion to Enforce Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
late: 3/7/2011 
ime: 02 :50 PM 
'age 6 of6 
Fifth District Court - Minidoka County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000647 Current Judge: Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
A _B Irrigation District, Inc. VS. Idaho Department of Water Resources, etal. 
User: SANTOS 
A & B Irrigation District, Inc. VS. Idaho Department of Water Resources, Gary Spackman 
late Code 
:/712011 HRHD 
!114/2011 ORDR 
!l17/2011 MEMO 
U28/2011 MISC 
ORDR 
~/1/2011 ORDR 
MISC 
MISC 
User 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
SANTOS 
Judge 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/07/2011 Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
01 :30 PM: Hearing Held SRBA District Court 
Motion to Enforce Orders and Motion for 
Expedited Hearing 
Order Granting Motion to Enforce In Part and Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Denying Motion to Enforce in Part 
Memorandum to file re: assigned appeal docket Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
numbers 
SC Document Transmittal of Document Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
SC Document Order Consolidating Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Appeal 
SC Document Amended Order Consolidating Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Appeals 
SC document Transmittal of Document 
SC document Document Filed Motion to 
Consolidate Appeals 
Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
Eric Wildman (SRBA) 
John K. Simpson. ISB 1#4242 
Travis L. Thompson, ISB ##6168 
Paul L. AningtoD. ISB '7198 
Sarah W. Hi ... , ISB '8012 
BAR.KER ROSHOLT" SIMPSON LLP 
113 Maia Avenue West. Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-048S 
Telephone: (208) 733-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444 
Attorneys for Petitioner MB Irrigation District 
FlED-DiSTRlv I eOUAl CN3E1 __ _ 
2009 AUG 31 PH 2: ~ 9 
IN TIlE DISTRICI' COURT 0' THE J1IiTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
0' THE STATE 0' IDAHO. IN AND POI. THE COUNTY 0' MINIDOKA 
MB IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
va. 
TIm IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
omcial capacity as Interim DiRdOr of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MAnER. OF THE PETITION FOR 
DBLJVBR.Y CALL OF AAB IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELlVER.Y OF 
aROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A OROUND WATER 
MANAOEMENT AREA 
~ CASE NO. CV d,ooq ,." '-f 1 
) 
) 
) Fee Catelory L.3 - $88.00 
) 
) 
) NOTICE 0' APPEAL AND 
) PETITION FOR JUDICIAL 
) RlVIIW 0' AGENCY ACflON 
) 
) 
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COMES NOW, the Petitioner AAB Irrigation District ("AAB"), by and through its 
undersiped counsel, and hereby files this Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial Review as 
follows: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION 1 
SCANNED 
STATIMINT or THE CASE 
1. This is a civil action pursuant to Idaho Code ff 67-5270 and 5279 seeking 
judicial review of the Final Order Regarding A&B Irrigation DUtrict Delivery Call issued by the 
Director orthe Idaho Department of Water :Resources on June 30, 2009 (made final by order 
dcnyina A&B'. petition for tcCODSideration dated August 4, 2009). 
2. A hearina before the agency was held in the matter from December 3 - 18, 2008. 
3. A Statement oflssues which A&B intends to assert in this matter win be rued 
with the Court within 14 days. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(d)(5), MB reserves the right to assert 
additional issues and/or clarify or t\Jrther specify the issues for judicial review stated in this 
petition or which become later discovered. 
JURISDICtION AND YINUI 
4. This petition is authorized by Idaho Code If 67-5270 and 5219. 
5. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Idaho Code If 42-1401D 
and 67-5272. 
6. Venue lies in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code §f 42-1701D and 67-5272. 
A&B's principal place of business is located in Minidoka County and real property (water right 
number 36-2080) which was the subject matter of the apncy action is appurtenant to lands 
located in Minidoka County. 
7. The Director's Final Order is a final agency action subject to judicial review 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5270. 
PAlms 
8. Petitioner MB is an Idaho irrigation district, with its principal office located in 
Minidoka County, specifically Rupert, Idaho. 
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9. Respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources is a state qency with its main 
office located at 322 B. Front St., Boise, Idaho. Respondent Gary Spackman is the interim 
director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
AGlNCX BICORD 
10. ludicial review is sought of the Director's June 30, 2009 Final Order Regardi. 
the A.U i"igatloll District Delivery Call. 
11. The aaency held a hearing in this matter from December 3 - 18, 2008, which was 
recorded _ a transcript ereatW, which transcript should be made. part of the agency record in 
this matter~ The penon who may have. copy of such transcript is Victoria Wigle, Director's 
Administrative .Asaistam. Idaho Department of Water Resources, 322 B. Front St., P.O. Box 
83720, Boi .. Idaho 83720-0091, Telephone: (201) 287-4803, Facsimile~ (201) 287-6700, email: 
yictoria.wjale®i4wLidahp.aoy. The parties to the administrative case previously paid for the 
creation of the transcript of the hearing. 
12. ActB anticipates that it can reach • stipulation reprdina the qency recoId with 
the Rcspcmdents _ the other parties, and will pay its necessary share of the fee for preparation 
of the record at such time. 
13. Service of this Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial Review of Agency 
Action has been made on the Respondents at the time of the filing of this Petition. 
DATED this 311!'day of August 2009. 
BARKER ROSHOLT .. SIMPSON LLP 
Attorneys for Petitioner A&B Irrigation District 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the.1l!.. day of August, 2009, I served true and correct 
copies of the Notice 0/ Appeal and Petition/or Judicial Review 0/ Agency Action upon the 
followina by the method indicated: 
Deputy Clerk 
Mlnidob County District Court 
71S0 StreeI 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert. ldabo 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-.5272 
PhiUlp J. Rassier 
Cn Bromley 
Deputy AttorDeJI General 
IdItto DepalIDiidI of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ldabo U12O-OO98 
ghil1!IIIidi4:nkftltp.1PY 
cbrisJ"P'DJIYdIdM.idaho·COv 
Jerry R. lfaby 
Riaby Andrus and MoeDer 
25NzW!ut 
RtxburJ, ID 83440 
'~IX-lawtcom 
A. DeaD TrInmer 
City ofPocateUo 
P.O. Box 4U59 
PocateUo. ID 13201 
dtrann)crtJpocltllk!.YI 
RandalIC.Budp 
CancIiee M. MeHuah 
Racine Olson 
P.O. Box 1391 
20 I B Center Street 
Poc:alello. ID 83204-1391 
M@racinelll!.lllt 
CllBD@raciDcll.l!.llIl 
__ U.S. MaD. Postace Prepaid 
,,/" Hand Deftvery 
_ Ovemipt Mail 
FacsImile 
Email 
~ U.S. Mail. Postaae Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_ Overni&ht MaD 
Facsimile 
""Bmail 
Sarah A. Klahn 
White ct Jankowski LLP 
511 SJxteeath Street, Suite 500 
Denver. CO 10202 
wahk@wbitl:iantowski.~m 
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CJ.SE I 
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fN 11 IE DIt-.'TJUC1' COURT or TIlE FIFTH JUDIC1Al~ DIS1'RICT Of TilE 
STATJt OF IDAUO, IN AND rOR TIlE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A&. fllRlUOA TION DlSTRfCl'. 
PctitiOJ1«. 
VI. 
nIB lOAHO DRPARTMHNT 01: WATER 
lU~SOlJRCF~ and GARY SPACKMAN in 
hilt offici:.l C3pacily u Interim Director of 
the Jdaho J~p:lltment of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN TilE MA 1TF,R or THE )'ETlTION 
1·'OJt DR1.IVF.RY CALL or A A B 
UtRrOATION DIS'fRICf lOR THE 
)1!:LIV)!RY ot' CROUND WATEtt AND 
FOR TilE CREATION OF A GROUND 
\\'A"F,RMANA(;J~r.NT ARFA 
) Case No. 2009·000647 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) PROCKDlJRAllORDER 
) GOVERNING JUDICIAL KF,VIEW 
) OF A(~ENCY DECISION BY 
) DlS'rRICf COURT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
A Petition for 1udicial Review has been filed in the above-entitled District Court 
sc~king judlcinl revi"w of a fmal order issued by the Director of the Idabo Dcpartnlcnt of 
Water Rc.vourccs. This 0"",., together with Rule 84, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
(l.R.C.I'.), lind the applicable statutes shall govern all proceedings before the court. 
J. l'dltJon for Judie_. Snim or kl'pa:PotWODI for Ju~idal 8m'''; FiliOI 
r~-f.Ii: Actn Ic.rfgatfon !Jistrict filed 8 Petition for Judicial Review on August 31, 2009. If 
lint nh,,;,dy P.1IU, all filing fees. if any. must be paid within seven (7) siler entry of this 
l'iW( 'tnUM.\I. ("U'~J(R ClO\'EIt'lJI\{(; J\lOI('IAI. MEVIE\\, UF i\GENC'V DECISION BY . SCANNED 
nMRICI C:OVRT rate lor .. 
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Ordtt. Failure t(1 timely pay any filing foe shull be grounds for dillllissal without further 
notice. 
2. Star!: tJllie."S provided by Statute. l1!e filing of a l'otition Of Cross Petition 
docs not amoll13ucnUy stay the proccedinas and enforcCtuent oftbe action of an ageney 
that is subject to tho Petition. Any appfication or Motion rOt Stay must be made in 
accordanoo with I.R.C.P. 84(m). 
3. f2.11!1 01 Rmm: Pursunntto 84(0)(1), whenjudicu.l review is luthoti7.ed by 
slatuw. judiciol review shall be based upon tho record ctOatcd before the Agency rather 
thOJn 8." a trial de novo. unless the statute or the law provides for tho proeedurc or 
standnrd. If (00 statute provides that the dLstrict court may take additional evidence upon 
judicwl review, it may ordct the same on its own motioo or the matiOll of any port)'. If 
the stntutc providoa that review is de novo, the appeal sholl be tried in tbe district court on 
alty and aU issuOlJ, on a new record. l'ursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(eX2), the scope ofreviow on 
pclitiou from on tlgcncy to tho district court Aholl be as provided by statuto. 
4. freDin.ItA qfA&eney IbtjtnJ; rmp"t "rna! Pursuant to J.R..C,P. 84(t), 
when the Itntute provides what sldl be containad in the official record of the £l1CJ1ey 
UllOtl jltdici31 review, tho agcnoy shaU prepare the record us provided by statute. 
Otherwise, UlC documents listed in paragraph (3) olI.R.C.P. 84{f) shall constitute the 
nft\.11CY record for review. PotlUoner and Cto~s-Petit1oDCt sball pAy all fees as rcquirt'd 
fOl pNpnnltion of the agency record in accordnnce with J.R.C.P. 84(0(4). Tbe clerk of 
tb., aaeney ift a~cord.Dce with I.R.C.P. 84(1)(5) slaan lodee tile reconl with the 
aat.q wllbla 14 day. of die eafry or tllil OrtItr, or DO I.ter than September 24, 
2009. Any cxtension in time for preparotion of the agency record shall be applied for by 
the t'lg~y to the di&1riCl court. 
5. p,nuaratio! (tl TnUSriltt. ral1Mftt of Fa: The Court requires \he 
provi.l1don of a written transcript prepared hom tho RC()rdcd Ol reponed proceedings. It is 
tlu'l'CSpOJl!lihilHy ortho Pctllioaer (Ot Croa-PcmtlOJ1Ct as the case may be) to timely 
fttrunat: LUlll roy Cor preparation or all portions of the transcript reasonably neccs.-ulry for 
f"vfc\Y. JJursUftnt to ,.ltC.P. 84(g), the responsible party shall contact tb .. aaency clerk to 
dctcnulnc tIle estimated cost of the tmnscript, and pay the estimated cost in accordance 
with "R.C.P. 84(g)(l)(A) 01 (2)(A) as tho ClIO may be. Tile transcript IlJaal1 be Jodled 
with .he a~~nty within 14 days ol.he eJltry 01 Ud. Or/~,. or DO hder fba. Stptembt>r 
24.2009. 'lb" tmnscrlbcr may apply to tho district oourt for an eJrtcnsion oftimo, for 
good CIIU!$O shown. 
6. ~l'ftloga2Pt otTt!NrripJ and Rpcout: Pursuant to I.R..C.P. 840), arul unless 
olhctwiso rrovidcd by statute, upon receipt of the transcript and upon completion of the 
~C()rd, tl\e _,eacy shall •• 11 or delivff Nottte oll.ocIgiDe 01 Transcript aDd Retord 
til all aUornty. of reeor. or parties appearing 'a penoll ud to tile distrid eoan. 
The pArties shull bave 14 day. fro .. the dato 01 m_Oiac 01 the Dolicf to pick lip • 
(61»), 01 u,,~ transcript ~ .. d a.oney mord and to object to tile tnll.~rlpt or reeonl. 
An fco.c; rOT the prcpamlton of the tlUllSOript and record shall be paid by the responsiblo 
PiW<.:JI:OII!t\ I. OKD£~ GOVJ.lt'lING J,ruICI,\I. RJo:vu:w or ACINe\' DEcrSlON IV D' ..... 
. • ..... RI(.T (:oelRl' rllltf lor .. 
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I)arly at or before tho pick up of tile ngency record nnd transcript. ADY objection to the 
l'tconl shall be doterminocl by tho IpllC)' wit'" 14 day. olth. reee1pt oltho 
objectiO'1 and the IpDC)' cledslOD OR tile ObJectioD .haU be included in the record on 
ptCl"OD fOl' J·eview. Upon tho failure orUte party to object within 14 days the tn:u\.~ript 
~md RCOrd shall be deemed scttled. Pannallt 10 I.R-C.P. 84(k), tile settled reeol'CI •• d 
traustript Ihall be loci" widl tlae dtstrid coer. with .. 4l days of tile entry of this 
Order or no later tb:aa Ottobel' ll, lOOt. 
7. AM&lPntatl911 af ., RaDl- ~ddittoMJ Kvldmau fmngcl tt Djltdd 
CRud'· ReN,d af Alma 'I 1Ut ~ddltln.Il!.'l'ldfnC!: Pun;uant to f.R.C.lt. 84(1) 
tbe aQtllCY record and/Of transcript on review may be augmented upon motion by a party 
within 21 daly! or tile fiUna of the solUcd transcript and n.oeord in the Inannet prescribed 
by Idaho A~l1ato Rulo (lAR.) 30. The takina of additional evidence by tho district 
courtotldlor aaency on remand sball be governed by statute or I.R.C.P, 84(1). 
I. Bdef! ,.11 MlmO,.,_: Tho pctitiOfte.r'. brief shall be filed with tbe clerk 
within 35 d:\)'1 nLlct lodgina of the transcript and record. Tho rcapondent's btlef (cross~ 
fX1itio&"'f's bric1) shall be filed wi1.hin 28 days afttr service otpctilione.r'. brief. The 
pcthionet muy file a reply briefwithin 2t days an. service ofrcsponden1t s brief. 'J'hc 
orgllnizatioll and couteot ofbric& sball be governed by I.A.1t 3S and 36. Pursuant to 
T.R.C.P. 1·1(p) only one (t) original "pod brieftnay be filed with the court and. copies 
!lhan be served on all parties. 
9, &loll5l •• of Time: Motions to extend the time for filing a brief shall be 
submitted in contonnity with LA.a. 34(8). All otbcl requests for extension orume shnU 
be submitted in confonnity with J.A.R. 46. 
10. MolJou: AU motions shall be submitted in conrormity with I.R.C,P. 14(0) 
ttlld sl13n be h~ard with out oralargumcnt unless ontered by Ute court. 
J I. Onl ArpIDgg: The eovt will let die time and date for Oral Arau.tnt 
:It tI totare date. The to ... UtI order olll'lumftlt shaO be lovemeci by I.A.R. 37. 
11.JlIilP!FJlt or D ... : 1110 Court's decision will be by written memnrnndmn 
\"hicll shnJl constitute (he Judgment or Decision required by I.R.C.P. 84(tXl). 
13. AUtnaoy', t"!.R pel COSh og AIlPHI: Costs and attorneys fees on judicial 
~view shall be c:laimud. nbj.xlctl to and fIXed in accordance with l.A.R. 40 and 41 J 
provldoo tha1 only une orisinAI slancd claim. objection or supportina or opposing 
41ffid.\'wil Il\.."Cd be filed. 
14. RfDlIlUtBr: If no notice of appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is flled within 
forty-two (42) duys after filing of the Coun's written decision, the clerk sball issue a 
,'('m/IIII,,,. rcul:JntJing the matter to the t1gency as provided in l.R.C.P. 84(t)(4). 
• ,15. t':II,'urr to C'omnJx: ~~niluro by either party to timely comply with tho 
rcqult4.!mcllt 011hL~ Order or apphcabJe provisions of tho Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
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of Id;tho Appellote: Rules, if 8ppUcnblo, shall be grounds for imposition of sanctions, 
including, but nollinlitcd to the allowance of at tomey's fees, strikiDg of briefs, or 
dismis.'Sal of1lte appeal Pl1~uant to I.R.C.P. 11 and 84(u) and t.A.R. 11.1 and 21. 
P. 06 
8 I'ROCtDl1R \L ORDJ:H conkN'NG JUI)ICIAL Rn1EW OF "c~yn 
. l(.'lS'ON BY .uL~rlUcr l"OlIRr .. ~ 4 014 
't I" \ ~ .,. ' •• ~ .. u , 
CERIDnCAIEOF SERVICI 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 11 TH day of September, 2009 , she 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing PROCEDURAL ORDER on the persons 
listed below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the correct postage 
affixed thereto: 
lohn K. Simpson 
Travis L. Thompson 
Paul L. Anington 
BARKER ROSHOLT &. SIMPSON 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls, 10. 83303-0485 
Phillip 1. Rassier 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, 10. 83720-0098 
Randall C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
Scott 1. Smith 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &. BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, 10. 83201 
Dated this 11th yof September,2009 
Certificate of service 1 9 
09-14-'09 14:25 FROM-
John K.. Simpson. ISB #4242 
Travis L. ThoInpsoa. ISB #16168 
Paul L. .Arr1natoa, ISB ##7198 
Sarah W. Hiaa'.ISB #8012 
BA.RDR ROSHOLT .. SIMPSON LLP 
113 MaiD Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falta.1daho 83303-0485 
Telephone: (201) 733-0700 
Facsimile: (201) 735-2444 
Attomcys for Petitioner MB Irrigation District 
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[X.~Y~M! ; fl, 'vlERK 
~ ,DEPUTY 
IN TIll DISTRICf COURT OJ' TIm J'OTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
01' 1111: STATE 01' IDAHO, IN AND lOR THE COUNTY 0' MINIDOKA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICt', 
Petitioner. 
VB. 
nIB IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER. 
RBSOURCBS and OAI.Y SPACKMAN ill his 
oflicial capacity as Interim Director of the Idabo 
Deptatmeat of Water R.esources, 
Respondents. 
IN TIm MATIER. OP THE PETITION FOR. 
DELIVBllY CALL OF A.&B IR.RlOATlON 
DISTRICT FOR. 1HB DELIVBR.Y OF 
GROUND WATER. AND POI. THE 
CREATION OF A GR.OUND WATER. 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) CASE NO. CV 2009-647 
) 
) 
) 
) R1TI10NER'S STATEMENT 01' 
) INn1AL ISSUES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------) 
COMES NOW. the Petitioner A&B Iniption District (" ActBj, by aDd through its 
Ulldersipecl counsel, aDd hereby ft1es this Stalemsnt of lnItIIiJ Issue, for its Petition for JudIctal 
Review pm'iously tiled with the Court on August 31. 2009. 
PBTmONBR'S STATBMBNT Of INl11AL ISSUES 1 
SCANNED 
19-14-'19 14:25 FHOM- T-274 PI13/11S F-666 
STATIMINT or IND1AL ISSJJI8 
1. The Petitioner intends to assert the foBowma issues onjudicial review: 
a. WhedIer the Director erred by falling to provide for timely and lawfUl 
administmtion of junior priority ground water rights to satisfy A&B's decreed senior pouod 
wawript. 
b. WhedIer the Director UDCODIdtutional1y applied the Depattment's 
Conjunctive MaDaaement Rules (mAPA 31.03.11 " seq.) and erred in fai1iDg to recognize aDd 
honor A&B's decreed ICDior gmand water right by unlawfully shiftina the burden of proof to 
A&B for purposes of administration. 
c. Whether the Director erred in rcducin& and ze..e4judicatiua AAB's 
decned diversion rate fi:om 0." to 0.75 miner's indl per acre aDd then reftaId to even find 
injury to AQ's senior waw riaht based upoa wells producing l.c:aa tt. that criteria. 
d. Whether the Director crrecl in finclina AAB is requiJecl to tab additional 
measuzes to ~ individual wells (poims of divenioa) or well ayatcmI8CI'08I the A&B 
Urlgation project before a delivery call apinst j1lDior priority IJOUDd water riaI* can be filed. 
e. WhedIer the Director erred in coacluc:tina that MS'. SCDior decreed 
gl'01DI water debt with a Septanbcr 9. 1941 priority date wasll.lbject to the provisioas of 
Idaho's 0r0UDd Water Act adopted 81[ post facto in 1951 and amended several times thereafter, 
contrary to the cxpras proviaioDi of the Act which provides that: "This act abaIl DOt effect the 
riahts to the use of around __ in this state acqubed before its cnactmcDt". 
£ Whether the Dkeetor erncl in finclina tIJat A4B has DOt beea ~ to 
pump water beyond a '-reaonable pouod waw pumpina level" notwithstanding the evidence in 
PE1TI1ONER'S STATEMENT OF INI11AL ISSUBS 2 
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the record and the fact DO objective pumping level bas ever been set by IDWR. or tho Director 
contrary to the Legislature's directive set forth in Idaho Code § 42-226. 
g. Whether the Director erred in faillna to d.esigluate aU or a portion of tho 
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer as a 0r0UDd Water Manaacment Area pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-
233b. 
h. Whether the Director erred in fiilina to limit the amwal withdrawal of 
groundwater from the £SPA to the "raIaonably anticipated avenge rate of fbturc natural 
recJJarae" pursuant to Idaho Code f 42-237a(g). 
l Whether the DiIector abused. his discretion in faiIiDa and re1bsina to do all 
thinp I'CIIOD8bIy necessary or appropriate to protect the people of the ... &om depletion of 
arouad water ICIOUR:CI, includiDa the ESP A. as required by IdabD Code § 42-231. 
j. Whether the Dbector .... by failing to iuue a final order in compliance 
witIa Idaho Code § 67-5241. 
2. Punuaat to LllC.P. 84(d)(S). the Petitioner reaorvca the right to acrt additional 
issues and/or clariIy or fbrther specify the issues for judidal review stated herein which become 
lata' diIcovcrcd. 
DATD1his J.f~y of September 2009. 
BAIUCD. ROSHOLT A SIMPSON 1U 
Attomeyl !or Petitioner A&B Irrlptioa District 
PETmONBlttS STATBMBNT OF INlTIAL ISSUES 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the K day ofSeptembcr. 2009. I served true and correct 
copies of the Petitioner's Statement o!Initial luuu upon the following by the met:bDd indicated: 
DepmyCIeIt 
MiDkIob COUDI:)t Disrrict Court 
115 a Street 
P.O.Box3a 
Rupect.1daJro 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-5272 
PbiUipJ ...... 
Chris Bromley 
Deputy Attomeya General 
Idaho I.lepI11rDeDt of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
BoiM, IdIIIo 1372O-OO9t 
pbjl ,.".,..,. id!bn,COY 
r.II1s,broaaltyfIi4wr.Idaho.1OV 
Jerry It l\iab)' 
JUaby .ADdna add Moeller 
2SNzMBIII 
Rdxbur& JD 83440 
IriIby@)rg-Im.com 
R.aada1l c. Budae 
CandIce M. MeR. 
RadDeOIlon 
P.O. Box 1391 
201 E Center S1reet 
v"U.s. MID. Po.stap Prepaid 
__ Haad DeHvery 
_ 0vemIaJd Mall 
Fabldle 
~ 
SahA.KJIba 
Wbire. JankowUi LLP 
~11 SIxteeatb Street. Suite soo 
DeDvw, co 80202 
grahlr(jwbta;lankowskLcom 
PoeateUo, JD 83204-1391 
~law.. 
cmm(IraqIntu •• 
A. Dan TI'IDlDClI' 
cq ofPoclreJlo 
P.O. Box 41e 
Poeatello, m 13201 
~loJII 
~ 
Travis L. Thompson 
PBTITIONER.'S STATEMENT OF INInAL ISSUBS 4 
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• 
. , 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
A TIORNEY GENERAL 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
PHILLIP J. KASSlER, ISB #1750 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY, ISB #6530 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700 
Attorneys for Respondents 
~-~ISTRIC] COURT 
--'---
ZOB9 S(P 2S AM": 40 
DUANE \)"11: i 1, CLERK ~DEPU1Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & B IRRIGA nON DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELNERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELNERY OF GROUND 
WATER AND FOR THE CREA nON OF A 
GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2009-000647 
NOTICE OF LODGING 
OF TRANSCRIPT AND 
RECORD WITH AGENCY 
TO: CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT AND TO ALL COUNSEL OF 
RECORD: 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD WITH AGENCY, Page 1 SCANNED 
• 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to lR.C.P. 84(j), that the agency transcript 
and record having been prepared pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(t) and (g), the transcript and record are 
lodged with the agency for the purpose of settlement in accordance with I.R.C.P. 8(j). 
A copy of the transcript and record, including hearing exhibits, contained on a single 
DVD, has been served by mail with a copy of this notice on the attorneys for petitioner A&B 
Irrigation District, and the respective attorneys for respondents Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc., the City of Pocatello, and Fremont Madison Irrigation District et al. The 
parties previously paid for and received copies of the transcript of the agency hearing from the 
transcriber. No fee is being charged by the agency for preparation of the record. 
The parties have fourteen (14) days from the date of this notice to file any objections to 
the transcript and record. If no objections are flIed within that time, the record shall be deemed 
settled. Any objections and the agency's decision thereon shall be included in the record. The 
record is required to be settled and flIed with the district court by October 22, 2009. 
DATED this ;1..".f'aay of September 2009. 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
CHIEF. NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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• 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the state of Idaho, employed by 
the Attorney General of the state of Idaho and residing in Boise. Idaho; and that I served a true 
and correct copy of the following described document on the persons listed below by mailing in 
the United States mail, rust class, with the correct postage affixed thereto on this 2t:i..t!J.day of 
September. 2009. 
Document Served: NOTICE OF WOOING OF TRANSCRIPr AND RECORD WITH 
AGENCY 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk of Minidoka County Court 
715 G Street 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-5272 
John K. Simpson 
Travis Thompson 
Paul L. Arrington 
Sarah W. Higer 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485 
iks@idahowatqs.com 
tlt@idailQwaters.com 
pla@idahowaters.com 
Randy C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
Scott J. Smith 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello. ID 83201 
rcb@racinelaw.net 
cmm@racinelaw.net 
A. Dean Tranmer 
City of Pocatello 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello.1D 83201 
dtranmer@pocatello.us 
25 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
: Overnight Mail 
_
Facsimile 
Email 
-
25 U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
M Facsimile 
lS Email 
"""'I 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~ Hand Delivery 
~ Overnight Mail 
!IV Facsimile 
~Email 
t- U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
~ Hand Delivery 
t- Overnight Mail 
Ir-l Facsimile 
~ Email 
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• 
Sarah A. Klahn ~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Mitra M. Pemberton _ Hand Delivery 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP _ Overnight Mail 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 ~ Facsimile 
Denver, CO 80202 ~ Email 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com 
rnitran@white-jankowski.com 
Jerry R. Rigby ~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Rigby Andrus & Rigby _ Hand Delivery 
25 N 2nd East _ Overnight Mail 
Rexburg, ID 83440 _ Facsimile 
irigb):@rex-Iaw.com Z Email 
Deputy Attorney General 
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. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT;~6. PH 2: 36 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDO·B I r 't 
DEPUTY 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETmON FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2009-647 
ORDER. GRANTING 
AN EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING THE 
AGENCY TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD 
The Court having reviewed the Motion for Extension of Time to File Agency Transcript 
and Record filed by the respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") in this 
action, and good cause appearing therefor, 
ORDER GRANTING AN EXTENSION OF TIME FOR 
FILING THE AGENCY TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD, Page 1 
SC~NEO 
-18.1231.2089 11: 31 DISTRICT PAGE 86 
IT IS ORDERED that the time for lodging the aptlCy transcript and record in this actkm 
abal] be extended and that lDWR shall file the transcript and record with the Court on or before 
October 29, 2(X)9. 
.,.J 
DATED this ~ day of October 2009. 
~:--s 
101M M. M!!LJId.S8N 
Dtstrict Iuclp 
OllDBR GRANTING AN BXTBNSJON OF TIME! fOR. 
- _ ...... ......-. .td'1t:n.t1'"V 'T"D A.1JCt"T.I'f1)'T' ANn RBCORD. Pan 2 
19 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 'Z"L day of October 2009, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
John K. Simpson Randy C. Budge 
Travis Thompson Candice M. McHugh 
Paul L. Arrington RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE BAILEY 
Sarah W. Higer . P.O. Box 1391 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP Pocatello, ID 83201 
113 Main A venue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 . 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485 
A. Dean Tranmer Jerry R. Rigby 
City of Pocatello Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
P.O. Box 4169 25 N 2nd East 
Pocatello, ID 83201 Rexburg,ID 83440 
Sarah A. Klahn Phillip J. Rassier 
Mitra M. Pemberton Chris M. Bromley 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP Deputy Attorney General 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Denver, CO 80202 P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
DUANE SMITH 
Clerk of the District Court 
ORDER GRANTING AN EXTENSION OF TIME FOR 
FILING THE AGENCY TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD, Page 3 
20 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIq,~ J; ,_, ,-'; C'\\ DUANE VI¥U I , " v~\...n 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COL"'NTY OF ~Ar' DEPUTY 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ) 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A & B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF GROUND 
WATER AND FOR THE CREATION OF A 
GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -2009-000647 
ORDER SETTLING 
AGENCY TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department" or "IOWR") served its Notice 
of Lodging of Transcript and Record ("Notice") in this matter upon the parties on September 28, 
2009, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 840). The Notice gave the parties fourteen (14) days from the date of 
the Notice to file any objections to the agency transcript and record. On October 8, 2009, the 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., ("IGWA") and the City of Pocatello timely filed IGWA 
cl Pocatello's Joint Objection to the Agency Record (Objection). Also, on October 8,2009, the 
Petitioner A&B Irrigation District (UA&B") filed its Petitioner's Objection to the Agency 
Record. On October 21, 2009, IDWR filed its Motion for Extension of Time to File Agency 
Transcript and Record. The Order Granting the Motion for Extension of Time to File Agency 
Order Settling Agency Trauscript and Record· 1 SCANNED 
Transcript and Record was signed by Judge Crabtree on October 23,2009. 
No objection was made to the transcript of the agency hearing. 
Each of the objections raised by the parties is set forth below with the Department's 
response and/or stating the COITective action taken. 
L 
IGWA AND pocATELLO'S OBJECI10N TO THE AGENCY BECORD 
MISSING DOCUMENTS 
IGWA and Pocatello objected that the agency record as lodged with the Department for 
settlement did not include the documents listed below. The Department has determined that the 
documents should be included in the agency record. Those documents now included in the 
record are as follows: 
1. Entry of Appearance cl Notice of Change Attorneys Rule 11(b)(1), IRCP dated 
November 1, 2007. 
2. IGWA's Notice of Intent to Remain a Party, dated November 1, 2007. 
3. Notice of Intent to Participate Individually cl Notice on Behalf of the Terminated 
Joe Houska Trust, dated November 6,2007. 
4. Notice of Withdrawal as Attorney on Behalf of Joe Houska Trust, dated 
November 6, 2007. 
S. Notice of Intent to Participate, McCain Foods USA, Inc., dated November 9. 
2007. 
6. Notice of Intent to Participate, Water Mitigation Coalition, dated November 9, 
2007. 
7. Notice of Withdrawal as Attorney on Behalf of City of Chubbuck, dated 
November 13. 2007. 
8. Notice of Intent to Participate. Amalgamated Sugar Co., dated November 20, 
2007. 
9. Notice of Intent to Participate. City of Arco. dated November 28, 2007. 
10. Joint Response to Stipulated Motion to Amend Schedule, dated November 30, 
2007. 
11. IGWA cl Pocatello's Joint Motion for Summary Judgment, dated October 3, 2008 
(not dated December 24, 2008 as stated in objection). 
12. Response to Motion to Authorize Interrogatories cl Notice of Hearing, dated 
January 16.2008. 
13. Notice of Service of IGWA's 1st Set of Interrogatories and 2nd Request for 
Production. dated January 22. 2008. 
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14. Letter and accompanying documents from A&B Irrigation District regarding 
costs, dated January 22,2008. 
15. Motion for Limited Admission entering White & Jankowski as attorneys, dated 
April 30, 2008. 
16. Order Regarding Objections to Recommended Order, dated June 10, 2008. 
17. Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Dan Temple, dated June 2, 2008. 
18. Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Rick Raymondi, dated 
June 19.2008. 
19. Notice of Filing Opening Pre-Filed Testimony and Exhibit List (Pocatello), dated 
July IS, 2008. 
20. Notice of Filing of Expert Direct Testimony. Expert Report & Exhibits (IOWA). 
dated July 16,2008. 
21. Notice of Service of Corrected Chapter 3 of A&B's Expert Report & Corrected 
Testimony of John Koreny and Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated July 
24,2008. 
22. Exhibit List for Opening Pre-Filed Testimony and Expert Report and Rebuttal 
Report, dated August 27, 2008. 
23. Rebuttal Testimony of Gregory K. Sullivan, dated August 27, 2008. 
24. Notice of Service of Responses to A&B's 1st Set of Interrogatories and Requests 
for Production to IOWA, Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated September 
8,2008. 
25. Corrected Exhibit List for Opening Pre-Filed Testimony and Expert Report and 
Rebuttal Report and Sur-Rebuttal Report, dated September 16, 2008. 
26. Notice of Filing Expert Sur-Rebuttal Report. Pre-Filed Rebuttal Testimony and 
Exhibits, dated September 16.2008. 
27. Order Approving Stipulation to Move Dispositive Motion Deadline. dated 
September 22. 2008. 
28. Notice of Service of Second Set of Interrogatories and Third Request for 
Production on A&B Irrigation District, dated October 1,2008. 
29. Notice of Service of A&B Irrigation District's Response to Joint Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment - Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated 
October 22, 2008. 
30. Reply in Support of IOWA & Pocatello's Joint Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment, dated October 30, 2008. 
31. IOWA's Pre-Hearing Brief, dated November 25,2008. 
32. Pocatello's Pre-Hearing Brief, dated November 25,2008. 
33. Notice of Filing Response to A&B Irrigation District's Post-Hearing 
Memorandum & Proposed Findings, dated February 13, 2009. 
34. Response to A&B·s Post-Hearing Memorandum & Proposed Findings, dated 
February 13,2009. 
35. Notice of Service of Petition for Reconsideration of Hearing Officer's 3-27-09 
Opinion Constituting Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law & 
Recommendations, Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated April 10, 2009. 
36. Response to A&B's Post-Hearing Memorandum & Proposed Findings, dated 
February 13.2009 (not dated May 1.2009 as stated in objection). 
37. Response to A&B Irrigation District's Petition for Reconsideration, dated May 1, 
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2009. 
38. Notice of Service of Response to A&B's Petition for Reconsideration - Notice of 
Availability to Other Parties. dated June 15,2009. 
39. Notice of Service of Response to Petition for Clarification & Request for 
Director's Order that Deadline to File Exceptions Has Expired, Notice of 
Availability to Other Parties, dated June 15,2009. 
n 
DOCUMENTS IN THE OBJECTION THAT IDWB WILL NOT BE INCLUDING 
TllEBECOIQ) 
1. IDWR has determined that the Order Denying USBR Petition for Reconsideration 
and Pocatello's Response, dated October 10, 2008 was fIled in a entirely different 
matter and should not have been included on the A&B portion of IDWR's website 
m. 
IGWA AND pocATELLO'S OB.JICDON TO THE AGENCY BECORD 
EXHIBITS 
IOWA objected that the agency record as lodged with the Department for settlement did 
not include Exhibit numbers 327, 361,362,365,482, and 574. The Department has determined 
that the exhibit numbers 361,482, and 574 should be included in the agency record. IDWR has 
detennined that Exhibit numbers, 327, 362, and 365 are not to be included in the record because 
Exhibit number 327 was not offered, Exhibit number 362 was withdrawn from the record and 
Exhibit number 365 was objected to and subsequently disallowed. 
IV. 
AlB'S OBJECDON TO TIlE AGENCY BECOIQ) 
MISSING DOCUMENTS 
A&B objected that the agency record as lodged with the Department for settlement did 
not include the documents listed below. The Department has determined that the documents 
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should be included in the agency record. Those documents now included in the record are as 
follows: 
1. Memo from Phil Rassier to Director Higginson, dated August 5, 1994. 
2. Motion to Dismiss ftled by the U.S. Department of Energy, dated May 18, 1994. 
3. Order RE Discover, dated September 10, 2007. 
4. List of Respondents to A&B Irrigation Petition. dated September 24, 2007. 
S. Order Regarding Preliminary Findings of Fact and Intent to Remain a Party, dated 
October 26, 2007. 
6. Notice of Intent to Participate by U.S. Dept. of Energy, dated November 5,2007. 
1. Notice of Intent to Participate Individually and Not on Behalf of the Terminated 
Joe Houska Trust. dated November 6,2007. 
8. Notice of Withdrawal as Attorney on Behalf of Joe Houska Trust, dated 
November 6, 2007. 
9. Notice of Intent to Participate by Idaho Power Company, dated November 7, 
2007. 
10. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's Notice of Intent to Remain a Party, dated 
November 8, 2007. 
11. Water Mitigation Coalition's Notice of Intent to Participate, dated November 9, 
2007. 
12. McCain Foods USA. Inc.'s Notice of Intent to Participate, dated November 9, 
2001. 
13. Notice of Withdrawal as Attorney on Behalf of the City of Chubbuck, dated 
November 13,2007. 
14. Notice of Intent to Participate Fremont-Madison Irrigation District et al., dated 
November 13, 2007. 
IS. The Amalgamated Sugar Company LLC's Notice of Intent to Participate, dated 
November 20, 2001. 
16. Notice of Intent to Participate City of Arco, November 28, 2008. 
17. Information from A&B in Response to Order Requesting Information for A&B 
Delivery Call, dated December 14, 2007. 
18. Response to Motion to Authorize 1nterrogatories & Notice of Hearing, dated 
January 16, 2008. 
19. A&B Summary Cost Letter, dated January 22,2008. 
20. Notice of Service of IOWA's First Set of Interrogatories and Second Request for 
Production, dated January 22,2008. 
21. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's Notice of Withdrawal as a Party, dated March 20, 
2008. 
22. A&B Irrigation District Export Report, prepared by HDR Engineering. Inc., 
Brockway Engineering PLLC, an ERO Resources, Inc., dated July 16, 2008. Due 
to the size of the exhibit, the Department did not see the necessity of duplicating 
the document in both the Exhibits and in the Record. It is included soley as an 
exhibit. 
23. Corrected Chapter 3 of A&B Irrigation District Expert Report, dated July 16, 
2008. 
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24. Notice of Service of Corrected Chapter 3 of A&B's Expert Report and Corrected 
Testimony of John Koreny; Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated July 24, 
2008. 
25. Pocatello's Notice of Filing Pocatello's Corrected Opening Expert Report, dated 
July 24, 2008. 
26. A&B Rebuttal Reports of Expert Reports and Testimony Filed by Charles 
Brendecke, Christian Petrich and Greg Sullivan, dated August 27, 2008. 
27. IOWA's Notice of Service of Responses to A&B Irrigation District's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Idaho Oround Water 
Appropriators, Inc. Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated September 8, 
2008. 
28. Order Approving Stipulation to Move Dispositive Motion Deadline, dated 
September 22, 2008. 
29. Scheduling Order, dated September 25, 2008. 
30. Notice of Service of A&B's Response to Joint Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment; Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated October 22, 2008. 
31. Affidavit of Gregory K. Sullivan, dated October 22, 2008. 
32. IOWA Pre-Hearing Brief, dated November 25, 2008. 
33. Notice of Service of A&B Irrigation District's Petition for Reconsideration of 
Hearing Officer's March 27, 2009 Opinion Constituting Finding of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Recommendations, Notice of Availability to Other 
Parties, dated April 10, 2009. 
34. Notice of Service of IGWA's Response to A&B's Petition for Reconsideration; 
Notice of Availability to Other Parties, dated May 1,2009. 
35. Notice of Service of A&B Irrigation District's Petition for Clarification; Notice of 
Availability to Other Parties, dated June 12,2009. 
v. 
AU'S OBJECTION TO TIll AGENCY RECORD 
EXHIB1T5 THAT SHOULD BE IN TIll RECOBD 
1. A&B objected and requested that the report that was introduced at the hearing as 
Exhibit 200 be included in the record and bate stamped for ease of reference on appeal (IOWA's 
Notice of Filing of Expert Direct Testimony, Expert Report and Exhibits, dated July 16, 2(08). 
IDWR has determined that the size and content of Exhibit 200 does not justify the need for the 
document to be duplicated. IDWR has cross-referenced the Exhibit in the Table of Contents for 
ease of reference. 
2. A&B objected and requested that information referenced in a Letter from IDWR 
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to Parties which was included on an attached CD, dated February 1, 2008, be included in the 
record. This information is provided in the exhibits and IOWR has determined that because of 
the size of this document it will not be duplicated. Instead, a list of each of the documents has 
been created which cross references the location of each Exhibit. 
VI. 
DOCUMENTS THAI ARE DUPLICATIVE OR IRRELEVANT AND SHOULD 
BE BEMOVED FBOM THE BECOlD 
In addition to the above-missing documents, A&B states that the there were duplicative 
or irrelevant documents that should be removed from the record. The Department agrees and the 
following corrections to the record have been made. 
1. The letter from Roger Ling to Victoria Wigle was contained at both page 815 and 
again at page 816. The document now only appears once and can be located at 
page 829. 
2. A&B's March 16, 2001 Motion to Proceed was contained at pages 811-828 and 
again at pages 843-854 has been deleted. The document now only appears once 
and is located at pages 830-840. 
3. The additional documents attached to A&B's March 16, 2001 Motion to Proceed 
that were contained at pages 829-842; 855-868 have been removed. 
4. The letter from IOWR to John Simpson et al. In the Matter of Water Right 03-
1018 found at page 961 is not a part of this proceeding and has been removed. 
5. The Comments from the Surface Water Coalition, dated April 22. 2008 at pages 
1461-1417 are not part of this proceeding and has been removed. 
6. The fmt page of IOWA's Response to Motion for Declaratory Ruling is actually 
dated April 11, 2009, not May 2, 2009 as stated in the objection. The document 
was also contained at both pages 1514 and 1412. The document now only 
appears once and can be located at pages 1528-1541. 
1. The Expert Testimony of John S. Koreny previously located at pages 2500-2516 
has been correctly sequenced and is no located at pages 1198-1814. 
8. The letters from Fred Stewart to JDWR and to the Hearing Officer previously 
located at pages 2160-2161 and 2809-2918, respectively, have been removed. 
9. IOWR has determined that the Court's September 10, 2009 Procedural Order will 
remain as part of the agency record. 
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ORDER 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that no objection having been made to 
the agency transcript in this matter, the transcript is deemed settled. Timely objections having 
been made to the agency record, the record is settled with the changes identified above. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 840), the 
Ground Water Users' Objection. and this Order shall be included in the record on petition for 
judicial review. The Department shall provide the parties with replacement copies of the agency 
record on compact disks consistent with the modifteations made in this order. 
!i-
DA TED this 'ZJ:, day of October 2009. 
Interim-Director 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ;?& tit. day of October 2009, the above and foregoing. 
was served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John K. Simpson 
Travis Thompson 
Paul L. Arrington 
Sarah W. Higer 
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485 
A. Dean Tranmer 
City of Pocatello 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Sarah A. Klahn 
Mitra M. Pemberton 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 
Denver, CO 80202 
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Randy C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello. ID 83201 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
25 N 2nd East 
Rexburg. ID 83440 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
~().~ 
Debbie Gibson ' 
Administrative Assistant 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
29 
, 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CLlVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
PHILLIP J. KASSlER (ISB#17SO) 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY (ISB#6530) 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700 
Attorneys for Respondent 
f~ 
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CASE#----
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IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICf, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in ~ 
his official capacity as Interim Director of ) 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, ) 
) 
Respondents. ) 
-------------) ) 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE PEmION FOR ) 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION ~ 
DISTRICf FOR THE DELIVERY OF ) 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WA TER ~ 
MANAGEMENT AREA ) 
---------------------------) 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD WITH DISTRICT COURT· Page 1 
Case No. CV 2009-647 
NOTICE OF FILING 
AGENCY TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD WITH 
DISTRICT COURT 
S~NNED 
TO: THE DISTRICT COURT AND PARTIES OF RECORD 
On September 28, 2009, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") provided 
notice to the parties that the agency transcript and record in this matter were lodged with the 
agency for the purpose of settlement in accordance with the I.R.C.P. 84(j). 
Pursuant to the notice, the parties had fourteen (14) days to file any objections to the 
transcript and record. Objections were filed by the A&B Irrigation District, the City of 
Pocatello, and the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. As described in the Order Settling 
Agency Record and Transcript. IDWR has reviewed the objections and incorporated the 
necessary documents to settle the agency record. 
A compact disk. containing copies of the record and transcript as filed with the Court in 
hard copy is being mailed with this Notice to the attorneys of record. Copies of the compact disk 
also are being provided to the Court. 
DATED this 2S ...... day of October, 2009. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLNE R. J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD WITH DISTRICT COURT - Page 2 31 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the state of Idaho, employed 
by the Attorney General of the state of Idaho and residing in Boise, Idaho; and that I served a 
true and correct copy of the following described documents on the persons listed below by 
mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the correct postage affixed thereto on this 
~day of October, 2009. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDIcJi9NlWdtldH 10: 34 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO~~ 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
Respondents. 
IN mE MATIER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DIS1RICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
----..OJ DEPUTY 
) 
) CASE NO. CV -2009-647 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING UNOPPOSED 
) MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING 
) SCHEDULE AND NOTICE OF 
) BEARING ON ORAL ARGUMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--------------------------) 
On November 19, 2009, the Petitioner A&B Irrigation District filed an Unopposed 
Motion 10 Amend Briefing Schedule. The Court, having reviewed the Unopposed Motion, hereby 
grants the motion and ORDERS that the briefing schedule and hearing date agreed to by the 
parties be adopted as follows: 
A&B Openina Brief Due December 31, 2009 
Response Briefs Due January 28, 2010 
A&B Reply Due February 18,2010 
ORDER GRANTING UNOPPOSED MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE SCANNED 
· ... 
Oral argument shall be heard on Marcia 15, 1010 at 1:00 p.IL at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse located at 715 G St, Rupert, Idaho 83350. 
DATEDthisZ1~ofNovember2009. u~ 
District Judae 
ORDER GRANTING UNOPPOSED MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
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IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIV't-~;"-'-wLL~:..... DEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
Re: Minidoka County District 
Court Cases 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
WI1HOUT CAUSE AND ORDER OF 
ASSIGNMENT 
COMES NOW, JONATHAN BRODY, District Judge in the above-entitled court and 
does hereby disqualify himself without cause in the cases identified in Exhibit A and petitions 
and requests the Administrative Judge to appoint another District Judge to hear the entitled cases. 
DATED this -ZIfday of J1~ 
In accordance with the above order of Jonathan Brody, District Judge, and good cause 
appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that _____ _ 
District Judge of the Fifth Judicial District is appointed to hear the entitled cases in exhibit A. 
DATED this _ day of _____ ~, 2009. 
HONORABLE R. BARRY WOOD 
Administrative Judge 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3l of ~ , 2009, I served a true, correct copy 
of the ORDER. TO DISQUALIFY WITHOUT CAUSE AND ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT upon the 
following in the manner provided: 
John K. Simpson 
P. O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Philip J. Rassier 
317 MaiD Street, Room 100 
Boise, ID 83720 
Chris M. Bromley 
317 Main Street, Room 100 
Boise, ID 83720 
Randall C. Budge 
P. O. Box 1391 
Center Plaza 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Jerry R. R.i&bY 
2S N. Second East 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
Dean A. Tranmer 
P. O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Sarah A. K.labn 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 
Denver, CO 80202 
Trial Court Administrator's Office 
Attn: Linda Wright 
P. O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY WITHOUT CAUSE 
(f.) First Class Mail 
('0 First Class Mail 
f:'{) First Class Mail 
W First Class Mail 
('{) First Class Mail 
() First Class Mail 
(fJ First Class Mail 
tf> Faxed 736-4002 
~~ .. ,P 
Cleit of the District Court 
7) 
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'J "~' 
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FEB-lS-lO THU 03:02 PH FAX NO. 
FIlED-DI;); - J I 
CASE 
P. 02 
IN TIlE J.)ISTRI('"'T COURT OF TIfF! t1FTH JUDICIAl, DIS1iiltiEB 18 PH 2: 30 
OF TJlR STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNI'Y OF ~i<; ,~,-(RK 
) S? , DEPUlY 
A&1l JRRIGATIONDISTRlCT, ) CASllNO. CV-2009-647 
l'ctitioncr , 
vs. 
TUlllllAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES ~d GARY SPACKMAN in his 
oOl("hl capacity as lntorlm Dircc:tor oftbe Idaho 
Dcpl..1ment ofWalcc Resources, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Respondents. ) 
------_ .. _- ) 
IN nm MAlTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
UI1L1VERY CALL OF A&R IRRIOATION 
D.L.(·n'RICT FOR THE DELIVERY O}l' 
GROUND WATER AND FOR 11IE 
CRHA'!lON OF A OROUND WATER 
MANAORMP.NT ARHA 
--...... , ...... _--
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-_ .. ) 
ORDO GRANTING UNOPPOSED 
MOTION TO EXTEND REPLY 
DEADLINE 
On Ircbtuary 17. 2010, the Petitioner A&B Irrigation District filed an Unoppostd Motion 
10 J:ltJnd Reply Deadline. The Court, having reviewed the Unoppo8ld Mollon, hereby ~ 
the motion and ORDERS that the brlcrms schedulo be modified as follows: 
A&n RopJy One February 22,2010 
DATED this 18 day ofF~bruary, 2010. 
-----
ORI>TJR ONANUNO UNOPPOSED MOTION 10 EXTEND REPLY DF,ADLINH 
SCANNED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 18TH day of February, 2010, she 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING UNOPPOSED 
MOTION TO EXTEND REPL Y DEADLINE on the persons listed below by faxing 
thereto to the parties at the indicated fax number: 
Jerry R. Rigby John K. Simpson 
Travis L. Thompson 
Paul L. Arrington 
RIGBY ANDRUS & ANDRUS Chtd. 
25 N 2nd East 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls, 10. 83303-0485 
208-735-2444 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise,lO. 83720-0098 
208-287....aee 
".0 
Randall C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
Rexburg, 10. 83440 
208-~ 4 6297 if 1"'" -0"" 
A. Dean Tranmer 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, 10. 83201 
208-234-6297 
Sarah A. Klahn 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth St. Suite 500 
Denver, CO. 80202 
303-825-5632 
Pocatello, 10. 83201 
208-232-6109 
Dated this 18th day of February, 2010 
~cti_t 
Certificate of service 1 40 
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CASE 
2010 fEB 26 PH J: 18 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL ~.?ocd 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
Case No. CV-2009-647 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT AND CORRECT THE 
AGENCY RECORD 
I 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR'') filed the Agency Transcript and 
Record with this Court in the above-captioned matter on October 29, 2009. On February 23, 2010, 
the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., Magic Valley Ground Water District and North Snake 
Ground Water District (collectively the "Ground Water Users") filed a Motion to Augment and 
Correct the Agency Record. The Ground Water Users request that the Agency Record be corrected 
pursuant to errors and omissions discovered in the record as it currently stands. The Ground Water 
Users' counsel in the motion indicates that the other parties in the case have been consulted and 
there is no objection to their Motion to Augment and Correct the Agency Record. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT AND CORRECT THE AGENCY REco8(?ANNED 
THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED pursuant to l.A.R.30 and 30.l(b) that the Ground Water 
Users' Motion to Augment and Correct the Agency Record is hereby GRANTED. The Agency 
Record in this matter shall be augmented and corrected in accordance with the motion and its 
attached appendices which were provided on compact disc. 
DATED this 2ltday of ~'or.,ff201O. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT AND CORRECT THE AGENCY RECORD - Page 42 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of .,:~ \-\).41'1.2010, the above and foregoing 
document was served in the following manner: 1 
Candice M. McHugh [] V.S. MaiIIPostage Prepaid 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &:. [at Facsimile ;}.af -.>.1~ - eo,,'-"'1' 
BAILEY, CHTD. [ ] Overnight Mail 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 208 [ ] Hand Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phillip J. Rassier [ ] V.S. MaiIIPostage Prepaid 
Chris Bromley [-1 Facsimile ~o' -').i, - <... ., <:) :::> 
Deputy Attorneys General [ ] Overnight Mail 
Idaho Department of Water Resources [ ] Hand Delivery 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] E-Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
ghil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov 
chris.hroml~dwr.idaho.gov 
John K. Simpson [ ] V.S. MaiIIPostage Pre~d 
Travis L. Thompson [vf Facsimile ~o8 -} ~"" ().q"i-f 
Paul L. Arrington [ ] Overnight Mail 
Sarah W. Higer [ ] Hand Delivery 
Barker Rosholt [ ] E-Mail 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
iks@idahowaters.com 
tlt@idahowatefs.com 
gla@idahowaters:com 
Sarah A. Klahn [ ] V.S. MaiIIPostage Prepaid 
White &:. Jankowski LLP [Yf F acsimile ~ <> 3 - (().S' - s .... 'l.;l-
511 Sixteenth S~ Suite 500 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Denver, CO 80202 [ ] Hand Delivery 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com [ ] E-Mail 
A. Dean Tnmmer [ ] V.S. MaiIlPostage Prepaid 
City of Pocatello [-1' Facsimile ~og - a 3"# - (,~q, 
PO Box 4169 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Pocatello,ID 83201 [ ] Hand Delivery 
dtranmer@gocatello.us [ ] E-Mail 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT AND CORRECT THE AGENCY RECORD - Page43 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
25 N 2nd East 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
irigby@rex-law.com 
[] U.S. MailIPostage Prepaid 
f1 Facsimile ~ D if - 3slt - 0 ", 
[) Overnight Mail 
[] Hand Delivery 
[] E-Mail 
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- ~ -, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & B IRRIGA nON DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his official capacity as Interim Director of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION 
FOR DELIVERY CALL OF A " B 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT FOR THE 
DELIVERY OF GROUND WATER AND 
FOR THE CREATION OF A GROUND 
WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 
Ruling: 
) Case No. 2009-000647 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) ORDER ON PETITION FOR 
) JUDICIAL REVIEW 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The 1951 Idaho Groud Water Act, I.C. § 42-226 ttl set., appHes retroactively with 
respect to the administration of ground water rights including the management of 
ground water levels. 
The Director did not err in finding that reasonable pumping levels had not been 
exceeded based on determination that the 36-2080 right suffered no material injury 
at current levels. Consistent with a finding of no material injury, Director was not 
required to make a determination on reasonableness of pumping levels. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETmON FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
The Director erred in falling to apply proper evidentiary standard of clear and 
convincing evidence in finding of no material injury to A & B's right. Remanded 
for purpose of applying correct evidentiary standard. 
The Director did Dot err by analyzing material injury to the 36-2080 right in 
cumulative as opposed to analyzing injury separately to the 177 points of divenion 
bued OD the way in which the right was lieensed and decreed. 
The Director did not err by falling to designate a Ground Water Management Area 
punuant to Le. § 42-233b. 
Appearances: 
John K. Simpson, Travis L. Thompson, Paul Arrington, Sarah W. Higer, Barker Rosholt 
& Simpson, LLP, Twin Falls, Idaho, on behalf of Petitioner A & B Irrigation District, 
("A & B), (Travis Thompson argued); 
Phillip J. Rassier, Chris M. Bromley, Deputy Attorneys General of the State ofldaho, 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, Boise, Idaho, on behalf of Respondents Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, and Gary Spackman in his capacity as Interim Director 
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, ("Director," "IDWR" or "Department) 
(Chris M. Bromley argued); 
Randall C. Budge, Candice M. McHugh, Scott J. Smith, Racine Olson Nye Budge & 
Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, on behalf of Respondent Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A'') (Candice M. McHugh argued); 
Sarah A. Klahn, White & Jankowski, LLP, Denver. Colorado, A. Dean Tramner, 
Pocatello, Idaho, on behalf of Respondent City of Pocatello ("City of Pocatello") (Sara A. 
Klahn argued); 
Jerry R. Rigby, Rigby, Andrus & Rigby. Chartered, Rexburg, Idaho, on behalf of 
Fremont Madison Irrigation District, Robert & Sue Huskinson, Sun-Glo Industries, vat 
. Schwendiman Farms, Inc., Darrell C. Neville, Scott C. Neville, and Stan D. Neville, 
("Fremont-Madison et. al.''). 
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I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This case is a proceeding for judicial review of the Final Order Regarding the A 
& B Delivery Call ("Final Order'') issued June 30, 2009, by David R. Tuthill, Jr., 
Director ofIDWR. Record ("R.'') R. 3318-3325. Following the retirement of Director 
Tuthill on June 30, 2009, Gary Spackman was appointed Interim Director. The Final 
Order was issued at the conclusion of proceedings relating to a Petition for Delivery Call 
originally filed with the Department by A &, B on July 26, 1994. R. 12-14. The Petition 
for Delivery Call also requested that the Director designate the Eastern Snake Plain 
Aquifer ("ESP A'') as a Ground Water Management Area ("GWMA'') pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 42-233b. The Final Order denied both the delivery call and the request for 
GWMA designation. On August 31, 2009, A &, B filed the instant Notice of Appeal and 
Petitionfor Judicial Review of Agency Action ("Petitionfor Judicial Review'') pursuant to 
the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, Title 67, Chap 52, Idaho Code. 
B. Course of Proceedings 
On June 26, 1994, A&, B filed the Petitionfor Delivery Call seeking 
administration of ground water rights diverting from the ESP A that were junior in 
priority to water right 36-2080, as well as GWMA designation of the ESPA. R.12-14. 
The Petition alleged inter alia that junior priority ground water pumping from the ESP A 
had lowered the water table an average of 20 feet and in excess of 40 feet in some areas. 
The Petition also alleges that the declines in the water table level resulted in reducing A 
&, B's diversions from its authorized 1,100 cfs to 974 cfs and reduced diversions from 40 
wells serving approximately 21,000 acres to a diversion rate insufficient to irrigate the 
lands served by the wells. R. 13. 
Notice of the filing was served on approximately 7,200 holders of water rights 
who divert from the ESP A with priorities junior to September 16, 1994. R. 669. 
Responses were received from over 200 junior water right holders or entities representing 
water right holders. Id. Thereafter, A &, B, IDWR and the participating respondents 
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entered into a stipulation, which among other things, stayed the Petition for Delivery Call 
until such time as any party filed a Motion to Proceed to have the stay lifted. R. 1106. 
On March 16, 2007, A " B filed a Motion to Proceed with the Department, 
moving to lift the stay agreed to by the parties. Following a status conference on the 
Motion to Proceed, the Director issued an order lifting the stay. Id. On January 29, 
2008, the Director issued an Order ("January 29, Order'') denying A" B's Petitionfor 
Delivery Call and request for GWMA designation. R. 1105-1151. The January 29, 
Order concluded, based on the application of the Rules for Conjunctive Management of 
Surface and Ground Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11 ("CMR''), that A" B's 36-2080 
water right had not suffered "material injury." Id. at 1151. ht response, A " B requested 
an administrative hearing challenging the January 29, Order. R. 1182. An evidenti~ 
hearing was conducted December 3 through 17, 2008, before Hearing Officer Gerald F. 
Schroeder ("Hearing Officer"). Respondents IGW A, City of Pocatello and Fremont 
Madison et. al. participated in the hearing. R. 116-17. 
On March 27,2009, the Hearing Officer entered his Opinion Constituting 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Recommendations ("Recommended Order"). 
R. 3078-3120. The Recommended Order agreed with the conclusion of the Director's 
January 29, Order, that A " B's water right no. 36-2080 had not suffered material injury 
and that designation ofa GWMA would not add any benefit to the management of the 
ESP A that could not already be accomplished through the water districts already in 
existence. Id. On May 29,2009, the Hearing Officer issued an Order Granting in Part 
and Denying in Part A. & B's Petition for Reconsideration, correcting certain errors in the 
Recommended Order but otherwise affirming the Recommended Order. R.3231-3233. 
On June 19,2009, the Hearing Officer issued a response to A. & B's Petitionfor 
Clarification which clarified the Hearing Officer's use of the term "total project failure." 
R. 3262. A" B filed exceptions to the Recommended Order on June 30, 2009. R. 3318. 
On June 30, 2009, the Director issued the Final Order accepting all substantive 
recommendations of the Hearing Officer. On August 4, 2009, the Director issued an 
Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration making the June 30, 2009, Order, final. R. 
3360. 
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On August 31, 2009, A & B timely filed the Petition/or Judicial Review now 
before the Court. IOWA, City of Pocatello and Fremont-Madison et. al. all appear as 
Respondents. This case was assigned to the undersigned Judge in his capacity as a 
District Judge and not in his capacity as Presiding Judge of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA "). 
C. Statement of Relevant Facts 
1. A " B IrriptioD Project 
The North Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka Project was developed by the 
United States Bureau of Reclamation ("USBOR,,). The project was completed in 1963. 
A & B is an irrigation district organiad by the landowners of the North Side Pumping 
Division of the Minidoka Project. The USBOR transferred operation and maintenance of 
the project to A & B in 1966 pursuant to a repayment contract. The project consists of 
two units. Unit A serves approximately 15,000 acres with surface water diverted from 
the Snake River. Unit B serves approximately 66,000 acres with ground water pumped 
from the ESP A primarily authorized under the 36-2080 water right. 1 
1. Water RiPt ~lO. 
Water right 36-2080 isa ground water right held in trust by the USBOR for the 
benefit of the landowners within A & B Irrigation District. See United States v. Pioneer 
1". Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 157 P .3d 600 (2007). The right was decreed with a priority 
date of September 9, 1948, and cumulatively authorizes the diversion of 1100 cfs from 
177 separate points of diversion (wells) for the irrigation of 62,604.3 acres from April 1 
to October 31. The decreed quantity calculates to 0.88 miner's inches per acre.2 A 
partial decree was issued for the right in the SRBA on May 7,2003. Exh. 139. 
A subsequent administrative transfer approved the use of up to 188 wells and 
expanded the authorized number of acres to 66,686.2. A & B currently operates 177 
I Unit B is also irripted with other ground water rights, including enlargement rights, which cumulatively 
authorize the iniption of 66,686.2 aaes. R. 1112. 
1 This is calculated as follows: 1,100 cfs 162,604.3 acres - .0176 cfa or 0.88 (0.01761.02) miner's inches 
per acre. However, this is an averap, as not all wells produce 0.88 inches per acre some produce more and 
others less. R. 3108. Well capacity ranges from 0.8 cfs to 10.6 cfs. R. 3093 
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wells. R. 3081. The place of use for all points of diversion is described as "the boundary 
of A & B Irrigation District service area pursuant to Section 43-323, Idaho Code." R. 
3094. As a result, water diverted from anyone of the wells is appurtenant to all acres 
within the place of use. R. 3092. The rate of diversion for the right is decreed in the 
cumulative and does not ascribe any rate of diversion to a particular well. The USBOR 
applied to have the right licensed in this manner to provide for the greatest amount of 
flexibility in distributing water throughout the project. R. 3093-94; Exh. 15ID. 
Despite being decreed in this manner, the Unit B ground water project is not a 
system of interconnected wells. The Unit is comprised of 130 independent well systems. 
R. 3093. A well system consists of one or more wells that provide water to a distribution 
system that services a particular number of acres. On average, five farm units are served 
from each well system. Eighty-eight of the systems consist of a single well. 
Approximately 40 of the systems consist of two wells. The Unit has two or three systems 
comprised of three wells. R. 3092-93. Water delivery for the average well system 
requires less than one mile of canal with a capacity of 5.6 cfs. R. 3095. Although not all 
of A & B' s wells are underperforming, because of the design of the system and the 
geographic layout of the lands within the Unit, water cannot readily be distributed 
throughout the Unit from areas served by wells capable of pumping more than required 
for the area of service, to areas served by underperforming wells. R. 3095. 
3. Historical Development of the Unit B Ground Water Projed System 
The Unit B ground water project was originally designed as an open discharge 
system where water was pumped from the ground into surface ponds and delivered 
through open lateral systems to the user. R. 3098. Irrigation was initially accomplished 
by gravity flow. R.3099. Gravity flow has been replaced by more efficient sprinkler 
systems. R.3099. As of2007, only 3 to 4 percent of the irrigation in Unit B was gravity 
flow. Id. The original conveyance system included 109.71 miles oflaterals and 333 
miles of drains. The current system includes 51 miles of laterals, 138 miles of drains and 
27 miles of distribution piping. Sixty-nine water injection wells have also been 
eliminated and the water applied to other purposes. R. 3099. In sum, the current system 
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is more efficient than the original system. Conveyance loss system wide is between 3 
and 5 percent R. 3099. These efficiencies reduced the amount of water re-entering the 
ESPA. R. 3102. 
A &. a maintains the Unit a ground water project system on an annual basis 
including a "rectification" program for underperforming wells. The rectification program 
includes deepening wells, drilling new wells and increasing horsepower to existing 
pumps. A &. a's criteria for rectification targets wells delivering below 0.75 miner's 
inches per acre. R. 3101. 
4. Deches in ESP A Levels 
The project was developed when water levels in the ESP A were at their peak. 
Gravity flow irrigation from the Snake River resulted in significant amounts of recharge 
to the ESP A. Ground water pumping was also limited. Since that time changes in 
irrigation practices reducing incidental recharge, ground water pumping and drought have 
all contributed to declines in aquifer levels. Declines in aquifer levels since the wells 
were installed range from 8.5 feet to 46.4 feet. Although the overall annual recharge to 
the ESP A exceeds depletions from ground water pumping, less water enters the project 
area than leaves the area. Despite declines in certain areas the aquifer is not being 
"mined" by ground water pumping. R. 3113. 
5. A " D'. Delivery CaD 
The declines in aquifer levels have resulted in A &. a being unable to pump the 
full amount of its authorized rate of diversion during peak demand periods. The declines 
reduced cumulative withdrawals from 1,100 cfs (0.88 miner's inches per acre) to 974 cfs 
(0.78 miner's inches per acre) for the entire project. Depletions have also resulted in 
some wells being abandoned. The shortages are not uniform throughout the project. A &. 
B alleges ground water pumping by juniors has materially injured the 36-2080 water 
right R. 3113. However, certain areas within the project, which lie over hydrogeologic 
regions of poor transmissivity, have realized the greatest shortages. These areas are 
primarily located in the southwest region of the project but shortages are not exclusively 
limited to that area. R. 3111; Exh. 200N &. 216. 
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D. Decision of the Diredor 
The Hearing Officer's Recommended Order determined the following: 1) A & 
B's 36-2080 right was subject to the provisions of the Idaho Ground Water Act (I.C. §§ 
42-226 et seq.) ("GWA") and A & B's wells had not exceeded reasonable pumping 
levels; 2) 0.75 miner's inches per acre was the minimum quantity necessary to satisfy A 
& B's water requirements despite the 36-2080 right being decreed in the aggregate for 
0.88 miner's inches per acre; 3) inherent hydrogeologic conditions making pumping 
difficult in certain areas of the project was not a basis for curtailment; 4) A & B was 
required to take reasonable measures to move water to underperforming areas within the 
project; 5) A &. B had not suffered material injury to its senior water right; and 6) no 
additional benefit to the management of the ESP A would result from the formation of a 
GWMA. R. 3078. In the Final Order the Director accepted all substantive 
recommendations of the Hearing Officer. R 3318. 
ll. 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
A&. B raises the following issues on appeal: 
A. Whether the Director erred in concluding that the provisions of the GW A apply to 
pre-enactment water rights? 
B. Whether the Director unconstitutionally applied the CMR by disregarding the 
proper presumptions and burdens of proof resulting in: (i) reducing A&'B's diversion rate 
per acre from 0.88 to 0.75 miner's inches; (ii) creating a new "failure of the project" 
standard for injury; and (iii) using a ''minimum amount needed" for crop maturity 
standard? 
C. Whether the Director erred in failing to separately analyze A &. B's 177 
individual points of diversion, as opposed to cumulatively, for purposes of determining 
injury to A & B' s senior water right? 
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D. Whether the Director erred and unconstitutionally applied the CMR by 
concluding that A & B must interconnect individual wells or well systems across the 
project before a delivery call can be filed even though water right 36-2080 was 
developed, licensed and decreed with as many as 130 individual well systems? 
E. Whether the Director erred in finding that A & B has not been required to pump 
water beyond a "reasonable ground water pumping level" even though (1) the Director 
provided no factual support for this conclusion, (2) the evidence demonstrates that A&B 
has been forced to drill wells deeper and even abandon wells as water supplies become 
more and more depleted, and (3) no such level has ever been determined as required by 
Idaho Code § 42-2261 
F. Whether the Director erred in failing to designate all or a portion of the ESP A as a 
GWMA pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-233b? 
G. Whether the Director violated I.C. § 42-231 by failing to protect the ESP A, set a 
reasonable pumping level or designate a GWMA? 
H. Whether the Director erred by failing to issue a final order in compliance with I.C. 
§ 67-52481 
m. 
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION 
Oral argument before the District Court in this matter was held March 2,2010. 
The parties did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing and the Court 
does not require any additional briefing in this matter. Therefore, this matter is deemed 
fully submitted for decision on the next business day or March 3, 2010. 
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IV. 
APPLICABLE STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of the director of IDWR is governed by the Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act (IDAPA)j Chapter 52, Title 67, I.C. § 42-1701A(4). Under 
IDAP A, the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record created 
before the agency. Idaho Code § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 
527, 529 (1992). The Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact. Idaho Code § 67-5279(1); Castaneda v. 
Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923,926,950 P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). The Court shall affirm 
the agency decision unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, 
conclusions, or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or, 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926,950 P.2d at 1265. 
The petitioner or appellant must show that the agency erred in a manner specified 
in I.C. § 67-5279(3), and that a substantial right of the party has been prejudiced. I.C. § 
67-5279(4). Barronv. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414, 417, 18 P.3d219,222 (2001). Even if the 
evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's decision 
that is based on substantial competent evidence in the record.3 Id. The Petitioner (the 
party challenging the agency decision) also bears the burden of documenting and proving 
that there was mn substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's decision. 
Payene River Property Owners Assn. v. Board ofComm 'rs. 132 Idaho 552, 976 P.2d 477 
(1999). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has summarized these points as follows: 
I Substalltill does not mean that dac evidellce was uncollb'ldicted. All that is required is that dac evidence be of such sufficient 
quantity and probIIive value .. reasonable nmcts rxNIdcoaclude thIt dac flndinI- whether it be by ajury, trialjudp, spedal 
master, or hnrins omcer - WII proper. It is not necessary thIt dac evidence be of such quantity or lJI8Iity that reasonable milds _I 
conclude, only thIt they rxNId coac:lude. TherefoN, a hdina omcer's findinp of fact are properly rejected only if dac evidence is so 
weak thIt reasoDIIbIe nmcts could not come to the same conclusions the bearina omcer reached s.". Mann Y. SqfrNay SIan" Inc. 
95 Idaho 732. 518 P.leS 1194 (1974); '" QI8oEWJ1UY. HtII'Q" Inc., 125 Idaho 473. 478. 849 P.2d 934, 939 (1993). 
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The Court does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as 
to the weight of the evidence presented. The Court instead defers to 
the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. In 
other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the 
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the 
agency, so IOJli as the determinations are supported by substantial 
evidence in the record .... The party attacking the Board's decision 
must first illustrate that the Board erred in a manner specified in 
Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right has 
been prejudiced. 
Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 Idaho 353, 2 P.3d 738 (2000) (citations omitted); see also, 
Cooper v. Board of Professional Discipline. 134 Idaho 449, 4 P.3d 561 (2000). 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. I.C. § 67-5279(3); University of Utah 
Hasp. v. Board ofComm 'rs of Ada Co .• 128 Idaho 517, 519, 915 P.2d 1375, 1377 
(Ct.App. 1996). 
v. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
A. The Director Did Not Err ia Co.cI1ld", the GWA AppUet to the 
Admiaistratto. of the Rlaht to Use Water RJabti Pre-datiDe itl E.aetmeat. 
A & B argues the Director erred in adopting the Hearing Officer's conclusion that 
the GWA applies to water rights appropriated prior to its enactment. Water right 36-2080 
has a priority date of September 9, 1948. The GWA was enacted in 1951. 1951 Idaho 
Sess. Laws, ch. 200, pp. 423-29 (codified as Idaho Code §§ 42-226 et. seq.). The 
significance of whether the GWA applies to water rights established prior to its 
enactment comes ttom I.C. § 42·226 which was amended in 1953 to provide: 
[W]hile the doctrine of 'first in time is first in right' is recognized, a 
reasonable exercise of this right shall not block full economic 
development of underground water resources, but early appropriators of 
underground water shall be protected in the maintenance of reasonable 
pumping levels as may be established by the state reclamation engineer as 
herein provided. 
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1953 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 182, p. 278 (emphasis added).4 
A & B argues that because water right 36-2080 was established prior to the 
enactment of the OW A, the right is not subject to the ''reasonable pumping level" 
provision ofI.C. § 42-226. A & B argues instead that the right is protected to historic 
pumping levels as provided by common law. In support of its argument, A & B cites to 
the plain language of the 1987 amendment to I.C. § 42-226, which remains in the current 
version of the statute, and provides: "This act shall not affect the rights to the use of 
ground water in this state acquired before its enactment." 1987 Idaho Sess. Laws Ch. 
347, p. 743. Among other things, A & B also points out where this same provision has 
been cited to by both the Idaho Supreme Court and the SRBA District Court for the 
proposition that the OW A does not apply to water rights pre-existing its enactment. See 
Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 396,871 P.2d 809, 813 (1994); In re: SRBA Case 
No. 39576. Order on Cross Motions/or SummoryJudgment, Subcase No. 91-00005, p.22 
(July 2, 2001)(citing Musser). The issue of whether the OWA applies to pre-existing 
water rights is a question of law over which a reviewing court exercises free review. 
Farber v. Idaho State Insurance Fund, 147 Idaho 307, 310,208 P.3d 289, 292 (2009). 
Moreover, the issue requires a comprehensive review of the OW A in its entirety. 
1. AppHeadon of Standards of Statutory Interpretadon to the GW A. 
The objective of statutory interpretation is to derive the intent of the legislative 
body that adopted the act. Farber at 310, 208 P.3d at 292 (2009) (citing Payette River 
Prop. Owners Ass'n v. Bd OfComm'rs of Valley County, 132 Idaho 551, 557, 976 P.2d 
477,483 (1999». Statutory interpretation begins with the literal language of the statute. 
Id (citing Paolini v. Albertson's, Inc., 143 Idaho 547, 549, 149 P.3d 822, 824 (2006». 
When the statutory language is unambiguous, the clearly expressed intent of the 
4 The originallanauage has since been amended but not in substance. I.e. § 42-226 currently provides: 
[W]hile the doctrine of 'fll'St in time is first in ript' is recognized. a reasonable exercise 
of this right shall not block full economic development of underground water resources. 
Prior appropriators of undergrOll1'ld water shall be protected in the maintenance of 
reasonable pumping levels as may be established by the director of the department of 
water resources as herein provided. 
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legislative body must be given effect, and the court need not consider rules of statutory 
construction. [d. (citing Payette River, 132 Idaho at 557, 976 P.2d at 483). Statutory 
provisions should not be read in isolation, but must be interpreted in the context of the 
entire document. [d. (citing Westerburgv. Andrus, 114 Idaho 401,403, 757 P.2d 664, 
666 (1988». The statute should be considered as a whole and the words given their plain, 
usual, ordinary meaning. [d. A statute is passed as a whole and not in parts or sections. 
Each part or section should therefore be construed in connection with every other part or 
section so as to produce a harmonious whole. It is not proper to confine interpretation to 
the one section to be construed. SUTHERLAND, STAT. CONST. § 46:05 (6th ed. 2001). 
2. WIlen Construed ba its Eadrety, it is Clear tile Lesislature Inteaded 
tile GWA to Apply to tile AtlmlnlstrtditJ" ofAllRJpts to tile Use of Ground Water 
Whenever or However Acquired. 
The language of the 1987 amendment to I.C. § 42-226, which provides "[t]his act 
shall not affect the rights to the use of ground water in this state acquired before its 
enactment" ~ when read in isolation, to exempt water rights existing prior to the 
enactment of the OW A from its application. However, when construing the Act in its 
entirety, and specifically takina into account the plain language oft.C. § 42-229, it 
becomes clear that the Legislature intended a distinction between the ''right to the use of 
ground water" and the "administration of all rights to the use of ground water." This 
distinction is significant in that the plain language ~fthe Act makes clear that the Act 
applies retroactively to the later category unless specifically exempted. 
Prior to the enactment of the OW A in 1951, Idaho did not have a statutory scheme 
in place specifically governing the appropriation and administration of ground water. In 
discussing the enactment of the OW A in 1951, the Idaho Supreme Court has noted that: 
In the years since World War n, most western states have enacted 
legislation establishing. administrativ~ controls over ground water 
withdrawals ... Idaho was in the vanguard of this movement when we 
enacted our Ground Water Act in 1951 I.C. §42-226 et seq. 
Balcer v. Ore-Ida Food, 95 Idaho 575, 580, 513 P.2d 627,632 (1973). 
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In its original form, Section 1 of the Act (now codified as I.C. § 42-226) re-
affirmed that the traditional policies of this state pertaining to the beneficial use of water 
through appropriation apply to ground water: 
Section 1 GROUND WATERS ARE PUBLIC WATERS 
It is hereby declared that the traditional policy of the state of Idaho, 
requiring the water resources of this state to be devoted to beneficial use in 
reasonable amounts through appropriation, is affirmed with respect to the 
ground water resources of this state as said term is hereinafter defined. All 
ground waters in this state are declared to be the property of the state, 
whose duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and allotment to 
those diverting the same for beneficial use. All rIgh, tIJ the use of 
ero"nd wtlter ill thb stilt, however acq"ired be/ore the effective dille 0/ 
thb act are hereby ill all respects validllted and con.fimretL 
1951 Idaho Sess. Law, ch. 200, pp. 423-424. (emphasis added). 
Section 1 of the Act was subsequently amended by the Legislature in 1953, 1980, 
and 1987. S The phrase: "All rights to the use 0/ ground water in this state however 
acquired be/ore the effective date a/this act are hereby in all respects validated and 
confirmed' remained in force until the 1987 amendment when that provision was 
replaced by the following provision now at issue: "This act shall not affect the rights to 
the use a/groundwater in this state acquired be/ore its enactment." 1987 Idaho See. 
Laws ch. 347, p. 743. (emphasis added). By its plain language, the 1987 amendment 
applies only to "the rights to the use of ground water." 
In its original form, Section 4 of the Act (now codified as I.C. § 42-229) provided 
as follows: 
Section 4. METHODS OF APPROPRIATION 
The right to the use ofero"nd water of this stllte may be acquired only by 
appropriation. Such appropriations may be perfected by means of 
diversion and application to beneficial use or by means of the application 
permit and license procedure in this act provided. All proceedings 
commenced prior to ~ effective date of this act for the acquisition of 
rights to the use of ground water under the provisions of chapter 2 of title 
42, Idaho Code, may be completed under the provisions of said chapter 2 
and rights to the use of ground water may be thereby acquired. But the 
admblistndlon of all rights to th, use of ground water. whenever or 
5 In 1953, Section 1 was amended to include the "full economic development" and "reasonable ground 
water pumping levels" provisions. See Supra th. 4 
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however acquired or to be acquired, shall, unless specijically excepted 
therefrom, be governed by the provision of this aet. 
1951 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 200, p.424. (emphasis added). The plain language of the last 
sentence of this provision specifically addresses and applies to "the administration" of 
the right to the use of ground water. The last sentence of the original Section 4 has 
remained unchanged and appears in its original form in the current version ofI.C. § 42-
229. 
When the two above-mentioned provisions are read in conjunction it is clear that 
the last sentence of I.C. § 42-226 governs the applicability of the OW A to rights to the 
use of ground water acquired before its enactment, whereas the last sentence of I.C. § 42-
229 applies to the administration of rights to the use of ground water acquired before its 
enactment. By its plain language then, the OWA applies to the administration of rights 
to the use of ground water ''whenever or however" acquired. I.C. § 42-229. 
A & B's argument that the 1987 amendment language to what is now I.C. § 42-
229 excludes the application of the OW A from pre-existing water rights leads to two 
problematic results. First, the interpretation renders the ''whenever or however acquired" 
language of the last sentence ofI.C. § 42-229, which pertains to the administration of the 
right to use ground water, meaningless. Courts must give effect to all the words and 
provisions of a statute so that none will be void, superfluous or redundant. Faber, 147 
Idaho at 310,208 P.3d at 293. Second, the argument results in the conclusion that pre-
existing water rights are insulated from all administrative provisions enumerated in the 
OW A, including but not limited to provisions regarding the equipping of wells with flow 
valves, rights of inspection by IDWR, maintenance of casings, pipes, fittings, etc. See 
I.C. § 42-237a.g. This conclusion leads to an absurd result and must be rejected. As 
shown above, the Director has the authority under the OW A to administer rights to the 
use of ground water ''whenever or however acquired." 
3. Within the Structure of the GW A, the Management of Ground 
Water Pumping Levels was Intended to be Addressed under the Purview of 
the Admlnistratlon of Ground Water Rights. 
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The OW A vests the Director with a number of enumerated powers and 
responsibilities associated with the supervision and administration of ground water rights. 
Of significance to the facts of this case, the maintenance of ground water levels is one 
such power: 
To assist the director of the department of water resources in the 
administration and enforcement of this act, and in making determinations 
upon which said orders shall be based, he may establish a ground water 
pumping level or levels in an area or areas having a common ground water 
supply as determined by him as hereinafter provided. Water in a well shall 
not be deemed available to fill a water right therein if withdrawal 
therefrom of the amount called for by such right would affect, contrary to 
the declared policy of this act, the present or future use of any prior 
surface or ground water right or result in the withdrawing of the ground 
water supply at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate of 
future natural recharge. However, the director may allow withdrawal at a 
rate exceeding the reasonably anticipated rate of future natural recharge if 
the director finds it is in the public interest and if it satisfies the following 
criteria .... 
I.C. § 42-231a.g.6 
Within the structure of the OW A, the management of ground water pumping 
levels was therefore intended to be addressed under the purview of the administration of 
groundwater rights. Although (as is discussed below) the common law may have 
protected the means of diversion of senior appropriators to historic pumping levels, 
ground water pumping levels have never been treated as an element of a water right, nor 
have pumping levels been memorialized in any decree or license. See. e.g. I.e. § 42-
1409 (required elements in Notice of Claim - no reference to well depth); I.C. § 42-222 
(setting forth changes to water right requiring transfer proceeding - no reference to well 
depth); I.C. § 42-202 (contents of permit application - no reference to well depth). 
Likewise in Baker v. Ore-Idaho Foods, the Idaho Supreme Court recognized most 
western states, including the state ofIdaho via the OW A "have enacted legislation 
establishing administrative controls over ground water withdrawals." Baker, 95 Idaho at 
580,513 P.2d at 632 (emphasis added). 
6 This provision was originally included in the 1953 version of the GWA and read the same except that it 
referred to the "state reclamation engineer." 
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The fact that (l) pumping level is not considered an element of a right, (2) the 
OW A delegated a number of duties to IDWR associated with the maintenance of ground 
water levels, and (3) the acknowledgement by the Idaho Supreme Court that the OW A 
established administrative controls over the withdrawal of groundwater in Balrer v. Ore-
Ida Foods all strongly suggest that the issues pertaining to ground water levels fall under 
the category of the administration of the right to the use of ground water. The plain 
language on.c. § 42-229 makes clear that the administration of the right to the use of 
ground water shall be governed by the OW A "whenever or however" the water right was 
acquired. 
4. TIle Case Law Applymg the GW A is Consistent with this 
InterpretatioL 
The limited case law applying the provisions of the OW A is consistent with the 
conclusion that the management of ground water levels is a matter of administration and 
therefore is subject to the retroactive application of the OWA. In Noh v. Stoner, S3 Idaho 
651, 26 P. 531 (1933), prior to the enactment of OW A in 19S 1, the Idaho Supreme Court 
addressed the issue of maintenance of water tables in a dispute involving a junior well 
interfering with a senior ground water right. The Court held that senior well owners 
were protected absolutely to the extent of their historical pumping level. Junior well 
owners could not be enjoined from pumping so long as they held the senior hannless for 
the cost of modifying or lowering the senior's means of diversion such that the senior 
received the same flow of water. Id. at 657, 26 P.2d at 1114. 
In Balrer v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 9S Idaho 575, 513 P.2d 627 (1973), the Idaho 
Supreme Court addressed the application of the OW A in a dispute between ground water 
pumpers over the maintenance of ground water tables. The Court concluded the OWA 
was "consistent with the constitutionally enunciated policy of promoting optimum 
development of water resources in the public interest." Id at 584,513 P.2d at 636 (citing 
Idaho Const. Art. 1 S § 7). The Court held: 
[A] senior appropriator is not absolutely protected in either his historic 
water level or his historic means of diversion. Our Ground Water Act 
contemplates that in some situations senior appropriators may have to 
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accept some modification of their rights in order to achieve the goal of full 
economic development. ... 
In the enactment of the Ground Water Act, the Idaho legislature decided, 
as a matter of public policy, that it may sometimes be necessary to modify 
private property rights in ground water to promote full economic 
development of the resource .... 
We conclude that our legislature attempted to protect historic water rights 
while at the same time promoting full economic development of ground 
water. Priority rights in ground water are and will be protected insofar as 
they comply with reasonable pumping levels. Put otherwise, although a 
senior may have a prior right to ground water, if his means of diversion 
demands an unreasonable pumping level his historic means of diversion 
will not be protected. 
Id. at 584,513 P.2d at 636 (citations omitted). The Court determined the holding in Noh 
was "inconsistent with the full economic development of our ground water resources" 
and that "the Ground Water Act was intended to eliminate the harsh doctrine of Noh." Id. 
at 581-82,513 P.2d at 633-34. Further: 
Where the clear implication of a legislative act is to change the common 
law rule we recognize the modification because the legislature has the 
power to abrogate the common law .... We hold Noh to be inconsistent 
with the constitutionally enunciated policy of optimum development of 
water resources in the public interest. Noh is further inconsistent with the 
OWA. 
Id. at 583,513 P.2d at 635 (citations omitted). Although the Court never specifically 
addressed the issue of whether or not the reasonable pumping level provisions of the 
GWA were intended to apply to pre-existing rights, two of the senior rights held by the 
plaintiffs who made the delivery call had priorities pre-dating the enactment of the OWA. 
Consequently the Court did in fact apply the reasonable pumping provision to pre-
existing rights. While the case is not dispositive of the issue, the ruling makes it clear 
that the Legislature through the enactment of the OW A modified the common law rule in 
Noh. 
In Parker v. Wallentine, 103 Idaho 506, 650 P.2d 648 (1982), a subsequent case 
involving a delivery call by a holder of a domestic ground water right, the Idaho Supreme 
Court applied the historic pumping level rule in Noh to the circumstance where it was 
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detennined that the OW A did not apply. In Parlcer, the senior domestic water right had a 
priority date of 1964. The Idaho Supreme Court held that prior to the 1978 amendment 
the OW A did not apply to domestic wells. In reaching the holding the Court relied on the 
original 1951 version of the OW A which provided an exclusion for domestic use until 
1978 when the OW A was amended to eliminate the exclusion. 7 Id. at 510, 650 P.2d 652. 
The Court held that the 1951 version of the language excluding domestic wells to be 
unambiguous. Id. at 511, 650 P.2d 653. After determining that the OW A did not apply 
the Court distinguished the holding in Balcer and applied the ruling in Noh. 
Although this Court in Balcer v. Ore-Ida Foods. Inc., 95 Idaho 575, 581-
83, 513 P.2d 627, 633-35 (1973), held that Noh is not applicable to cases 
determined under the reasonable pumping level provisions of the Ground 
Water Act, Noh is applicable to circumstances such as these in which [the 
OWA] does not apply. 
Id at 513, 650 P.2d 655. On first impression the holding in Parlcer appears inconsistent 
with the holding in Balcer, which arguably overruled the rule in Noh independent of the 
OWA. However, it is important to note that prior to the 1978 amendment, the OW A did 
not apply in anY res.pect. retroactively or otherwise to domestic wells. This blanket 
exclusion was solely limited to domestic wells. Accordingly, the holding in Parlcer is 
consistent with Balcer for purposes of applying the OW A to water rights that are not 
expressly exempt from its application. 
5. The MlISSer Deeisioa 
The issue of whether the OW A was intended to apply retroactively to the 
administration of pre-existing rights has never been squarely addressed by the Idaho 
Supreme Court. However, as correctly argued by A & S, the Idaho Supreme Court 
decided the case of Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 396, 871 P.2d 809,813 (1994), 
in part, on the basis that the "statute [ I.C. § 42-226] does not affect the rights to the use 
of ground water acquired before enactment of the statute." Id at 396, 871 P .2d at 813 
(citing the language of the 1987 amendment to I.C. § 42-226). In Musser, the Director 
7 Section 2 of the original version of the GWA provided an exclusion for domestic wells as follows: "The 
excavation and openinC of wells and withdrawal of water therefrom for domestic purposes shall not be in 
anyway affected by thl3 act." 1951 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 200. p. 424 (now codified as I.e. § 42-227) 
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refused to honor the demand for a delivery call initiated by a senior surface user. The 
Director reasoned he lacked the authorization to conjunctively administer ground and 
surface water within a water district without a formal hydrologic determination that 
conjunctive management was appropriate. Id at 394,871 P.2d at 811. The district court 
issued a writ of mandate, ordering the Director to administer the rights. The Director 
appealed. Id. 
On appeal, the Director argued that although he had a mandatory statutory duty to 
administer water within a water district, I.C. § 42-226 left to the Director's discretion the 
means used to respond to delivery calls. The Supreme Court rejected the argument citing 
the principle that, although certain details regarding how an agency is to carry out a 
mandatory duty are left to the agency's discretion such, is not a basis for relief from 
mandamus. Id. at 394-395,871 P.2d at 811-12 (citations omitted). The Supreme Court 
held: 
This principle applies to this case. The director's duty pursuant to I.C. § 
42-602 is clear and executive. Although the details of the performance of 
the duty are left to the director's discretion, the director has the duty to 
distribute water. 
Id. The basis for the holding is the Director's duty to distribute water pursuant to I.C. § 
42-602. The Court then goes on to address the Director's explanation for refusal to honor 
the demand: 
The director defended his refusal to honor the Mussers' demand by 
claiming that a 'policy' of the department prevented him from taking 
action. In his testimony at the hearing to consider whether the writ would 
issue, the director referred to I.C. § 42-226 and stated 'a decision has to be 
made in the public interest as to whether those who are impacted by ground 
water development are unreasonably blocking full use of the resource. ' 
We note that the original version of what is now I.C. § 42-226 was enacted 
in 1951. 1951 Idaho Seu. Laws, ch. 200, § 1, p. 423. Both the original 
version and the current statute malre It clear that this sttlIute does not affect 
rights to the use of ground water acquired before the enactment of the 
statute. Therefore, we fail to see how Ie. § 42-226 in anyway affects the 
director's duty to distribute water to the Mussers, whose priority date is 
April 1, 1892. 
(emphasis added). In 1978, I.C. § 42-227 was amended to eliminate the exclusion. 1971 Idaho Sess. Laws, 
ch. 323, p. 819. 
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Id. at 396, 871 P .2d at 813 (emphasis added). 
This language is compelling if read outside of the context of the entire OW A. It 
is important to note, however, that Musser was decided based on principles governing 
mandamus in relation to the Director's duty to distribute water in water districts pursuant 
to I.C. § 42-602 and not the application of the OWA. In citing to I.C. § 42-226, the Court 
was responding to one of the defenses raised by the Director. Since enactment, the OWA 
has undergone several amendments and I.C. § 42-226 is only one component of the act. 
The application of I.C. § 42-226 or the OW A was not before the Court in Musser. 
Accordingly, the Court did not have the occasion to analyze the issue in the framework of 
the entire OW A, nor was it necessary.· As shown above, it is clear when read in its 
entirety that the intent of the legislature in passing the OW A was to distinguish between 
the right to the use of ground water and the administration of the right to the use of 
ground water. It is also clear that under the plain language of I.C. § 42-229 the OW A 
applies to the administration of all rights to the use of ground water whenever or however 
acquired. 
6. The More Reasonable Interpretation and Purpose of the Language of 
the 1987 Amendment. 
As noted previously, the OWA was the first statutory scheme in place specifically 
governing the appropriation and administration of ground water. However, the OW A 
was not the first authorization of the ability to appropriate a ground water right The 
more reasonable interpretation of the intent of the original language "[a]11 rights to the 
use of ground water in this state however acquired before the effective date of this act are 
hereby in all respects validated and confinned" was to acknowledge this very point and 
eliminate any confusion that ground water rights of existing holders were unauthorized or 
that existing right holders would have to make application under the GWA. While this 
interpretation is straight forward, the confusion arises as a result of the 1987 amendment, 
which when read independently from the rest of the act, appears to exempt pre-existing 
• The SRBA also cited MlISseT' for the proposition that the 19S 1 OW A did not apply to pre-existing water 
rights. The issue of the retroactive application of tile OWA was not before the Court. In Re: SRBA Case 
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rights from the GWA. However, the more plausible justification behind the amendment 
and its choice of language was to avoid confusion in the forthcoming SRBA. Namely, 
that the validated and confinned language could be construed as a legislative 
detennination of the validity of pre-existing rights. Accordingly, this Court concludes 
that both the original language and the 1987 amendment were not intended to exempt 
pre-existing rights from the application of the GWA but rather to establish that pre-
existing rights were acknowledged as valid and not supplanted by the operation of the 
OW A. Therefore this Court holds the Director did not err in concluding that the 
reasonable pumping level provisions of the GWA apply to pre-enactment water rights. 
B. The Direetol' did not el'l' in detel'Dlininl that A " B had Dot beeD required to 
pump below a reasonable pumpinlleveL This detel'DlinatioD however, is dependent 
on the DinetOI". material injury a .. lysls aDd his detel'DlinatioD that there is 
suflieient water available to supply 0.75 miner'. inches per acre. 
A " B argues the Director erred by concluding A " B had not been forced to 
exceed reasonable ground water pumping levels to satisfy its right without first 
establishing a reasonable ground water pumping level from which to make the 
determination. In his January 29, 2008 Order, the Director determined "[although 
ground water levels throughout the ESP A have declined from their highest levels reached 
in the 1950's, ground water levels generally remain of pre-irrigation developmental 
levels. There is no indication that ground water levels in the ESP A exceed reasonable 
ground water levels required to be protected under the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-
226." R. 1109. In the Recommended Order, the Hearing Officer determined: 1) A" B is 
not protected to historic levels; 2) that the aquifer is not being mined in that more water 
enters the aquifer than is being removed by ground water pumping; and 3) that A " B's 
poorest performing wells could not be used as a measure for establishing the 
reasonableness of the ground water levels. R. 3113~ Ultimately the Hearina Officer 
concluded "[t]he right to water [quantity] established in the partial decree remains, but 
that right is dependent upon A " B' s ability to reach the water from those wells or to 
No. 39S76, Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment; Order on Motion to Strike Affidavits, Subcase 
91-OOOOS (Basin-Wide Issue S) (July 2, 2001), p.22. 
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import it from other wells." Id. The Director adopted the Hearing Officer's 
recommendation in the FinalOrder. R. 3321. 
Idaho Code § 42-237a.g. sets forth the Director's duties with respect to 
establishing ground water levels: 
In the administration and enforcement of this act and in the effectuation of 
the policy of this state to conserve its ground water resources, the director 
of the department of water resources in Ids sole discretio" is empowered . 
g. To supervise and control the exercise and administration of all 
rights to the use of ground waters a"d ,,, tile exercise of tIIis discretionary 
power he may initiate administrative proceedings to prohibit or limit the 
withdrawal of water from any well during any period that he determines 
that water to fill any water right in said well is not there available. To 
assist the director of the department of water resources in the 
administration and enforcement of this act, and in making determinations 
upon which said orders shall be based, he mq establish a ground water 
pumping level or levels in an area or areas having a common ground water 
supply as detennined by him as hereinafter provided. Water in a well 
shall not be deemed available to fill a water right therein if withdrawal 
therefrom of the amount called for by such right would affect, contrary to 
tile decltued policy of tllis act['], the present or future use of any prior 
surface or ground water right or result in tile withdrawing of tile ground 
wtltn supply tit a rate beyoml tile reasonably anticipated rate of future 
ntltural recharp. 
(emphasis added). Accordingly, the GWA does not mandate that the Director establish 
ground water levels automatically as a matter of course in conjunction with a delivery 
call by a ground water pumper. 
The Hearing Officer's conclusion that reasonable pumping levels had not been 
exceeded was based on the finding that sufficient water was available satisfy the 36-2080 
right at current pumping levels following the consideration of factors associated with the 
material injury analysis. In light of this finding the Hearing Officer concluded it was not 
necessary for the Director to establish a reasonable levet in conjunction with the delivery 
call. This Court agrees and affirms the determination, subject to one proviso. 
9 The policy of the GWA is included in I.C. § 42-226 which provides in relevant part: "Prior appropriators 
of underground water shall be protected in the maintenance of reasonable gt'OWld water pumping levels as 
may be established by the director of the department of water resources as herein provided." 
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The Director's conclusion is based on two threshold determinations made in 
conjunction with the material injury analysis. First, the Director's determination that 
sufficient water exists at current pumping levels relies on the finding that 0.75 miner's 
inches per acre is sufficient quantity to satisfy the purpose of use for the 36-2080 right 
despite the right being decreed for 0.88 miner's inches per acre. Second, the Director's 
determination that it was appropriate to analyze injury cumulatively based on injury to 
the entire right as opposed to evaluating injury to the 177 separate points of diversion. 
The significance of which would require A & B to move available water around within 
the project from wells capable of over performing to those areas served by 
underperforming wells. In other words injury would not be determined without looking at 
the depletive effects to entire right as opposed to individual points of diversion. These 
threshold issues are addressed separately in this opinion. To the extent the Director erred 
in either of these determinations it may require that the Director revisit the issue of the 
reasonableness of the pumping levels. 
C. The Director erred in failing to apply the constitutionally protected 
presumptions and burdens of proof. 
A & B argues the Director unconstitutionally applied the CMR by failing to apply 
the proper presumptions and burdens of proof resulting the reduced diversion rate per 
acre for the 36-2080 right from 0.88 to 0.75 miner's inches. This Court agrees. The 36-
2080 right was licensed and ultimately decreed with a diversion rate of 0.88 miner's 
inches per acre for the 62,604.3 acre place of use. 10 Following application of the CMR, 
Rule 42 in particular, the Director determined that 0.75 miner's inches met A & B's 
minimum irrigation needs. The 0.75 miner's inches per acre, among other things, was 
therefore used to arrive at the finding of no material injury. 
1. The CMR, Material Injury, and Efficient use of Water Without 
Waste. 
10 The fact that the right was decreed for 1,100 cfs to a 62,604.3 place of use involves a separate issue 
addressed later in this opinion. 
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The 36-2080 right is included in an organized water district. CMR Rule 40 
pertains to responses to delivery calls in organized water districts, and in relevant part 
provides as follows: 
040. RESPONSES TO CALLS FOR WATER DELIVERY MADE 
BY THE HOLDERS OF SENIOR PRIORITY SURFACE OR 
GROUND WATER RIGHTS AGAINST THE HOLDERS OF 
JUNIOR PRIORITY GROUND WATER RIGHTS FROM AREAS 
HAVING A COMMON GROUND WATER SUPPLY IN AN 
ORGANIZED WATER DISTRICT (RULE 40). 
01. Respondinl To a Delivery Call. When a delivery call is 
made by the holder of a senior-priority water right (petitioner) alleging 
that by reason of a diversion of water by the holders of one (l) or more 
junior-priority ground water rights (respondents) from an area having a 
common ground water supply in an organized water district the petitioner 
is suffering mtlIeritll injury, and upon a finding by the Director as 
provided in Rule 42 that ltIIderitll injury is occurring, the Director, 
through the water master, shall: 
a. Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with 
the priorities of rights of the various surface or ground water users whose 
rights are included within the district .... 
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01.a (emphasis added). CMR Rule 040.03 provides: 
Reasonable exercise of riPts. In determining whether diversion and the 
use of water under rights will be regulated under Subsection 040.01.a. or 
040.01.b, the Director shall consider whether the petitioner making the 
delivery call is sufferln, lJUlteritllinjury to II senior-priority wtlter ri,ht 
tuUl is dlt1ertin, ""d ain, WIIter efficiently without wale, and in a 
manner consistent with the goal of reasonable use of surface and ground 
waters as described in Rule 42. TIle Director wlIllIIso consider whether 
the respondent junior-priority wtlter ri,ht holder is ain, wtlter 
elfkiently and without WllSte. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03. (emphasis added). CMR 010.14 defines "lIUIterlill injury" as: 
"HIndrance to tir impact "Po" the exerciu tJf II WtItB right ca"" IIy the lISe of wtIter 
by ""other penon lIS determined in IIccordance with Idaho Law, lIS setfor in Rule 42." 
IDAPA 37.03.11.010.14 (emphasis added). 
CMR Rule 42 sets forth the factors for determining material injury and the use of 
water efficiently without waste as follows: 
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042. DETERMINING MATERIAL INJURY AND 
REASONABLENESS OF WATER DIVERSIONS (RULE 42). 
01. Fadon. Factors the Director may consider in detennining 
whether the holders of water rights are sIIDeri1f, llUlterllll baj"" and 
usi1f, water ejJick1ftly without wlISte, include but are not limited to: 
a. The amount of water available in the source from which the 
water is diverted. 
b. The effort or expense of the holder of the water right to 
divert the water from the source. 
e. Whether the exercise of junior-priority ground water rights 
individually or collectively affects the quantity and timing of when water 
is available to, and the cost of exercising, a senior-priority surface or 
ground water right. This may include the seasonal as well as the multi-
year cumulative impacts of all ground water withdrawals from and area 
having a common ground water supply. 
d. If for irrigation, the rate of diversion compared to the 
acreage of the land served, the annual volume of water diverted, the 
system diversion and conveyance efficiency. and the method of irrigation 
water application. 
eo The amount of water being diverted and used compared to 
other rights. 
f. The existence of water measuring and recording devices. 
.. The extent to which the requirements of the holder of a 
senior-priority water right could be met with the user's existing facilities 
and water supplies by employing reasonable diversion and conveyance 
efficiency and conservation practices .... 
It. The extent to which the requirements of the senior-priority 
surface water right could be met using alternate reasonable means of 
diversion or alternate points of diversion, including the construction of 
wells or the use of existing wells to divert and use water from the area 
having a common ground water supply under the petitioner's surface 
water right priority. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.a.-h. 
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2. American Falls Reservoir Dist. No.2 v.IDWR 
In American Falls Reservoir Dist. No.2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 433 
(2007) (AFRD #2), the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the constitutionality of the CMR 
in the context of a facial challenge. The issue arose as a result of senior surface right 
holders challenging the constitutionality of the CMR because the Rules required the 
senior making the call to prove material injury after the Director requested information 
from the surface users for the prior fifteen irrigation seasons instead of automatically 
giving effect to the decreed elements of the water right. The district court held the CMR 
to be facially unconstitutional for failing to "also integrate the concomitant tenets and 
procedures relating to a delivery call, which have historically been necessary to give 
effect to the constitutional protections pertaining to senior water rights .... " Id. at 870, 
154 P.3d at 441. The district court held that "under these circumstances, no burden 
equates to impermissible burden shifting." Id at 873, 154 P.3d at 444. 
On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the CMR were not facially 
defective for failure to include the applicable burdens of proof and evidentiary standards 
based on the application of principles unique to facial challenges. Integral to the 
Supreme Court's determination was the recognition that: 
CM Rule 20.02 provides that: '[T]hese rules acknowledge all elements of 
the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law.' 'Idaho law' 
as defined by CM Rule 10.12 means '[T]he constitution, statutes, 
administrative rules and case law of Idaho. ' Thus. the Rules incorporate 
by reference and to the extent the Constitution, statutes and case law have 
identified the proper presumptions, burdens of proof, evidentiary standards 
and time parameters, those are part of the CM Rules.' 
Id at 873. 154 P.3d at 444. Accordingly, even though the CMR do not expressly address 
the burdens and presumptions the Director could still apply the CMR in a constitutional 
manner by including the constitutional burdens and presumptions. The Court then held 
that "the Rules do not permit or direct the shifting of the burden of proof ••• 
[r)equlrements pertaining to the standard of proof and who bean it have been 
developed over the yean and are to be read into the eM Rules." Id. at 874, 154 P.3d 
at 445 (emphasis added). Further: 
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The Rules should not be read as conaininl a burden-shifting 
provision to make the petitioner re-prove or re-adjudicate the ript 
which he already has. . . . While there is no question that some 
information is relevant and necessary to the Director's determination of 
how best to respond to a delivery call, the burden is not on the senior 
water ripu holder to re-prove an adjudicated riPt. The 
presUJDption UDder Idaho law is that the Ienior is entitled to his 
decreed water riPt, but there certainly may be lOme post-
adjudication facton whieh are relevut to the determination of how 
mueh water is actuaDy needed. The Rules may not be applied in such 
a way as to force the senior to demonstrate an entitlement to the water 
in the tint place; that is presumed by the filial of a petition 
conaiDiDl information about the decreed riPt. The Rules do give the 
Director the tools by which to determine "how the various ground and 
surface water sources are interconnected, and how, when, where and to 
what extent the diversion and use of water from one source impacts 
[others]." A &- B I"igation Dist., 131 Idaho at 422, 958 P.2d at 579. 
Once the initial determination is made that material injury is 
occurriDl or will occur, the junior then bean the burden of proving 
that the call would be futile or to challenle, in some other 
constitutionaDy permissible way, the lenior's call. 
Id. at 877-78, 154 P.3d at 448-49 (emphasis added). 
3. The Sipiflcance of a Licensed or Decreed Water RiPt. 
In applyina the factors as set forth in CMR Rule 42, the Director concluded that 
despite a decreed rate of diversion ofO.8S miner's inches per acre, the minimum rate of 
diversion per acre that would satisfy A&. B's irrigation requirements was 0.75 miner's 
inches. The Director concluded sufficient water supply was available to provide the 0.75 
miner's inches and denied A &. B' s delivery call. The issue arises as a result of the 
variance between the quantity decreed for the water right and the quantity the Director 
determined was actually needed to accomplish the decreed purpose of use, or put 
differently, the quantity that could be put to beneficial use. 
As part of Idaho's licensure statutes the permit holder is required to make proof of 
beneficial use and the Department is required to examine such use. I.C. § 42-219. Idaho 
Code § 42-219 provides: 
[U]pon receipt by the department of water resources of all the evidence in 
relation to such final proof, it shall be the duty of the department to 
carefully examine the same, and if the department is satisfied that the law 
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has been fully complied with and that the water is being used at the place 
claimed and for the purpose for which it was originally intended, the 
department shall issue to such user or users a license confirming such use. 
Such license shall ... state . . . the purpose for which such water is used, 
the quantity of water which may be used, which in 110 Ctl$~ shd be all 
alllOllIIt in excess 0/ the aIIIOUllt tllill htlS beell bellejicitllly applied. 
ld. (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 42-220 provides that "[s]uch license shall be binding 
upon the state as to the right of such licensee to use the amount of water mentioned 
therein, and shall be prima facie evidence as to such right .... " Further, ''neither such 
licensee nor anyone claiming a right under such decree, shall at any time be entitled to 
the use of more water than can be beneficially applied on the lands for the benefit of 
which such right may have been confirmed .... " I.C. § 42-220. 
Idaho's adjudication statutes require the Director to evaluate the extent and nature 
ofeach water right for which a claim was filed based on state law. I.C. § 42-1410. The 
Department's role in the adjudication "is that of an independent expert and technical 
assistant to assure that claims to water rights acquired under state law are accurately 
reported." Further, [t]he director shall make recommendations as to the extent of 
beneficial use and administration of each water right under state law .... I. C. § 41-
1401B. Idaho Code § 42-1402 provides: "The right confirmed by such decree ... shall 
describe the land to which such water shall become appurtenant. The amount of water so 
allotted shall never be in excess of the amount actually used for beneficial purposes for 
which such right is claimed .... " Idaho Code § 42-1411 requires the Director to prepare 
and file a director's report which among other things determines the quantity of water 
used. The statute further provides that "[e]ach claimant ofa water right has the ultimate 
burden of persuasion for each element of the water right." Further, that because the 
"director's report is prima facie evidence of the nature and extent of the water rights 
acquired under state law, a claimant of a water right acquired under state law has the 
burden of going forward with the evidence to establish any element of a water right 
which is in addition to or inconsistent with the description in a director's report." I.C. § 
42-1411(5). Finally, Idaho Code § 42-1420 provides "the decree entered in a general 
adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the 
adjudicated system." I.C. § 42-1420. 
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Accordingly, both Idaho's licensure and adjudication statutory schemes expressly 
take into account the extent of the beneficial use in regards to the quantity element of a 
water right and expressly prohibit quantity from exceeding the amount that can be 
beneficially used. In sum, the quantity specified in a decree of an adjudicated water 
right is a judicial determination of beneficial use consistent with the purpose of use 
for the water right. 
4. The License or Decree However, is not Conclusive as to the Quantity 
Put to Beneficial Use Due to Post-Decree Fadon. 
Although a license or decree among other things includes a determination of 
beneficial use for a water right, it is not conclusive that the water user is actually putting 
the full quantity to beneficial use. In State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, 130 Idaho 
736,947 P.2d 409 (1997), the Idaho Supreme Court acknowledged in the context of the 
SRBA that the Director was not obligated to accept a prior decree as conclusive proof of 
a water right because water rights can be lost or reduced based on evidence that the water 
right has been forfeited. Id. at 741,947 P.2d at 414. The Supreme Court acknowledged 
this same point in AFRD#2 noting that there may be post-adjudication factors relevant to 
the determination of how much water is actually needed. AFRD#2 at 878, 154 P.3d at 
449. 
Conditions surrounding the use of water are not static. Post-adjudication 
circumstances can result where a senior may not require the full quantity decreed. The 
most obvious example would be if the senior is not irrigating the full number of acres for 
which the right was decreed. Efficiencies, new technologies and improvements in 
delivery systems that reduce conveyance losses can result in a circumstance where the 
full decreed quantity may not be required to irrigate the total number of decreed acres. 
The subsequent lining or piping of a ditch or the conversion from gravity fed furrow 
irrigation to sprinkler irrigation can reduce the quantity of water needed to accomplish 
the purpose of use for which the right was decreed. I I Year to year variations in water 
II Also, the rate of diversion for an irrigation water right sets a maximum rate of diversion to satisfy the 
peak water demand for the most water intensive crop grown in the region. In the event the senior is 
irrigating a less water intensive crop, the maximum rate of diversion may not be required. However, this 
limitation is less significant in the administration of ground water and tempered by the fact that any relief 
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requirements also result from the types of crops that may be planted. The Idaho 
Legislature specifically acknowledged water users could reduce water requirements 
through the implementation of efficiencies and authorized the ability to expand irrigated 
acreage so long as the rate of diversion was not increased. See I.C. § 42-1426. 
In this case, the Director determined that A &. B successfully implemented a 
number of measures that have reduced the amount of water required to irrigate the 
62,604.3 acres: including the conversion of 1440 acres from ground to surface water 
irrigation; reduction of conveyance losses from approximately 8 percent to 3 percent; 
conversion of 96 percent of the irrigation systems to sprinkler; and the re-use of drain 
water. R. 1148. It should therefore come as no surprise that a water user can require less 
water than the decreed quantity to accomplish the purpose for which the right was 
decreed. As such, the quantity reflected in a license or decree is not conclusive as to 
whether or not all of the water diverted is being put to beneficial use in any given 
irrigation season. 
5. Wute Results froDl the Failure to Put tile FuD Diverted Quantity to 
Beneficial Use. 
If circumstances do not require the full amount of the decreed quantity to 
accomplish the purpose of use but the senior nonetheless continues to divert the decreed 
quantity, the issue is one of waste. The wasting of water is not only contrary to Idaho law 
but it is a recognized defense to a delivery call. In Martiny v. Wells, 91 Idaho 215, 218-
19,419 P.2d 470 (1966), the Idaho Supreme Court held: 
Wasting of irrigation water is disapproved by the constitution and laws of 
this state. As we said in Mountain Home Irrigation District v. Duffy, 
supra, it is tlte duty 0/11 prior IIpproprlator 0/ WIlIer to lIllow the use of 
SIlCIt WIlIer by II junior trpproprilltor III lima wlten the prior IIpproprltJtor 
Ita 110 imnteditlte lleed for tlte use thereof. 
Id (emphasis added). Simply put, a water user has no right to waste water. Ifmore 
water is being diverted than can be put to beneficial use, the result is waste. 
from regulation of junior wells is typically not instantaneous. Therefore, even though a senior may not be 
irrigating the most water intensive crop in the current irrigation season administration needs to take into 
account the ability of a senior to rotate to a more water intensive crop in the next irrigation season. 
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Consequently, Idaho law prohibits a senior from calling for the regulation of juniors for 
more water than can be put to beneficial use. 
This exact issue was addressed in context of the SRBA. The SRBA Court 
addressed the issue of whether or not partial decrees should include a remark qualifying 
that the amount of water that could be sought incident to a delivery call was limited to the 
quantity that could be beneficially used as opposed to the quantity actually stated in the 
decree. The Hon. R. Barry Wood presiding, expressly rejected the necessity of such a 
remark based on the following reasoning: 
Implicit in the quantity element in a decree, is that the right holder is 
putting to beneficial use the amount decreed. As the Idaho Supreme Court 
has stated: 'Idaho's water law mandates that the SRBA not decree water 
rights 'in excess of the amount actually used for beneficial purposes for 
which such right is claimed'.' State v, Hamman Water Right Owners. 
130 Idaho 727, 730, 947 P.2d 400, 403 (1997); guotig I.C. § 42-1402. 
However, the quantity element in a water right neeessarfly sets the 
'peak' limit on the rate of divenion that a water right holder may use 
at any liven point in time. In addition to this peak limit, a water user 
is further Umlted by the quantity that can be used beneficially at any 
given point in time (i.e. there is no right to divert water that will be 
wasted). A & B Irrigation District v. Idaho Conservation League. 131 
Idaho 411, 415, 958 P.2d 568 (1997). The quantity element is a thed or 
cODltant limit, expressed in terma of rate of divenio. (e ... di or 
minen inches), whereas the benefieial use limit is a fluctuatinl limit, 
which contemplates both rate of divenioD and total volume, and takes 
into account a variety of facton, such .. cUmatic: eonditioDl, the crop 
which is beinl grown at the time, the stale of the crop at any liven 
point in time, and the present moisture content of the soil, etc. The 
Idaho CODltitution recognizes fluc:tuafloDl in use in that it does not 
mandate that non-appUcation to a beneficial use for any period of 
time no matter how short result in a 1011 or reduction to the water 
right. State v. Hagrman Water Right Owners, at 730, 947 P.2d at 403. 
Finally, it is a fundamental principal of the prior appropriation doctrine 
that a senior right holder has no right to divert, (and therefore to 'call,') 
more water than can be beneficially applied. Stated another way, a water 
user has no right to waste water. In State v. Hagerman Water Rights 
Owners. 130 Idaho at 735, 947 P.2d at 408, the Idaho Supreme Court 
stated: 
A water user is not entitled to waste water ... It follows that 
a water right holder cannot avoid a partial forfeiture by 
wasting portion of his or her water right that cannot be put 
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to beneficial use during any part of the statutory period. If 
a water user cannot apply a portion of the water right to 
beneficial use during any part of the statutory peri~ but 
must waste the water in order to divert the full amount of 
the water right, forfeitw-e has taken place. 
Id. (citations omitted). 
NSGWD has not convinced this Court that it is necessary to have a 
restatement of this principal on the face of a water right decree. More 
importantly, the quantity element of a water right does not contemplate 
minute by minute, or hour by hour, limitations on diversions, as this truly 
would be an administrative nightmare. 
American Falls Reservoir District # 2 v. IDWR, Gooding Dist. Court Case No. CV-2005-
0000600, page 95 (June 2,2006) (Hon. R. Barry Wood) (quoting Memorandum Decision 
and Order on Challenge; Order Granting State 0/ Idaho's Motion/or the Court to Take 
Judicial Notice 0/ Facts; Order 0/ Recommitment with Instructions to Special Master 
Cushman (Nov. 23, 1999)) (emphasis in original). The significance of the decision is the 
recognition that the partial decree is a detennination of beneficial use. The inclusion of 
the remark would require the senior to "prove up" the extent of beneficial use every time 
administration is sought. The decision did not reject the argument that the senior has no 
right to call for water that is not or will not be put to beneficial use. However, implicit in 
the rejection of the remark is the recognition that the senior's failure to put the decreed 
quantity to beneficial use is a defense to a delivery call. The SRBA Court rejected the 
inclusion of an undefined limitation on the decreed quantity requiring the senior making 
the call to re-establish the extent of beneficial use. 
, 
In sum, if a water user is not making beneficial use of the water diverted, 
irrespective of the quantity decreed. the result is waste. Idaho law prohibits a senior from 
depriving a junior appropriator of water if the water called for is not being put to 
beneficial use. Therefore a decree or license does not insulate a senior appropriator from 
an allegation of waste or the failure to put the decreed quantity to beneficial use. Waste 
or the failure to put the decreed quantity to beneficial use is a defense to a delivery call. 
6. The Burden to Establish Waste as a Defense is on the Junior 
Appropriator aDd Must be Shown by Clear and Convincing Evidence. 
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Idaho law provides that the burden of establishing waste is on the junior 
appropriator. Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Idaho 735, 739, 552 P.2d 1220, 1224 (1976). Idaho 
law has also consistently required that incident to a delivery call the burden is on the 
junior to establish by clear and convincing evidence that the diverting of water by the 
junior will not injme the right of the senior appropriator on the same source. Cantlin v. 
Carter, 88 Idaho 179,397 P.2d 761 (1964); Josslyn v. Daly, 15 Idaho 137,96 P. 568 
(1908); Moe v. Harger, 10 Idaho 302, 7 P. 645 (1904). Accordingly whether the junior's 
defense is that there is no injury because the diversions of the junior do not physically 
interfere with the right of the senior (i.e futile call) or that the senior is not injured 
because the senior is putting less than the decreed quantity of water to beneficial use or 
wasting water, that burden rests on the junior. Clear and convincing evidence refers to a 
degree of proof greater than a mere preponderance of the evidence or evidence indicating 
that the thing to be proved is highly probable or reasonably certain. State v. Kimball, 145 
Idaho 542, 546, 181 P.3d 468, 472 (2008); Idaho State Bar v. Top, 129 Idaho 414, 416, 
925 P.2d 1113, 1115 (1996). 
A determination that a portion of a decreed water right is being wasted (or is not 
being put to beneficial use) is a diminishment of a property right. The decreed quantity is 
reduced by the amount determined not being put to beneficial use. Whether the senior is 
deprived of water for part of an irrigation season, an entire irrigation season or the 
quantity element is permanently reduced through a finding of partial forfeitme, the 
senior's right to divert water up to the decreed quantity is nonetheless diminished. 12 The 
12 The counter-argument raised by Respondents is that there is not a diminishment in the property right 
because the senior's property right is limited to the amount that can be put to beneficial use. While that 
may be true, the argument overlooks the fact that the decree is a determination of the beneficial use subject 
to various defenses. The burden is on the junior to show by clear and convincing evidence that less than 
the decreed amount is being put beneficial use. To conclude otherwise accords no presumptive weight to 
the decree. Tbis Is precisely the reason why the SRBA Court rejected includina a remark expressly 
limiting quantity to that put to beneficial use. The inclusion of such a remark would have resulted in an 
unlawful shifting of the burden of proof by making the senior re-prove quantity in conjunction with a 
delivery call. Simply put, the senior is entitled to the quantity reflected in the decree unless it can be shown 
by clear and convincing evidence that the full quantity is not or would not be put to beneficial use. The 
process gives proper presumptive weight to the decree and at the same time takes into account that the 
decree is not conclusive. However, the standard of proof (clear and convincing evidence) required for 
establishing that less than the decreed quantity is being put to beneficial use is much higher than the 
standard of proof (preponderance) initially required in the adjudication and distinguishes what is truly a 
defense to the right from a re-adjudication of the right. 
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Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that actions resulting in the diminishment of a 
water right must be proved by clear and convincing evidence. Forfeiture or abandonment 
of a water right must be established by a standard of clear and convincing evidence. 
Crow \I. Carlson, 107 Idaho 461,467, 690 P.2d 916,922 (1984); Jenkins \I. IDWR, 103 
Idaho 384, 388-89, 647 P.2d 1256, 1260-61 (1982). The same is true with respect to 
establishing prescriptive title to the water right of another. Gilbert at 739, 552 P.2d at 
1224 (citing Loosli \I. Heseman, 66 Idaho 469, 162 P.2d 393 (1945)). Similarly, a futile 
call defense requires a showing of clear and convincing evidence that diversions by a 
junior appropriator will not injure the rights of a senior appropriator. 
The application of the clear and convincing standard of proof only makes sense 
from a common sense perspective. If the Director determines that a senior can satisfy the 
decreed purpose of use on less than the decreed quantity reflected, he needs to be certain 
to a standard of clear and convincing evidence. In making a determination of whether or 
not to regulate juniors, the Director is required to evaluate whether the quantity available 
meets or exceeds the quantity the senior can put to beneficial use. If the Director 
regulates juniors to satisfy the senior's decreed quantity there is no risk of injury to the 
senior. However, if the Director regulates juniors to satisfy a quantity less than decreed, 
there is risk to the senior that the Director's determination is incorrect. There is no 
remedy for the senior if the Director's determination turns out to be in error and the 
senior comes up short of water during the irrigation season. Any burden of this 
uncertainty should be borne by the junior. The only way to eliminate risk to the senior 
while at the same time give effect to full economic development and optimum use of the 
water resources is to require a high degree of certainty supporting the Director's 
determination. Put differently, if the Director has a high degree of certainty that the 
senior is exceeding beneficial use requirements then there is no risk of injury to the 
senior. However, if the Director's determination is only based on a finding "more 
probable than not," the senior's right is put at risk and the junior is essentially accorded 
the benefit of that uncertainty. The requisite high standard accords appropriate 
presumptive weight to the decree. 
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7. Reeonenina the Alleaed Disparity Between the Decreed Quantity and 
the Quantity of Water Actually Required to Satisfy the Purpose of Use Consistent 
with Idaho Law and Without Re-Adjudieatina the Quantity Element. 
In recognizing that a difference can exist between the decreed quantity and the 
quantity put to beneficial use, the question becomes how the Director can give proper 
effect to the decree and still administer to the quantity put to beneficial use without 
resulting in a de facto re-adjudication of the water right? The answer lies in the 
application of the constitutionally engrained presumptions and burdens of proof. 
The following example illustrates the conundrum that occurs when proper effect 
is not given to the decree. Assume for the sake of discussion that A &. B claimed the 36-
2080 right in the SRBA with a diversion rate of 0.88 miner's inches per acre. The 
Director investigated the claim and recommended a diversion rate ofO.7S miner's inches. 
A&. B filed an objection to the recommendation. IOWA, the City of Pocatello and 
Fremont Madison et al. file responses and a trial is held. At trial A &. B presents its case 
including expert testimony in support of the claim that the requisite rate of diversion is 
0.88 miner's inches. The respondents present conflicting evidence including expert 
testimony that 0.7S miner's inches or less is sufficient to accomplish the purpose of use. 
The experts present opinions on the amount of water necessary to raise crops to maturity, 
the significance of soil moisture etc. Ultimately, the SRBA Court finds that A &. B 
established a quantity of 0.88 miner's inches by a preponderance of the evidence and 
issues a partial decree for that quantity. Six months later A &. B is unable to pump the 
full decreed quantity and seeks administration from the Department. The Director 
performs a "material injury" analysis and concludes that 0.7S miner's inches is sufficient 
to satisfy A &. B' s purposes of use. A &. B disagrees with the determination and requests 
a hearing. At the hearing A &. B presents its case including expert testimony in support 
of the claim that the requisite rate of diversion is 0.88 miner's inches. The respondent's 
present conflicting evidence, including the expert testimony that 0.75 miner's inches or 
less would be sufficient to accomplish the purpose of use. The experts present opinions 
on the amount of water necessary to raise crops to maturity, the significance of soil 
moisture etc. Deja Vu? Ultimately the Director concludes by a preponderance of the 
evidence that 0.75 miner's inch per acre is sufficient. The example illustrates that under 
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the Director's application of the CMR the senior can be forced to re-Iitigate the exact 
same issue when proving up the elements of the water right and when subsequently 
seeking administration for the same right. 
In this case the Hearing Officer's recommendation acknowledged that "the 
analysis of experts varies dramatically" on the amount of water needed to meet the 
minimum requirements for the crops. "Farmers with comparable experience differ on the 
amount needed to meet minimum requirements. Experts with comparable education have 
similar disagreements." R. 3109. The Hearing Officer ultimately concluded "the 
Director's determination is supported by substantial evidence." R. 3110. No reference 
was made to the evidentiary standard applied. 
In AFRD #2 the Supreme Court made it clear that the CMR should not be read to 
require the senior to re-prove or re-adjudicate a decreed right but also acknowledged that 
there may be post-adjudication factors relevant to the determination of how much water 
is actually needed. At the district court level inAFRD#2 Judge Wood opined that "a 
decreed water right is far more than a right to have another lawsuit only this time with the 
Director." American Falls Reservoir District # 2 v. IDWR, at 93. Absent the application 
of an evidentiary standard of clear and convincing evidence this Court has difficulty 
distinguishing how this is not a re-adjudication of A & B' s right. Issues pertaining to 
necessary quantity, beneficial use, evapotranspiration of crops, waste and the like should 
have been identified in Director's recommendation and ultimately litigated in the context 
of the SRBA proceedings. The Director reasons that it is not a re-adjudication of A & 
B's right because A & B still has the right to divert up to the full 0.88 miner's inches 
when water is available but that the Director will only consider the administration of 
junior's based on the determination of actual need oftbe senior, which is the 0.75 miner's 
inch per acre. This Court fails to see the distinction. In a prior appropriation system a 
water right becomes meaningless if not honored in times of shortage. The call is the 
means by which effect is given to the priority date. The priority date is the essence of a 
water right in a prior appropriation system. 
The problem arises with the initial determination of "material injury." In AFRD 
#2 the Supreme Court held once the initial determination is made that "material injury" is 
occurring or will occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would be 
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futile or to challenge, in some other constitutionally permissible way, the senior's call. 
AFRD #2, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449. However, the Director's "threshold" 
material injury determination includes what would otherwise be a defense to a delivery 
call. The problem with this approach is that it circumvents the constitutionally inculcated 
presumptions and burdens of proof. 
The CMR distinguish between "material injury" and "using a water right 
efficiently without waste." CMR Rule 010.14 defines "material injury" as "hindrance to 
or impact upon the exercise of a water right caused by the use of water by another 
person." CMR Rule 010.25 defmes "water right" as the legal right to divert and use ... 
the public waters of the state of Idaho where such right is evidenced by a decree, permit 
or license .... " Prior to regulating junior rights in an organized water district, CMR 
Rule 040.03 requires the Director to consider whether the senior is suffering "material 
injury" and "is diverting and using water efficiently and without waste." The factors in 
Rule 042.01 also provides "[flactors the Director may consider in determining whether 
holders of water rights are suffering material injury and using water efficiently without 
waste include .... " (emphasis added). Although the CMR address the two concepts in 
conjunction with each other, the Supreme Court held the rules cannot be read as a burden 
shifting provision to require the senior to re-prove or re-adjudicate his right. AFRD#2 
143 Idaho at 877-78, 154 P.3d at 448-49. 
Therefore, this Court holds that iD order to give the proper presumptive 
weight to a decree any findiDl by the Director that the quantity decreed exceeds that 
beiDl put to beneficial use must be supported by clear and convinciDl evidence. 
AccordiDgIy, this Court holds the Director erred by faiIiDl to apply the correct 
presumptions and burdens of proof. The case is remanded for this purpose. 
D. The Director Did Not Err by FaiIiDl to Separately Consider Depletions to 
Individual PoiDts of Diversion For Purposes of DeterminiDl Material Injury to the 
36-2080 Right. 
A & B argues the Director erred in failing to determine material injury based on 
depletions to the 177 individual points of diversion as opposed to determining injury 
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based on depletions to the cumulative decreed quantity. A & B argues further that the 
Director erred by requiring that A & B take reasonable steps to interconnect individual 
wells or systems within the Unit prior to seeking regulation of junior pumpers. The 
Hearing Officer concluded that it was proper to consider the system as a whole but that 
consideration must be given to account for the fact that water from one well is not 
accessible to the entire acreage: 
Considering the fact that the project was developed, licensed and partially 
decreed as a system of separate wells with multiple points of diversion, it 
is not A & B's obligation to show interconnection of the entire system to 
defend its water rights and establish material injury. However, it is 
equally clear that the licensing requested by the Bureau of Reclamation 
envisioned flexibility in moving water from one location to another. 
Consequently, there is an obligation of A & B to take reasonable steps to 
maximize the use of that flexibility to move water within the system 
before it can seek curtailment or compensation from juniors. A & B has 
some interconnection within the system to utilize the water it can pump. 
But the record does not establish whether further interconnection is either 
financially or technically practical. 
R. 3096. This Court agrees that the system must be considered as a whole based on the 
way in which the water right is decreed. Further, that the extent to which the Director 
may require A & B to move water around within the Unit prior to regulating junior 
pumpers is left to the discretion of the Director. The Director concluded that A & B must 
make reasonable efforts to maximize interconnection of the system and placed the burden 
on A & B to demonstrate where interconnection is not physically or financially practical. 
The Director did not abuse discretion in imposing such a requirement. 
The way in which the 36-2080 water right was licensed and ultimately decreed in 
the SRBA is not typical. The partial decree does not define or limit the place of use for 
any of the 177 points of diversion within the boundaries of the Unit. Instead, the decree 
lists the 177 different points of diversion and describes the place of use as ''the boundary 
of A & B Irrigation District service area pursuant to Section 43-323, Idaho Code." See 
Exh 139. The legal effect is that water diverted from anyone of the points of diversion 
is appurtenant to and therefore can be used on any and all of the 62,604.3 acres within the 
defined place of use. The license or partial decree also does not describe or assign a rate 
of diversion or volumetric limitation to any of the individual points of diversion. Instead, 
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the right is licensed and decreed at the cumulative diversion rate of 1,100 cfs with a 
250,417.20 AFY limitation for the entire water right. The legal effect is that up to the full 
rate of diversion can be diverted from any combination of the 177 points of diversion up 
to the AFY volumetric limitation and applied to any of the lands within the Unit. 
Structuring the right in this manner was not due to oversight. The USBOR applied 
for the right to be licensed as such in order to provide for the greatest amount of 
flexibility in distributing water throughout the project. R. 3093-94. In a response from 
the USBOR to the Department regarding the permit application, the USBOR states: 
We emphasize that the project is one integrated system, physically, 
operationally, and financially. Some lands, depending on project 
requirements, can be served from water from several wells. Therefore, it 
is impractical and undesirable to designate precise land area within the 
project served by each of the specific wells on the list. 
Exh.157D. 
Although decreed as such, the Unit presently does not consist of a system of 
interconnected wells and due to the geographic terrain, water cannot presently readily be 
distributed throughout the entire project from any particular well or system. Nonetheless, 
the right is essentially decreed as having alternative points of diversion for the 1100 cfs 
for the entire 62,604.3 acres. Therefore, because no rate of diversion or volumetric 
limitation is decreed to a particular point of diversion, A & B has no basis on which to 
seek regulation of juniors in order to divert a particular rate of diversion from a particular 
point of diversion, provided a sufficient quantity can be diverted through the various 
alternative points of diversion that are appurtenant to the same lands. Simply put, based 
on the way in which the right is decreed A & B does not get to dictate particular 
quantities that need to be diverted from particular points of diversion. 
If A & B wishes to have its right administered on a more regionalized basis, it 
would be incumbent on A & B undergo a transfer proceeding to have particular points of 
diversion assigned to more discrete places ofuse within the Unit. The drawback would 
be that A & B may have to forgo the high degree of flexibility it currently holds with 
respect to the use of the water within the project. The current flexibility with respect to 
the use of the right results in uncertainty over the availability of water to subsequent 
appropriators because A & B is authorized under the right to divert up to its decreed 
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amount from any combination of its points of diversion at its discretion. However, A & 
B can't have it both ways. Flexibility has its benefits and burdens. The Director also has 
flexibility when it comes to responding to requests for regulation. Until such time as the 
right is defined with more particularity. the extent to which the Director can require 
interconnectedness is left to his discretion. 
1. Issues with Respect to Enlargement Claims. 
Another problem with seeking regulation of juniors to satisfy underperforming 
wells is that A & B has been allowed to establish enlargement claims pursuant to I.e. § 
42-1426, based on areas of the project that produce water in excess of what is required in 
a particular area of the project. A & B irrigates approximately 2000 enlargement acres. 
The way in which the right is decreed creates an anomaly whereby A & B seeks 
regulation of juniors to satisfy underperforming points of diversion for the 36-2080 right 
while at the same time continues to irrigate enlargement acres from alternative points of 
diversion authorized under the same right. The indirect result is that the enlargement 
rights are protected under the September 9, 1948, priority date and the subordination 
provision that applies to all enlargement rights is circumvented. 13 Accordingly, prior to 
seeking regulation of pumpers junior to September 9, 1948, it would be incumbent on A 
& B to first apply the water servicing the enlargement acres on its original lands or 
alternatively to factor that quantity of water used in conjunction with the enlargement 
acres into the Director's material injury analysis in determining water shortages, if any, to 
the 36-2080 right. Thereafter, if there is insufficient water to satisfy the enlargement 
13 The following subordination remark is included in all enlargement rights perfected pursuant to I.C. § 42-
1426: 
This water right is subordinate to all other water rights with a priority date earlier than 
Aprll12, 1994, that are not decreed as enlargements pursuant to section 42-1426, Idaho 
Code. As between water rights decreed as enlargements pursuant to section 42-1426, 
Idaho Code, the earlier priority is the superior right. 
The remark was included in decrees for enlargement rights following the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in 
Fremont-Madison I". Disl. v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators. Inc., 129 Idaho 454, 926 P.2d 1301 
(1996). Ironically the inclusion of the remark was challenged by A & B in the SRBA with respect to its 
enlargement claims stemming from the 36-2080 right In Re: SRBA Cose No. 39576, Order on Challenge, 
(A & B) I". Disl., Subcase Nos. 36-2080 et. aI. (April 25, 2003) (Hon. Roger S. Burdick). The inclusion of 
the remark was affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court in A & B I". Disl. v. Aberdeen-American Fa/Is 
Ground Water Disl. et. aI., 141 Idaho 746, 118 P.3d 78 (2005). 
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rights A & B can seek administration in accordance with the priority limitations assigned 
to the enlargement acres. 
Therefore, based on the way in which the right is structured and in giving proper 
legal effect to the decree, this Court holds the Director did not err in considering the 
project as a whole for purposes of determining material injury. 
2. The Director Erred ia Applying a "Failure of the Project Standard." 
A & B argues that the Hearing Officer erred by applying a failure of the project 
standard. The Hearing Officer concluded: 
There is evidence that in 2007 there was 5000 acres in Unit B that were 
being served by well systems that delivered less than 0.75 miner's inches 
per acre. The limited amount of this acreage is a result of costly 
rectification efforts .... The wells that are short in the production of water 
that are unlikely to be susceptible to successful remediation are limited to 
the southern portion of the project. They do not serve a sufficient portion 
of the project to deem their failure a failure of the project as a whole 
considering the terms of the license and partial decrees. 
R. 3097. A & B also notes that underperforming wells are not just located in the southern 
part the Unit but rather are located throughout the project. See Exh. 200N & 216. 
Whether or not the Hearing Officer actually applied or relied on a "failure of the 
project standard" or was making a finding of fact is not entirely clear. 14 However, A & B 
is correct in that there is not a recognized legal basis for applying a failure of the project 
standard - even based on the way in which A & B's right is decreed. The fact that an 
injury may be arguably be so slight as to represent only a small portion of the overall 
project is irrelevant. Injury to a water right is still injury. However, as previously 
discussed, the Director must evaluate material injury from the perspective that A & B has 
14 The Hearing OjJIcer's Response to A & B's Petition for Clarification states; 
R.3262. 
In context the rmding that there has not been a 'total project failure' is a rmding of fact, 
not a measure of material injury. Material injury may occur before a total project failure. 
It is a finding made because of the extensive evidence offered concerning the nature and 
operation of the project, not as a threshold requirement before curtailment or mitigation 
can be sought 
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the obligation to move water around within the Unit as all points of diversion are 
appurtenant to all lands within the Unit. If performing wells are capable of producing 
sufficient water to compensate for underperforming areas then injury rnay not exist. 
Alternatively, if performing wells are incapable of producing additional water needed to 
compensate for underperforming wells then injury may exist. This Court recognizes, 
however, that the regulation of juniors to increase performance of underperforming wells 
located in regions of poor transmissivity may be subject to a futile call defense. IS 
In sum, aside from there being no legally recognized de minimus threshold 
exclusion for finding injury, based on this Court's analysis there is no reason to engage in 
a "failure of the project" standard, as established legal principles governing water law 
adequately address the issue. 
E. The Director Did Not Err in Fallina to Desipate All or a Portion of the 
ESPA as a Ground Water Manaaement Area (GWMA) Pursuant to Idaho Code § 
42-231. 
A & B next argues that the Director erred by failing to designate a GWMA for 
either all or a portion of the ESP A. The Director concluded that the designation of a 
GWMA was not necessary because the water rights are now included in an organized 
water district. The Director reasoned that the designation of a GWMA would not confer 
any additional management function that is not already available in an organized water 
district. This Court agrees. 
The decision of whether or not to designate a GWMA is discretionary with the 
Director. Idaho Code § 42-231 sets forth the duties of the Director with respect to the 
management of ground water: 
It shall likewise be the duty of the [Director] to control the appropriation 
and use of the ground water of this state as in this [GWA] provided and to 
IS CMR 010.08 defines "Futile Call" as: 
A delivery call made by a holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right that, 
for physical or hydrologic reasons, cannot be satisfied within a reasonable time of the call 
by immediately curtailing diversions under junior- priority ground water rights or that 
would result in waste of the resource. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.010.08. 
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do all things reasonably necessary or appropriate to protect the people of 
the state from depletion of ground water resources contrary to the public 
policy expressed in this [GWA]. 
Idaho Code § 42-237a defines the power of the Director with respect to carrying 
out the provisions of the GW A: 
In the administration and enforcement of this act and in effectuation of the 
policy of this state to conserve its ground water resources, the director of 
the department of water resources in his sole discretion, is empowered: 
g. To supervise and control the exercise and administration of all rights to 
the use of ground waters and in the exercise of this discretionary power he 
may initiate administrative proceedings to prohibit or limit the withdrawal 
of water from any well during any period that he determines that water to 
fill any water right in said well is not there available .... 
(emphasis added). Idaho Code § 42-233a provides: 
When a 'critical ground water area,[l, is designated by the [Director], or 
at anytime thereafter during the existence of the designation, the director 
~ approve a ground water management plan for the area. The ground 
water management plan shall provide for managing the effects of ground 
water withdrawals on the aquifer from which withdrawals are made and 
any other hydraulically connected sources of water. 
(emphasis added). 
16 Idaho Code § 42-233a defines "critical ground water area" as: 
[A]ny ground water basin, or designated part thereof, not having sufficient ground water 
to provide a reasonably safe supply for irrigation of cultivated lands, or other uses in the 
basin at the then current rates of withdrawal, or rates of withdrawal projected by 
consideration of valid and outstanding applications and permits, as may be determined 
and designated, from time to time, by the director of the department of water resources. 
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Idaho Code § 42-233b sets forth the conditions for the designation of a GWMA.17 
In this case, the Director determined factually that despite declines, the aquifer was 
neither being mined nor that reasonable pumping levels had been exceeded. Further that 
a moratorium on new permit applications was in effect. Hence, the aquifer was not 
approaching critical ground water area conditions thereby triggering the need for the 
designation of a GWMA. However, even if the Director concluded aquifer levels met the 
criteria of a critical ground water area, the designation of a GWMA is still not mandatory. 
The designation of a GWMA is one of the tools or mechanisms available to the Director 
for carrying out his duty to manage the aquifer as required by I.C. § 42-231. 
Another mechanism available is the creation of an organized water district 
pursuant to I.C. § 42-602.11 Unlike the designation of a GWMA, the Director is required 
17 Idaho Code § 42-233b provides as follows: 
Ground water manalement area. - 'Ground water management area' is defined as any 
ground water basin or designated part thereof which the director of the department of 
water resources has determined may be approaching the conditions of a critical ground 
water area. 
When a ground water management area is designated by the director of the department of 
water resources, or at any time thereafter during the existence of the designation, the 
director may approve a ground water management plan for the area. The ground water 
management plan shall provide for managing the effects of ground water withdrawals on 
the aquifer from which withdrawals are made and on any other hydraulically connected 
sources of water. 
Applications for pennits made within a ground water management area shall be approved 
by the director only after he has determined on an individual basis that sufficient water is 
available and that other prior water rights will not be injured. 
The director may require all water right holders within a designated water management 
area to report withdrawals of ground water and other necessary information for the 
purpose of assistinl him in determining available ground water supplies and their usage. 
The director. upon determination that the ground water supply is insufficient to meet the 
demands of water rights within all or portions of a water management area. shall order 
those water right holders on a time priority basis, within the area determined by the 
dlnctor. to cetJH or redMce withill-awal of wGter JIIIIil sucII time as the director 
determines there is sujJicient ground water . ... 
(emphasis added). 
18 Idaho Code § 42-602 et seq. sets forth the requirements for the creation and distribution of water in 
water districts as follows: 
Director or the department or water resources to supervise water distribution within 
water districts. - The director of the department of water resources shall have direction 
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to create water districts. I.C. § 42-604. 19 However, the creation of water districts only 
applies with respect to adjudicated water rights.20 I.C. § 42-604. Because a GWMA 
designation does not have the same restriction, the designation of a GWMA has been 
used as a mechanism prior to water rights being decreed in the SRBA and included in the 
boundaries of an organized water district. However, the position of the Director is that 
after an organized water district is created as required then a GWMA is no longer 
necessary: 
Following the creation of water districts in accordance with chapter 6, title 
42, Idaho Code, the Director rescinded, in whole or in part, his orders that 
and control of the distribution of water ti'om all natural water sources within a water 
district to the canals, ditches, pumps and other facilities diverting thereftom. Distribution 
of water within water districts created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall be 
accomplished by watermasters as provided in this chapter and supervised by the director. 
The director of the department of water resources shall distribute water in water districts 
in accordance with lhe prior appropriation doctrine. The provisions of chapter 6, title 
42, Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of water within a water district. 
(emphasis added). Idaho Code § 42-607 governs the distribution of water within a water district: 
Distribution of water. - It shall be the duty of said watermaster to distribute the waters 
of the public stream, streams or water supply, comprising a water district, among the 
several ditches taking water thereti'om according to the prior r;ghts of each respectively . 
(emphasis added). 
19 Idaho Code § 42-604 requires the creation of water districts: 
Creation of water districts. - The director of the department of water resources shall 
divide the state into water districts in such manner that each public stream and tributaries, 
or independent source of water supply, shall constitute a water district: provided, that any 
stream of water supply, when the distance between the extreme points of diversion 
thereon is more than forty (40) miles, may be divided into two (2) or more water districts: 
provided, that any stream tributary to another stream may be constituted into a separate 
water district when the use of the water thereti'om does not affect or conflict with the 
rights to the use of the water of the main stream: provided, that any stream may be 
divided into two (2) or more water districts, irrespective of the distance between the 
extreme points of diversion, where the use of the waters of such stream by appropriators 
in one district does not affect or cont1ict with the use of the waters of such stream by 
appropriators outside such district: provided, that this section shall not apply to streams 
or water supplies whose priorities of appropriation have not been adjudicated by the 
courts havingjurisdiction thereof 
(emphasis added). 
2tl Prior to entry of the final decree in the SRBA the Department has sought interim administration from the 
SRBA Court, pursuant to I.C. § 42-1417, prior to creating water districts. 
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created the American Falls and Thousand Springs Ground Water 
Management Areas. The Director determined that preserving the ground 
water management areas was no longer necessary to administer water 
rights for the protection of senior surface and ground water rights because 
administration of such rights is now accomplished through the operation 
of water districts. 
R.111O. 
Water District Nos. 100, 110, 120, 130 and 140 were either established or 
boundaries revised between February 19, 2002, and December 20, 2006, in order to 
provide for the administration of water rights diverting from the ESP A. There has also 
been in effect since 1992 a moratorium on permit applications for new water rights 
developed from the ESP A 
At the hearing Tim Luke from the Department testified as to the administrative 
difference between a GWMA and an organized water district: 
Q. No effective difference between what you can do administratively in a 
water district and ground water management area? 
A. I think anything that you do in a ground water management area can 
also be done in a water district. 
Q. Greater flexibility of the water district. 
A. I think so. 
Tr. pp. 1324-25. 
In regards to flexibility, the CMR expressly distinguish between delivery calls 
made within an organized water district (CMR 040), from those made in a ground water 
management area (CMR 041). The process for responding to a delivery call in an 
organized water district requires less procedural components prior to the regulation of 
junior water users. 
The Hearing Officer ultimately concluded that "[t]he benefit of designating the 
ESPA as a [GWMA] is not apparent There may be no harm in doing so, but it would 
appear to add an administrative overlay without identifiable benefits." R. 3116. This 
Court agrees. 
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For the above-stated reasons, the Director did not abuse discretion by failing to 
designate the ESP A as a GWMA, and his decision is therefore affirmed. 
F. The Director's Finlll Order CompUes with Idaho Code § 67-5248(1). 
Idaho Code § 67-5248(1)(a) provides in relevant part that an order must be in 
writing and shall include "a reasoned statement in support of the decision." It further 
provides that findings of fact, if set forth in statutory language, "shall be accompanied by 
a concise and explicit statement of the underlying facts of record supporting the 
findings." Id. A & B argues that certain conclusions set forth in the Final Order do not 
comply with Idaho Code § 67-5248(I)(a) on the grounds that they are not supported by 
reasoned statements. At issue is the Director's conclusion that "[t]he record does not 
support the relief requested by A & B in its Exceptions Brief," and his conclusion that the 
Hearing Officer's interpretations of ''the State Constitution, Idaho Statutes and the 
Conjunctive Management Rules" in previous delivery call proceedings will not be 
incorporated into the Final Order. R. at 3322. 
With respect to the conclusion that "[t]he record does not support the relief 
requested by A & B in its Exceptions Brief," A & B reads this statement in isolation. 
Such a reading is too narrow. The Final Order expressly incorporates ''the Findings of 
Fact entered previously by the Director and recommendations of the Hearing Officer," as 
well as the "Conclusions of Law set forth in the Director's orders in the above-captioned 
matter" unless expressly modified by the Final Order. R. at 3321 & 3322. 
Aside from a couple newly raised procedural issues which were specifically 
addressed in the Final Order,21 A & B's Exceptions Brief asserts the same substantive 
arguments it set forth at hearing before the Hearing Officer, in its Petition for 
Reconsideration, and in its Petition for Clarification. These arguments have been fully 
addressed, and reasoned statements supporting the resulting conclusions set forth, by the 
Director in his January 29, Order, as well as by the Hearing Examiner in his 
Recommended Order, his Order on Clarification and his Order on Reconsideration. 
Indeed, A & B does not identify any specific exception set forth in its Exceptions Brief 
that it alleges has not been addressed in this matter or that the resulting conclusion has 
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not been supported with a reasoned statement The Director is not required to engage in 
the needless duplication of established findings where, as here, he incorporates by 
reference and accepts findings of fact and conclusions of law previously entered in the 
same matter. 
Likewise, the conclusion that the Hearing Officer's interpretations of "the State 
Constitution, Idaho Statutes and the Conjunctive Management Rules" in previous 
delivery call proceedings will not be incorporated into the Final Order complies with 
Idaho Code § 67-5248(1)(a). The Director supported his conclusion with reasoned 
statements, including but not limited to, that the records developed in the other delivery 
call proceedings are distinct from the record developed in this proceeding. 
Accordingly, the Director did not err by failing to issue a final order in 
compliance with I.C. § 67-5248. 
VI. 
CONCLUSION AND INSTRUCTIONS ON REMAND 
In conclusion, this Court holds and provides the following instructions on remand: 
1. The decision of the Director that the 1951 G W A applies to the administration of 
pre-enactment water rights is aftirmed. 
2. The Director erred by failing to apply the evidentiary standard of clear and 
convincing evidence in conjunction with the finding that the quantity decreed to A & B's 
36-2080 exceeds the quantity being put to beneficial use for purposes of determining 
material injury. The case is remanded for the limited purpose of the Director to apply the 
appropriate evidentiary standard to the existing record. No further evidence is required. 
3. The decision of the Director that A & B has not been required to exceed 
reasonable pumping levels is affirmed. This is based on the finding of no material injury 
21 These procedural issues revolve around the Director's ability to shorten time to file exceptions. 
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IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE P1F'TH JUDICIAL DISTRICf OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A 8£ B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ) Case No. 2009-000647 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his official capacity as Interim Director of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) ORDER ON PETITIONS FOR 
Respondents. 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE PETITION 
FOR DELIVERY CALL OF A " B 
IRRIGATION DISTRICf FOR THE 
DELIVERY OF GROUND WATER AND 
FOR THE CREATION OF A GROUND 
WATER~AGEMENTAREA 
Ruling: Aflirming prior ruling_ 
Appeannces: 
) REHEARING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
John K. Simpson, Travis L. Thompson, Paul Arrington, Sarah W. Higer, Barker Rosholt 
8£ Simpson, LLP, Twin Falls, Idaho, on behalf of Petitioner A 8£ B Irrigation District, 
("A 8£ B''); 
1 
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Chris M. Bromley, Deputy Attorney General of the State of Idaho, Idaho Department of 
Water Resources, Boise, Idaho, on behalf of Respondents Idaho Department of Water 
Resources, and Gary Spackman in his capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, ("Director," "IDWR" or "Department''); 
Randall C. Budge, Candice M. McHugh, Scott J. Smith, Racine Olson Nye Budge & 
Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, on behalf of Respondent Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA j; 
Sarah A. Klahn, White & Jankowski, LLP, Denver, Colorado, A. Dean Tramner, 
Pocatello, Idaho, on behalf of Respondent City of Pocatello ("City of Pocatello''); 
Jerry R. Rigby, Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chartered, Rexburg, Idaho, on behalf of 
Fremont Madison Irrigation District, Robert & Sue Huskinson, Sun-Glo Industries, Val 
Schwendiman Farms, Inc., Darrell C. Neville, Scott C. Neville, and Stan D. Neville, 
("Fremont-Madison et. aI.''). 
I. PROCEDURE 
A. Issue OD reheariag. 
On rehearing this Court is asked by the Department, IGWA and the City of 
Pocatello (collectively as "Ground Water Users'') to reconsider its ruling in the 
Me1lltl1'lllldlml Decislo" ad Order 0" Petitio" lor JrulicitU Review (May 4, 2010) 
("Ortkr") regarding the appropriate burden of proof and evidentiary standards applied in 
a delivery call made pursuant to the Department's Rules for Conjunctive Management of 
Surface and Ground Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11. ("CMR"). In particular, the 
issue pertains to the standard of proof and burdens necessary to support a determination 
of no material injury when the determination relies on a finding by the Director that the 
water requirements of the senior right holder initiating the call can be satisfied with less 
than the decreed quantity. This Court held that such a fiDding must be supported by clear 
and convincing evidence. The issue on rehearing therefore involves the significance of a 
partial decree in a delivery call proceeding made pursuant to the CMR, and the standard 
of proof required to support a determination by the Director that the senior user initiating 
the call requires less water than previously decreed. 
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B. The purpose of the remand. 
The Order remanded the case to the Director for application of the standard of 
proof to his determination that A & B could get by with less water than decreed to it in 
the SRBA. In the June 30, 2009, Final Order, the Director did not state the evidentiary 
standard applied. In Sagewi/low, Inc. v. IDWR, 138 Idaho 831, 843, 70 P.3d 669,681 
(2003) the Idaho Supreme Court held that where the Department failed to state whether 
or not its findings were based on clear and convincing evidence it was outside the role of 
the reviewing court to review the evidence and decide whether there was clear and 
convincing evidence supporting the Department's findings. Following Sagewillow, this 
Court did not review the evidence to determine whether the above-mentioned finding was 
supported by clear and convincing evidence, but rather remanded the case to the Director 
to make such a determination. 
C. The reasoning supporting the Order. 
This Court reasoned that a decreed quantity in a SRBA decree is a judicial 
determination of the quantity of water put to beneficial use consistent with the purpose of 
use for which the right was decreed. Therefore, any determination that a senior right 
holder can accomplish the purpose of use for the water right on a quantity less than 
decreed would be akin to a finding of waste because the senior would not be making 
beneficial use of the entire decreed quantity. No material injury to the senior water right 
would inure and junior rights could not be regulated to satisfy the senior's decreed 
quantitY. In the Order, the Court held that a finding of waste requires the higher standard 
of clear and convincing evidence. 
The holding reconciled the objectives of giving proper effect and certainty to the 
adjudicated elements of a water right while at the same time also giving effect to the 
CMR by acknowledging that a quantity less than decreed may be ali that is necessary to 
satisfy a senior right at the time a delivery call is made. The reasoning, however, placed 
any risk of uncertainty in the Director's determination resulting in the senior having an 
insufficient water supply on junior water rights. Absent a higher standard, the senior 
making the call can be put in the position of re-proving or re-litigating quantity 
3 
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requirements for a particular water right. Simply put, if the Director is going to 
administer to provide the senior with less than the decreed quantity, taking into account 
the implementation of any reasonable measures imposed on the senior, the Director 
should be convinced to a high degree of certainty that his determination will provide the 
senior with sufficient water to accomplish the purpose of use. The high degree of 
certainty is necessary because a water right is a valuable property right. If the Director is 
turns out to be incorrect in his determination that senior can get by with less than the 
decreed quantity of water, the senior will receive less water than he would otherwise be 
entitled under the decree. Under those circumstances the senior is in effect deprived a 
portion of his property right. Such diminishment of the senior's right should only be 
made through the evidentiary standard of clear and convincing evidence. 
D. CLARIFICATION, RESPONSES TO ISSUES RAISED AND DISCUSSION 
A. The clear and convincing standard does not l1larantee the senior the decreed 
quandty nor does it require that the Director administer according to strict priority. 
The Ground Water Users argue the Court's Order results in requiring that the 
Director administer strictly to the decree unless juniors intervene and demonstrate by 
clear and convincing evidence less water is necessary. This argument misunderstands the 
Court's Order. 
1. The presumpdons and burdens of proof were not clearly addressed in the 
administrative proceedings as required by AFRD #2. 
This Court previously discussed the significance of the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in Anwrlcan Falls Reservoir District No.2. v.IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 
433 (2007) (AFRD #2). Order, 27-28. The Supreme Court held that the CMR survived 
a facial challenge despite the lack of stated burdens of proof and evidentiary standards 
applicable to a delivery call. Nevertheless, the Court recognized that the Department is 
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still required to apply the proper evidentiary standards and burdens of proof in order to 
apply the CMR in a constitutional or "as applied" manner. In the instant case, the 
evidentiary standards and burdens of proof were not clearly articulated by the Director. 
i. Administration of rights in an organized water district does not avoid 
the appHeation of the estabUshed burdens of proof. 
The CMR distinguish between whether or not administration is sought in an 
organized water district. (Compare CMR Rule 40 and Rule 30). The initiation of a 
contested case is not required in an organized water district. This is significant because 
in an organized water district, water rights must first be adjudicated. See I.C. § 42-604 
(requirements for water district). In responding to a delivery call in an organized water 
district, the Director is required to make fmdings and to administer rights through a water 
master if material injury is found. This is accomplished without the initiation of a 
contested case process. In AFRD #2 the Idaho Supreme Court held that "[ r ]equirements 
pertaining to the standard of proof and who bears it have been developed over the years 
and are to be read into the CM Rules. There is simply no basis from which to conclude 
the Director can never apply the proper evidentiary standard in responding to a delivery 
call." [d. at 874, 154 P.3d at 445. Therefore, whether or not a junior intervenes in the 
proceedings, the Director must give effect to established evidentiary burdens and 
presumptions. 
it. The CMR do not modify the burdens or presumptions applied in a 
deUvery ealL 
The Ground Water Users argue that the burden of proof is a preponderance of the 
evidence as it is the appropriate evidentiary standard in most administrative proceedings. 
The Oround Water Users additionally assert that the evidentiary standards that apply to 
the administration of ground water rights are different from those involving solely surface 
water administration. The Ground Water Users also argue the cases relied on by the 
Court in the Order only address surface to surface administration and that different 
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burdens and evidentiary standards apply in cases involving ground water administration. 
This Court disagrees that different burdens and evidentiary standards apply. 
Again, in AFRD #2 the Supreme Court did not hold that a different set of 
evidentiary standards and burdens apply to the administration of ground water. The 
Supreme Court held that the CMR were not unconstitutional for failing to articulate the 
appropriate standards and burdens. The Court added that "[ r ]equirements pertaining to 
the standard of proof and who bears it have been developed over the years and are to be 
read into the CM Rules." ld. at 874, 154 P.3d at 445. This statement is unequivocal. 
The argument that the CMR modify historically developed burdens and presumptions is 
inconsistent with that holding. 
The City of Pocatello argues that the burden is on the senior to prove material 
injury. Pocatello Opening Brie/at 10-11. InAFRD #2 American Falls argued that 
specific provisions of the CMR squarely contradict Idaho law by placing the burden of 
proving material injury on the senior making the call. The Supreme Court held 
"[n]owhere do the Rules state that the senior must prove material injury before the 
Director will make such a finding. To the contrary, this Court must presume the Director 
will act in accordance with Idaho law, as he is directed to do under CM Rule 20.02 .... 
[O]ur analysis is limited to the rules as written, or 'on their face,' and the rules do not 
permit or direct the shifting of the burden of proof." ld at 873-74, 154 P.3d at 444-45. 
Accordingly, the express provisions of the CMR do not operate to modify the historically 
recognized burdens and presumptions. 
Finally, the issue before this Court does not deal with the complexities and 
uncertainties posed by the hydraulic interrelation of ground and surface water. On 
rehearing, the issue focuses solely on the presumptive weight accorded a partial decree 
and the standard of proof required to support a determination that the senior initiating the 
call requires less water than previously decreed. At issue is the quantity of water 
necessary to accomplish the senior's purpose of use. 
ilL The Court's Order does not result in the Director administerina riahts 
strictly in accordance with the decreed quantity. 
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The Court's Order does not conclude that a senior right holder is guaranteed the 
maximum quantity decreed or that the Director is required to administer strictly 
according to the decree. Rather, the Order concludes that the decreed quantity includes a 
quantitative determination of beneficial use resulting in a presumption that the senior is 
entitled to that decreed quantity. The Order contemplates that there are indeed 
circumstances where the senior making the call may not at the present time require the 
full decreed quantity and therefore is not entitled to administration based on the full 
decreed quantity. The Order holds, however, that any determination by the Director that 
the senior is entitled to less than the decreed quantity needs to be supported by a high 
degree of certainty. 
The clear and convincing evidentiary standard is not an insurmountable standard. 
The Department is not new to the administration of water and should be able to determine 
present water requirements taking into account multiple factors including the existing 
conveyance system. If the senior right holder has made efficiencies or changes to a 
delivery system resulting in the conservation of water, such should be no more difficult to 
establish at the higher evidentiary standard. Therefore the senior is not guaranteed the 
decreed quantity nor is the Director required to administer strictly in accordance with the 
decreed quantity. While a senior may not be guaranteed the decreed quantity in a 
delivery call, he should have assurances that any reduced quantity determined to be 
sufficient to satisfy current needs is indeed sufficient. Otherwise what occurs is a 
redistribution of the senior right to be apportioned among junior rights. The 
apportionment of water among users as common property was rejected by the Idaho 
Supreme Court in the early stages of water development. Kirk v. Bartholomew, 3 Idaho 
367,29 P. 40 (1892). 
Iv. The application of a clear and convincinlltandard does not turn a 
deltftry call proceediDg into a hearing on ferfeita .... 
The Ground Water Users argue that the Court's ruling essentially turns a delivery 
call into a proceeding on forfeiture. The Ground Water Users argue that that the Court's 
reliance on waste is in error because in a delivery call the senior's water right is not 
permanently reduced. This argument misses the point of the ruling. The Court simply 
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held that the quantity element represents a quantitative determination of beneficial use. 
In the delivery call, the senior's present water requirements are at issue. If it is 
determined that the senior's present use does not require the full decreed quantity, then 
the quantity called for in excess of the senior's present needs would not be put to 
beneficial use or put differently would be wasted. One leading commentator in analyzing 
the development of the use of the concepts of reasonable use and economical use in 
association with beneficial use among various western states, including Idaho, states: 
As considered and applied in these decisions, economical use is an 
antonym of waste. If an appropriator wastes, he necessarily is not using it 
economically. As he has no right to waste water unreasonably or 
unnecessarily, then of necessity he must make economical as well as 
reasonable and beneficial use .... The limitation of the appropriative right 
to economical and reasonable use thus precludes any waste of water that 
can reasonably be avoided. The use of water is so necessary as to 
preclude its being allowed to run to waste. Its 'full beneficial and 
economical use requires' that when the wants of one appropriator are 
supplied, another may be permitted to use the flow. 
Wells A. Hutchins, Water Rights in the Western Nineteen States, Vol 1,502 (1971). The 
holdings of the SRBA District Court have historically viewed waste and beneficial use in 
this manner. For example, the SRBA Court rejected the inclusion of a remark in partial 
decrees which specified that the quantity sought in a delivery call is limited to that which 
the senior right holder put to beneficial use. The SRBA Court reasoned that the remark 
was not necessary because it was a restatement of the law and held ''that a senior has no 
right to divert, (and therefore to 'call,') more water than can be beneficially applied. 
Stated another way, a water user has no right to waste water." Order at 32 (quoting 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge; Order Granting State of Idaho's 
Motionfor the Court to Take Judicial Notice of Facts; Order of Recommitment with 
Instructions to Special Master Cushman (Nov. 23, 1999)). 
It is apparent that water quantity can be reduced based on a waste analysis without 
resulting in a permanent reduction of the water right through partial forfeiture. Only if 
the waste occurs for the statutory period can forfeiture be asserted. However, whether 
the senior's right is permanently reduced through partial forfeiture or is only temporarily 
reduced though administration in times of shortage and the reduction leaves the senior 
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with an insufficient water supply to satisfy present needs, the property right is 
nonetheless diminished. 
B. The historically developed burdens and presumptions. 
On rehearing, the parties identify those cases that address the burdens of proof 
and evidentiary standards applicable to disputes between competing water users under 
Idaho law. A review of these cases is worthwhile. 
The early case of Moe v. Harger, 10 Idaho 302, 77 P. 645 (1904) addressed a 
dispute between surface water users on a common source, the Big Lost River. The case 
was commenced by certain senior water appropriators to enjoin certain junior water 
appropriators from diverting water to the alleged injury of the seniors' rights of use. 
With respect to the applicable burdens of proof and evidentiary standards, the Court 
instructed that once the senior appropriators' rights of use are established, the burden 
shifts to the junior to prove by clear and convincing evidence that his use will not injure 
the seniors' rights of use: 
So soon as the prior appropriation and right of use is established, it is 
clear, as a proposition of law, that the claimant is entitled to have 
sufficient of the unappropriated waters flow down to his point of diversion 
to supply his right, and an injunction against interference therewith is 
proper protective relief to be granted. The subsequent appropriator, who 
claims that such diversion will not injure the prior appropriator below him, 
should be required to establish that fad by clear and eonvineina 
evidegee. 
Id. at 307, 77 P. at 647 (emphasis added). 
In Josslyn v. Daly, 15 Idaho 137,96 P. 568 (1908) the Idaho Supreme Court again 
addressed a dispute between surface water users. With respect to the applicable burdens 
of proof and evidentiary standards, the Court instructed, consistent with Moe, that the 
burden is on the party alleging that his appropriation will not injure a prior appropriator's 
right of use to prove the same by clear and convincing evidence: 
It seems self-evident that to divert water from a stream or its supplies or 
tributaries must in a large measure diminish the volume of water in the 
main stream, and, where an appropriator seeks to divert water on the 
grounds that it does not diminish the volume in the main stream or 
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prejudice a prior appropriator, he should, as we observed in Moe v. 
Harger, 10 Idaho, 305, 77 Pac. 645, produce 'clear and convincing 
evidence showing that the prior appropriator would not be injured or 
affected by the diversion.' The burden is on him to show such facts. 
Id. at 149,96 P. at 571-72 (emphasis added). 
Neil v. Hyde, 32 Idaho 576, 186 P. 710 (1920) and Jackson v. Cowan, 33 Idaho 
525, 196 P. 216 (1921) likewise involved disputes between surface water users on 
common sources. The junior appropriators in those cases argued that their use did not 
injure the senior users. The Idaho Supreme Court directed in both cases that the burden 
of proof rested on the junior appropriators to show that their use did not injure the 
seniors, and held that the juniors in both cases failed to carry their burden. I Neil,32 
Idaho at 587, 186 P. at 713; Jackson, 33 Idaho at 528, 196 at 217. 
A different issue than those addressed by the Court in the above-mentioned cases 
arose in the context of a dispute between two groups of artesian groundwater users in 
Jones v. Vanausdeln, 28 Idaho 743, 156 P. 615 (1916). In that case, the ultimate issue 
was one of hydrologic connectivity; that is, whether the respective artesian basins from 
which plaintiffs and defendants received their water were hydraulically connected: 
The ultimate fact in issue was whether the [defendants'] wells drew their 
supply from the same underground flow as [Plaintiffs'] wells, thereby 
causing a diminution in the flow of the [Plaintiffs'] wells. 
Id. at 751, 156 P. at 618. The district court denied plaintiffs' request that the defendants' 
use be enjoined on the grounds that no subterranean connection existed between the 
respective artesian basins and that, as a result, the two groups received their water from 
separate and unconnected sources. Id. at 747-48, 156 at 616. The Idaho Supreme Court 
confirmed, providing that when the issue is whether two sources are hydraulically 
connected, the burden of proof is on the senior appropriator to establish that such a 
connection exists before a junior's use will be enjoined. Id. at 749, 156 at 617. 
The Idaho Supreme Court again took up a dispute between various artesian 
groundwater users in Silkey v. Tiegs, 51 Idaho 344, 5 P .2d 1049 (1931) ("Sillcey 1') and 
Silkey v. Tiegs, 54 Idaho 126,28 P.2d 1037 (1934) ("Si/lcey 11'). In that case, the district 
1 Although the Court directed that the burden of proof rested with the junior appropriators, in neither case 
did the Court specify the applicable evidentiary standard the juniors had to meet. 
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court adjudicated the rights of the parties, entered a decree curtailing the rights of several 
of the junior appropriators at the request of the senior appropriator and retained 
jurisdiction over the case to adjust the allowance of water permitted each user if 
necessary. Silkey 1,51 Idaho at 348-49,5 P.2d at 1051. Unlike Jones, connectivity of 
source was not the ultimate issue in Sillcey. Indeed, the district court found, and the Idaho 
Supreme Court affirmed, that "the waters flowing from the artesian well of each party is 
derived from the same source, and the supply of said wells constitutes one interdependent 
and connec~ source of supply." Id. at 348,5 P.2d at 1051. 
The appeal in Sillcey II arose when the junior appropriators curtailed in Sillcey I 
moved the district court under its retained jurisdiction to modify its earlier decree to 
permit them to use more water. Silkey 11,54 Idaho at 127,28 P.2d at 1037. Thejunior 
appropriators argued that such additional use would not deplete the amount of water 
available to the senior appropriator. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court affmned the district 
court's denial of the junior appropriators' motion, holding that the juniors failed to 
sustain their burden of proving that their use would not injure the senior's use: 
The burden was on appellants herein to sustain their motion by direct and 
convincing testimony, this language in Moe v. Harger. 10 Idaho. 302, 77 
P. 645. 646, being particularly apt: "This court has uniformly adhered to 
the principle, announced both in the Constitution and by the statute, that 
the first appropriator has the first right; and it would take more than a 
theory, and in fact clear and convincing evidence, in any given case, 
showing that the prior appropriator would not be injured or affected by the 
diversion of a subsequent appropriator, before we would depart from a 
rule so just and equitable in its application, and so generally and uniformly 
applied by the courts. 
Id. at 128-29,28 P.2d at 1038. Consistent with Moe, the Court again made clear that the 
standard of proof was clear and convincing evidence if the juniors wished to prove that 
their use would not injure the senior appropriator. 
The case history can be reconciled. Jones instructs that the initial burden rests 
upon the senior appropriator to establish that he and the junior appropriator receive water 
from the same hydraulically connected source. Once it is determined that the senior and 
junior derive water from a common source, as was the case in all of the above-mentioned 
cases except for Jones, the burden rests on the junior appropriator to prove by clear and 
convincing evidence that his use will not injure the senior's right of use. One leading 
11 
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commentator on the subject has summarized the application of the burdens of proof as 
follows: 
[W]hen a senior appropriator seeks to enjoin a junior diversion, the senior 
- the person seeking judicial intervention to change an existing situation -
must prove the water sources for the two diversions are connected. But 
once hydrologic connection is shown, it becomes probable that the junior 
diversion interferes with the senior right, if the senior's source is fully 
appropriated by rights prior to the junior diversion. Then the junior 
appropriator - the person arguing against probabilities - must show his 
particular water use somehow does not cause interference. 
Douglas L. Grant, The Complexities of Managing Connected Surface and Ground Waler 
Under the Appropriation Doctrine, 22 Land & Water L.Rev. 63, 92-93 (1987). 
It is significant that this Court established the hydrologic connection in 
Memortmdum Decision and Order of PartltU Decree in Basin Wide Issue No.5 
"Connected Sources General Provision" for the Snake River Basin. Among other things, 
the general provision identifies hydraulically connected ground and surface sources in the 
Snake River Basin for the purposes of administration and defining the legal relationship 
between connected sources. In pertinent part, the general provision provides as follows: 
Except as otherwise specified above, all other water rights within Basin _ 
will be administered as connected sources of water in the Snake River 
Basin in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by 
Idaho law. 
(emphasis added). A Partial Decree for Connected Sources is issued for each basin 
within the Snake River Basin. Thus, unless water rights are listed as "otherwise 
specified" in the Partial Decree for Connected Sources for a given basin that the source 
from which a junior appropriator receives his water shall be administered separately from 
all other water rights in the Snake River Basin, the issue of whether or not the senior and 
junior divert water from a common source has already been answered in the positive. 
This is also consistent with the provisions of the Ground Water Act, IC. § 42-237a.g. 
which requires the Director to determine areas of the state having a common ground 
water supply. When it is determined that the area having a common ground water supply 
affects the flow of water in any stream in an organized water district, then the Director 
includes the stream in the water district. Conversely, when it is determined that the area 
having a common ground water supply does not affect the flow of a stream in an 
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organized water district, then the Director incorporates the area in a separate district. 
Under such circumstances, the senior appropriator's burden of proof to establish a 
common source is satisfied. 
The burden is then on the junior right holder to show by clear and convincing 
evidence that his use will not injure the senior's right. One way in which this may be 
demonstrated is by showing that the senior's present water use does not require the full 
decreed quantity. A clear and convincing standard is consistent with the historically 
recognized burdens of proof and also insures that any amount determined to be sufficient 
to accomplish the present use is in fact sufficient. 
c. The significanee of the decree issued in a general adjudication in a delivery 
call. 
The Ground Water Users argue the purpose and significance of a partial decree 
issued in a general adjudication differs substantially from its purpose and significance in 
delivery call proceedings. Specifically, the Ground Water Users assert the adjudication 
only establishes the historical maximum quantity that can be put to beneficial use. They 
argue that a delivery call proceeding, in contrast, requires that the Director examine the 
senior's current beneficial use requirements which may vary from the decreed quantity. 
The argument is that the decree is only conclusive as to historical maximum beneficial 
use for the water right and has little or no relevance as to present beneficial ~ 
requirements for the same right. This Court agrees that an appropriator's present water 
requirements can vary from the quantity reflected in the decree after taking into account 
such considerations such as post decree factors. However, the Ground Water User's 
characterization of decrees minimizes their intended purpose, undermines the certainty of 
the decrees and disregards that the issues that can be raised in a general adjudication 
pertaining to the quantity element extend beyond the maximum quantity that was 
historically put to beneficial use. 
1. Idaho law contemplates eertainty and finality so that water rights can 
be administered according to the decrees. 
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Idaho Code § 42-1420 provides: "[t]he decree entered in a general adjudication 
shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the adjudicated water 
system .... " InState v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12, 16,951 P.2d 943,947 (1998), the Idaho 
Supreme Court pronounced that "[f]inality in water rights is essential." Further, "[a] 
decree is important to the continued efficient administration of a water right. The 
watermaster must look to the decree for the source of the water .... If the provisions 
define a water right, it is essential that the provisions are in the decree, since the water 
master is to distribute water according to the adjudication decree." Id (citations 
omitted) (emphasis added). Clearly Idaho law contemplates certainty and finality of 
water right decrees for effective administration. Absent a higher evidentiary standard, 
any certainty and finality in the decree is undermined. 
The position advocated by the Ground Water Users would significantly minimize 
the purpose and utility of the decree in times of shortage and any reliance on the decree 
for effective administration, particularly in a water district, is undermined. If the sole 
purpose of the decreed quantity is to identify the maximum quantity when sufficient 
water is available, the result is that the decreed quantity has little probative or 
presumptive weight and litigation over the senior's present needs would be a virtual 
necessity in every delivery call. This is contrary to the holding in AFRD #2, which 
provides that: "The Rules should not be read as containing a burden-shifting provision to 
make the petitioner re-prove or re-adjudicate the right which he already has . . .. The 
presumption under Idaho law is that the senior is entitled to his decreed water right, but 
there may be some post-adjudication factors which are relevant to how much water is 
actually needed." Id at 877-78, 154 P.3d at 448-49 
2. The quantity element is a quantitative determination of beneficial use. 
~ 
The argument against applying the clear and convincing standard erroneously 
assumes that the decreed quantity element is not a quantitative determination of 
beneficial use. The argument assumes that the Department's role in the SRBA is to 
recommend water rights based on established historical maximum beneficial use rather 
than present beneficial use requirements. For example, the Ground Water Users assert 
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that recommendations for previously decreed and licensed rights were recommended 
based on the previously decreed or licensed quantity. As such, the last field examination 
for the right could have taken place as long ago when the right was previously decreed or 
licensed. Since that time, the right holder could have made efficiencies to the 
conveyance system thereby requiring less water than was decreed or licensed. An 
example is converting from gravity irrigation to sprinkler irrigation or a tiled ditch 
system. As a result, the Ground Water Users argue that the decreed quantity in the SRBA 
may not reflect the quantity of water that is actually put to beneficial use. The Ground 
Water Users also argue that the quantity element is a maximum which provides for the 
highest degree of flexibility to provide for the most water intensive use within the scope 
of the purpose of use. For example, a quantity sufficient to allow an irrigator to rotate 
crops allows for growing the most water intensive crop in the hottest part of the irrigation 
season. 
The argument ignores both the purpose of the decree as well as the scope of the 
issues raised in a general adjudication. This Court previously discussed the Department's 
statutory directive in issuing licenses and recommendations which limit the quantity to 
the amount of water beneficially used. Order at 28-30. Idaho Code § 42-220 provides: 
[W]hen water is used for irrigation, no such license or decree of the court 
allotting such water shall be issued confirming the right to use more than 
one second foot of water for each fifty (50) acres of land so irrigated, 
unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the [Department] in granting 
such license and to the court in making such decree, that a greater amount 
is necessary .... 
I.C. § 42-220 (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 42-1420 provides "the decree entered in a 
general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in 
the adjudicated system." As such, the appropriate time for contesting the Department's 
recommendation as to quantity was in the adjudication. I.C. § 42-1420. 
Case law also supports the proposition that the quantity element in a decree 
represents a quantitative determination of beneficial use. Issues over excess quantity 
arise in proceedings relating to the adjudication of rights. In Abbott v. Reedy, 9 Idaho 
577, 75 P. 764 (1904), in an adjudication to determine the respective rights on Soldier 
Creek in Blaine County, the Idaho Supreme Court held: 
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It is true that he said he had been using about two inches per acre, but the 
law only allows the appropriator the amount actually necessary for the 
useful or beneficial purpose to which he applies it. The inquiry was, 
therefore, not what he had used, but how much was actually necessary. 
There was a clear and substantial conflict in the evidence as to the quantity 
of water per acre necessary for the successful irrigation of appellant's 
lands. 
Id at 578, 75 P. at 765. The issue arose in the context of an adjudication as opposed to a 
delivery call proceeding. 
The case of Farmers Cooperative Ditch Co. v. Riverside I". Dist., 16 Idaho 525, 
102 P. 481 (1909), involved the adjudication of water rights on the Boise River. At issue 
was whether the quantity decreed for certain classes of rights exceeded the duty of water 
for the purpose of use of the rights. In deciding whether or not to grant a new trial on the 
issue, the Court relied on the following: 
In determining the duty of water, reference should always be had to lands 
that have been prepared and reduced to a reasonably good condition for 
irrigation. Economy must be required and demanded in the use of 
application of water. Water users should not be allowed an excessive 
quantity of water to compensate for and counterbalance their neglect or 
indolence in the preparation of their lands for the successful and 
economical application of the water. One farmer, although he has a 
superior water right, should not be allowed to waste enough water in the 
irrigation of his land to supply both him and his neighbor simply because 
his land is not adeq\lltely prepared for the economical application of the 
water. 
Farmers at 535-36, 102 P. 483-89. Again, the issue arose in the context ofan 
adjudication as opposed to a delivery call proceeding. Vineyard Land & Stock Co. v. 
Twin Falls Oakley Land &- Water Co., 245 F. 30 (0. Idaho 1917), involved an action to 
quiet title of water rights held on Goose Creek in Idaho and Nevada. In applying Idaho 
law, the Court held: 
Much is said about the duty of water .... The Land and Stock Company 
insists that the duty of water should stin be measured by the old method of 
irrigation of pasture and the native grasses for the production of hay, 
which was by the flooding system, that allowed the water to cover the 
surface of the soil, and actually to remain thereon for considerable periods 
of time. This method is being disapproved of in more recent years as 
wasteful and not an economical use. No person is entitled to more water 
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than he is able to apply to a reasonable an economical use. True, it may be 
that good results are obtainable from the former method, but that does not 
augur that just as good results may not be secured by a much more 
moderate use, which would leave a large quantity of water for others, who 
need it as much as the Land & Stock Company. 
Jd at 33-34. 
In Reno v. Richards, 32 Idaho I, 178 P. 81 (1918), one of the issues before the 
Idaho Supreme Court was the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the adjudicated 
quantity of a beneficial use claim, the Court reasoned: 
'The quantity of water decreed to an appropriator, in an action wherein 
priority of appropriation is the issue, should be upon the basis of cubic feet 
per second of time of the water actually applied to a beneficial use, and 
should be definite and certain as to the quantity appropriated and 
necessarily used by the appropriator.' 
Jd at 15, 178 P.at 86. (quoting Lee v. Hanford, 21 Idaho 327, 121 P. 558 (1912)). 
Further: 
Water rights are valuable property, and a claimant seeking a decree of a 
court to confirm his right to the use of water by appropriation must present 
to the court sufficient evidence to enable it to make definite and certain 
findings as to the amount actually diverted and applied, as well as the 
amount necessary for the beneficial use for which the water is claimed. 
Jd. at 1 S. Kinney on Irrigation provides with respect to economic use and the suppression 
of waste: 
[T]he Courts have been and are now being called upon to fix by decrees 
the duty of water for certain tracts of land .... In fixing the duty of water 
for a certain tract of land, such an amount per acre should be awarded, 
within the lawful claim of the prior appropriator, as is essential or 
necessary for the proper irrigation of the land on which the water is used, 
and upon which the duty is being fixed; which water, when economically 
applied without waste, win result in the successful growing of crops on the 
land. Further than this, as far as the rights of the prior appropriator are 
concerned, the courts should not and can not lawfully go, where the result 
would be in cutting down the quantity of water to which the prior 
appropriator is entitled and reasonably needs for his purpose and the 
awarding of a certain amount of his water to subsequent appropriators. 
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2 Kinney on Irrigation and Water Rights § 905 at 1595-96 (2nd ed. 1912). 
The Ground Water Users assume that the quantity element of decreed water rights 
is not reflective of present needs, or is "bloated" (Le. in excess of the quantity needed) or 
at a minimum always represents a quantity which provides for the highest degree of 
flexibility in order to allow for the most water intensive use within the scope of the 
purpose of use. The argument oversimplifies what takes place in the SRBA. Water 
rights are claimed based on permits and licenses, prior decrees in both private and general 
adjudications), beneficial use, posted notice, and adverse possession, mesne deed 
conveyances, splits of property and appurtenant rights etc. As a result, the quantity 
claimed for one water right may include excessive water for a particular purpose while 
for another water right the quantity may provide for little or no flexibility. Therefore the 
amount of excess water, if any, or the degree of flexibility built into the quantity element 
of partial decree issued in the SRBA could be in actuality "allover the map." 
The Director's recommendation as to quantity, whether or not an in-depth field 
investigation was conducted in preparing the recommendation, is by no means the final 
word on the matter. The quantity recommendation is subject to objections by the 
claimant and any other party to the adjudication. If such an objection is made it may be 
litigated and determined by the Court. Issues such as waste (i.e. reasonableness of 
conveyance works), duty of water, partial forfeiture, and excessive conveyance loss can 
and have been litigated in the SRBA whether or not they were considered in the 
Director's recommendation. If the Director makes a recommendation based on a prior 
license where the delivery system that has since changed (Le. gravity to sprinkler), third 
parties can object and assert partial forfeiture of any quantity no longer put to beneficial 
use. Accordingly, the degree to which the quantity element is scrutinized varies among 
the decrees issued in the SRBA. Nonetheless, parties were provided the opportunity to 
raise and litigate issues affecting quantity. Consequently, the partial decree issued in the 
SRBA is consistent with Idaho law and represents a quantitative determination of 
beneficial use. 
The result is that the issues litigated and evidence presented in support of the 
quantity element in the adjudication can be exactly the same as the issues presented and 
the evidence relied upon in conjunction with the delivery call. As such, depending on the 
18 
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On SejJtcm~r 9, 2009, the Idaho Ground Watcr Appropria.tors, Inc. ("IGWA") 
fit,,'!f Q NOlic:c til AppearQnf:e in the above-captioned matter. On September 24, 2009, 
FJ~01ont MHdi~n Irrigation District, Robert &. Suc Huskinson, Sun-Olo Industries, Val 
Sc:hweudill1M PannJol, Inc., David ScllwcndiJmm Farms, Inc., Darrell C. Neville, Scott C. 
NoviJIe nnd Ston D. Neville filed a NOIICfl 0/ AppearQfI(:' in the above-captioncd mutter. 
On Septemher 25, 2009, the City of Pocatello filed a NOlie, 0/ ApptDrlll1Ct1 in the nbove-
cnption..:'Ci maUer. nlOSC persons and outitics W\:te not madc named partici in 1he Petit/on 
fi'" JII(/i4'inIRcvlC'H' tiled by the }JclUioncr in this matter. 
UlllU now. tllCSC persoll,'S' and entities' participation in this matter has not boon 
pr"f'l:rly reflected in 1he cal)tion. After reviewing the aJ1plicablc Idaho Rufus o{Civil 
PI'(lecxlu1\~ and Jdob() Appcllul.e: Rules, this Court wilt treat the Nolie" 01 ApptQN",t'C os 
Mo/ion, to Intervene in tile ftbove-captioned mlliter. and wiJl1lYat the nbovc-mcntioncd 
~r~)J1S Dnel cnticic.., u.~ 11\1.I!rvcnors.1 
'Illis Court find.fC, following II review ofthc file, thallGWA, Fremont Madi$.ln 
Irrigation District. Robert" Sue Hu.,kinson. Sun-Glo Induatrlcs, Val Schwl?ndiman 
FlInn.lI. fnc., David Schwcndln1811 Farms, fnc., Darrell C. Neville, Scott C. Neville, Sum 
D. NcvHlu :lIlU the City ontocar.cllo arc teal p.-n1ic!I fn intc.rcst to this proceedina. and {hOlt 
tho SRm" havu intel\,"Sts th..'\t could be affected by the outcome olthis proceeding in the 
Je)J'lu of water rights. This Conrt fll11hcr finds tJl8t no party has objected to dlcse peMlns 
und ClltitiOfl pnrticipati11a in this proceedinl. Therefore. in exercising jL~ discretion. this 
Conrt lind" th3t I<.iWA. Fremont Mndison Jrrigation District, Robert" Sue I1uskinson. 
Sun-mo Industries, VIl ScbwcndimaD Parms, Inc., David Schwcndiman Farml, Inc., 
UurrclJ C. Neville. Scott C. Neville, Stan D. Neville anel the Cfty of Pocatello properly 
particip41lCd In this matter a.~ Intervenors. 
11l ordUt to correct this rroceduruJ irregularity in future cases the Court h::l!r 
nmcndl3d ill suuM.lnru scheduling order to include Lbo following: 
AD"£"Il!II~eA hx penold or "rUle. who 'Wore a part! to .he 
.Y1!.ckthinl @dnJials'mtive JJrosc;edIIlC k!d l!ho we", noC made a 
-,."--------
I 'I he partlltl shnuM lInto th:'lt In fbI. In"anco tho Coon Is l!'Carin. the NOIica of Appt:t(l'~ at MOilons 10 
h""r'V.J,It' for hollUkc..\.'i'illl pulJlO$t.... In doing so, it Is tho Court's i/1Wnt fo haw tb. record In 1hi~ mafler 
cli:.1rly rcn,,'\:~ \Vhi~b ~'f'lIO'" and/or ontiliea aro ""rtlcip:lots Jnthil action. It Is also tho Court's fnt\..,.,t 10 1t;I~u Lh" C1!J)IIOO ollJu:, mnttor prop:rly reflect aU thosa parties who aru partlc'pali,. in this Ilction and to 
J,I,nUry in wh:u ('111'11(.".1), those pun'os arc PlU1icip;!tiJl, (i.e .. PorilJoour, Respondunt, or '''tervenor). 
OlWER AMEN1)fNO CI\I'TION NUNC' PRO TUNC ~"\llRrJl:I(.4,iMin;duJua M 7 1:!L,.o\()nlt'l Am~'ldi,. CI1PtiOll duo • t 30 
P. 05 
NOV-23-10 TUE 03:21 PH FAX NO, 
!l.!P1£!1 party In the Petltl"" for Jlldlcitll,"lisw: Where a person or 
entity who was at party to the undcrlyillg administrative Proeccclini is not 
mmJe a 1lamcG party in the Petition for .Judiclal Review, and is not 
tlthcrwisc Q l·elilioncr, suoh p .... rson or entity may me a Nolle' 0/ 
AppcuNlm'e in tbis matter wilbin fourteen (14) days from the date lhu 
person or entily hi served wilh Q copy otthe Petition/or J.iit'iai R,."IW. 
11115 COllrt wit1 troot the Notice 01 Appetl1Yl1lCfr as a Mollo" lolnt,rvene 
and will treat the party fiUns the Noll" of ApptltlrtmCt tIS an Intervenor. 
Under slich circumstances., the Court will automaUcally issue lUI order 
gmnting the Molioll 10 Tnlcrw", unless one or mon: parties to the octlon 
filU9 :m opposition to Ute MOlion wilhlll 10 days of tho filina of lhc Notice 
0/ Applelrtme" A person or enLity not a porty to the underlying 
admiuistr8tivc proceeding who c1t:sircs to participate in this action, ond is 
not othCt"vise a P,,1itioncr. must proccccl in accotdlUlce with Idaho 
AprcUate Rule 7.1. 
nmRJ.,WORn TUn 1:01.LOWTNO ARll IltrREBY ORDllRFD: 
t, IClW A, Fremont Madison Irrigution District, Robert &. Sue lIuskinsoil. 
Sun-Oltllndl1stries, Vol Sch~ndiman Pnrms. Inc., David Sebwcndiman Fann.~. Inc., 
I ):Im:J1 C. Neville, Scott C. Neville. Stan D. NevUle and the City of Pocatello properly 
pal1icipatc:d in Uds matter as Tntervenors. 
2. '1..., caption usc:d in this proceeding is hercby amended to incluull 1(1 WAf 
Fr~Ulont Mndison Irriaotion District, Robert &. Sue Huskinson. Sun-Olo I.ndustrlca, VoJ 
Schw(.'llUin,nn l1arms, Tnc.t 03vid Scbwcndimsn Fanns, Inc., DmeJl C, Neville, Scott C. 
N(.'ViJle, Sum D. Neville and the City ofPooatcJIo as Intervenors as sbown above. 
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CERTmCATI OF SERVICI 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 23RD day of November, 2010, she 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing: ORDER AMENDING CAPTION on the 
persons listed below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, thereto to the parties 
at the indicated address: 
John K. Simpson 
Travis L. Thompson 
Paul L. Arrington 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
P.O. Box48S 
Twin Falls, !D. 83303-0485 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID. 83720-0098 
Randall C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
Jerry R. Rigby 
RIGBY ANDRUS & ANDRUS Chtd. 
25N 2nd East 
Rexburg. ID. 83440 
A. Dean Tranmer 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID. 83201 
Sarah A. Klahn 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth St. Suite 500 
Denver, CO. 80202 
Pocatello,ID. 83201 
DUANBSMlTH 
Clerk of the District Court 
~~~ 
'"Santos Garza, Deputy Cle 
Certificate of service 1 132 
12-14-10;11:37AM; 
LAWRBNCEG. WASDEN 
Attorney Oeneral 
CLIVB J. STRONG 
Deputy Attomey Oeaeral 
Chief, Natural R.esourcea Division 
GARRICK L BAXTER,ISB H301 
CBRIS M. BROMLEY, ISB H530 
Deputy Attorneys General 
P.O. Box. 83720 
Bo~ JD 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
garrlck.bu:terOidwrJdaho.gov 
chris.bromJeyOidwrJdaho.gov 
Attorneys for Respondents-Appellants 
# 2/ e 
2010 DEC 14 
IN THB DISTRICl' COURT OF THE mTB JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE 01' IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 01' MINIDOKA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner. 
VI. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THBIDAHODBPARTMBNTOFWATBR ) 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his ) 
official capacity 81 In.tcrim Director of the Idaho ) 
Department of Wat« Resources. ) 
and 
TIm IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS,INC .• TIm CrrY OF 
POCATElLO, PRBMONl' MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT & SUB 
HUSKlNSON, SUN-GLO lNDUSTR1ES, VAL 
IOWR's Amended Notice Of Appeal- 1 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV·2009-U7 
IDWll'S AMENDED NOTICE 0'1' 
APPEAL 
(FIIIDa Fee: Exempt) 
SCAN~D 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DAVID ) 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DARRELL ) 
C. NEVILLE, SCO'IT C. NEVILLE, and STAN ) 
D. NEVILLE, ) 
Intervenors. 
) 
) 
------------------------------) IN THE MATIER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGA nON 
DISTRICT FOR THE DEUVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------------) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; THE IDAHO 
GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CUY OF POCATELLO, 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT & SUE HUSKlNSON, 
SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES. VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DAVID 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS. INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, SCO'IT C. NEVILLE, 
STAN D. NEVILLE; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellants. the IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, INTERIM DIRECTOR ("Appellants"), appeal against 
the above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the district court's 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITIONS FOR REHEARING. entered in 
the above entitled action on the 2nd day of November, 2010, the Honorable Judge Eric J. 
Wildman presidina. On November 23,2010, Judge Wildman issued a JUDGMENT pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a).1 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the order 
described in paragraph 1 is an appealable order pursuant to Rule 11(0, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. Appellants' preliminary statement of the issues it intends to assert on appeal, 
which under Rule 17, Idaho AppeUate Rules, does not prevent Appellants from asserting other 
issues, is as follows: 
a. If the Director determines in a conjunctive management delivery call that 
the senior water users' current beneficial use can be met with an amount of water 
that is less than the maximum decreed or licensed quantity, must the Director 
I On December 10,2010, IOWR filed its original notice of appeal with this Court. It was brought to IOWR's 
attention that paragraph 1 mistakenly referred to an order issued by the Honorable Judge John M. Melanson in an 
unrelated water delivery call proceeding. The purpose of the Amended Notice of Appeal is to correct paragraph I. 
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support his determination by clear and convincing evidence or preponderance of 
the evidence? 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any part of the record in the above 
entitled action. 
5. No transcript is requested. 
6. Appellants do not request that any documents be included in the clerk's record 
other than those automatically included under Rule 28, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
7. Appellants request that the agency record, in addition to all exhibits and 
transcripts, be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. No reporter has been served because no transcript is requested. 
b. The estimated transcript fee has not been paid because no transcript is 
requested. 
c. That Appellants and the State of Idaho are exempt from paying the clerk 
of the above entitled court the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2301 and Idaho Appellate Rule 23. 
d. That Appellants and the State of Idaho are exempt from paying the 
appellate filing fee pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2301 and Idaho AppeUate Rule 
23. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this /7f::,T-day of December, 2010. 
IDWR's Amended Notice Of Appeal- 3 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
A ITORNEY GENERAL 
CLNE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Deputy Attorney General 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorney General 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1 "S-T- day of December, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing IDWR's AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to 
the following parties by the indicated methods: 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk of Minidoka County Court 
715 G Street 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert.ID 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-5272 
John K. Simpson 
Travis Thompson 
Paul L. AningtOD 
Sarah W. Hilel' 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls. ID 83303-0485 
jks@idahowaters.com 
tlt@idahowatcrs.com 
pla@idahowaters.com 
Randy C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello. ID 83201 
rcb@racinelaw.nel 
cmm@racinelaw.net 
A. Dean Tranmer 
City of Pocatello 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello. ID 83201 
dtranmer@pocatello.us 
IDWR's Amended Notice Of Appeal- 4 
;0 U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
_
Facsimile 
Email 
-
j;Q U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
I- Hand Delivery 
I- Ovemif.ht Mail 
il-! Facsimile 
~ Email 
"-' 
~ U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
po., Facsimile 
ZEmail 
..... 
j;Q U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
I- Hand Delivery 
I- Overnight Mail 
'" Facsimile 
~ Email 
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Sarah A. Klahn 
Mitra M. Pemberton 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 
Denver, CO 80202 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
25 N 2nd East 
Rexburg. ID 83440 
irigb}!@rex-Iaw .com 
IDWR's Amended Notice Of Appeal- 5 
• 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
I- Hand Delivery 
I- Overnight Mail 
18 Facsimile 
Email 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
I- Hand Delivery 
I- Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile 
Email 
C::::::-"'::"7S---- -
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorney General 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY, ISB #6530 
Deputy Attorneys General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
cbris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov 
Attorneys for Respondents-Appellants 
zaw DEC 13 I] , :::J-
,;, ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his ) 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho ) 
Department of Water Resources, ) 
Respondents, 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO. FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT. ROBERT & SUE 
HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL 
IDWR's Notice Of Appeal- 1 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -2009-647 
IDWR'S NOTICE OF APPEAL 
(Filing Fee: Exempt) 
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-- - - - .- .~ ...... 
SCHWENDlMAN FARMS, INC., DAVID ) 
SCHWENDlMAN FARMS, INC., DARRELL ) 
C. NEVllLE, scon C. NEVll..LE. and STAN) 
D. NEVllLE. ) 
Intervenors. 
) 
) 
------------------------------) IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IR.RIOA TION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELNERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------------) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT. A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; THE IDAHO 
GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS. INC., THE CITY OF POCATELLO, 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT It SUE HUSKINSON, 
SUN..QLO INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENDlMAN FARMS, INC., DAVID 
SCHWENDlMAN FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVllLE. SCOTT C. NEVllLE, 
STAN D. NEVllLE; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellants. the IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and G~Y SPACKMAN, INTERIM DIRECTOR ("Appellants"), appeal against 
the above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the district court's AMENDED 
ORDER ON PB'rmONS FOR REHEARING; ORDER DENYING SURFACE WATER 
COALITION'S MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION, entered in the above entitled action on the 
~ day of September, 2010, the Honorable Judge John M. Melanson presiding. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Id~o Supreme Court, and the order 
described in paragraph 1 is an appealable order pursuant to Rule I l(f), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. Appellants' preliminary statement of the issues it intends to assert on appeal, 
which under Rule 17, Idaho Appellate Rules, does not prevent Appellants from asserting other 
issues, is as follows: 
a. If the Director determines in a conjunctive management delivery call that 
the senior water users' current beneficial use can be met with an amount of water 
that is less than the maximum decreed or licensed quantity, must the Director 
support his determination by clear and convincing evidence or preponderance of 
the evidence? 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any part of the record in the above 
entitled action. 
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5. No transcript is requested. 
6. Appellants do not request that any documents be included in the clerk's record 
other than those automatically included under Rule 28, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
7. Appellants request that the agency record, in addition to all exhibits and 
transcripts, be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. No reporter has been served because no transcript is requested. 
b. The estimated transcript fee has not been paid because no transcript is 
requested. 
c. That Appellants and the State of Idaho are exempt from paying the clerk 
of the above entitled court the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2301 and Idaho Appellate Rule 23. 
d. That Appellants and the State of Idaho are exempt from paying the 
appellate fIling fee pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2301 and Idaho Appellate Rule 
23. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this J 0 f-'--day of December, 2010. 
IDWR's Notice Of Appeal- 3 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATIORNEY GENERAL 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief. Natural Resources Division 
Deputy Attorney General 
e:::::::. ...:::.. l~------­
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorney General 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ 0 ~ day of December, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing IDWR's NOTICE OF APPEAL to the following 
parties by the indicated methods: 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk of Minidoka County Court 
715 G Street 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert. ID 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-5272 
John K. Simpson 
Travis Thompson 
Paul L. Arrington 
Sarah W. Higer 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box 485 
Twin Falls. ID 83303-0485 
iks@idahowaters.com 
tlt@idahowaters.com 
pla@idahowaters·com 
Randy C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
rcb@mcinc1aw.net 
cmm@racinelaw.net 
A. Dean Tranmer 
City of Pocatello 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
dtranmer@pocatello.us 
IDWR's Notice Of Appeal- 4 
~ U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
I- Hand Delivery 
I- Overnight Mail 
L- Facsimile 
r- Email 
..... 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
L- Hand Delivery 
r- Overnight Mail ~ Facsimile 
~ Email 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile 
oC:i. Email 
Q U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overni~t Mail 
M FacsilDlle 
Q Email 
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• 
Sarah A. Klahn 
Mitra M. Pemberton 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 
Denver, CO 80202 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
25 N 2nd East 
Rexburg,ll) 83440 
irigb~@rex-law .com 
IDWR's Notice Of Appeal- 5 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
i- Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
:g Facsimile 
'-" Email 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
i- Hand Delivery 
i- Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile 
Z Email 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorney General 
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lohn K. Simpson, ISB #4242 
Travis L. Tho.mpson, ISB #6168 
Paul L Arrington, ISB #7198 
Sarah W. Higer, ISB #8012 
BARDR. ROSHOLT" SIMPSON LLP 
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303 
P.O. Box48S 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0485 
Telephone: (208) 733-0700 
Facsimile: (291) 735-2444 
Altorneyr for Petitioner A&B Irrigation District 
CASE ._. 
2010 DEC 29 Arl 10: 08 
D~.'.'\L .i _zez~:--J DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICf COURT Oli' THE rlFl'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OIi'THE STATE OIi'IDAHO, IN AND Ji'OR THE COUNTY Oli' MINIDOKA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRIct, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES aod GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
aod 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER. 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., TIlE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRlGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT & SUE 
HUSKlNSON, SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL 
SCHWENDJMAN FARMS. INC., DA VI[) 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DARRELL 
C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. NEVILLE, AND 
STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
NOTICE 0,. APPEAL 
) 
) CASE NO. CV 2009-000647 
) 
) 
) Fee Category L.4 - $101.00 
) 
) 
) NOTICE Oli' APPEAL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Sd~NED 
) 
IN mE MATIER OF mE PETITION FOR ) 
DEUVERYCALLOFA&BDUUOATION ) 
DISTRICT FOR mE DEUVERY OF ) 
GROUND WATER AND FORmE ) 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER ) 
MANAGEMENT AREA ) 
---------------------------) 
TO: mE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, INTERIM DIRECTOR GARY SPACKMAN 
AND mE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND TIlE PARTIES' 
COUNSEL OF RECORD IDENTIFIED ON TIlE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE; AND 
mE CLERK OF TIlE ABOVE ENTITI..ED DISTRICT COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, A&B DUUGATION DISTRICT ("Appellant") 
appeals agaiDst the above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the district 
court's Memol'tl1ldum /)ecisiOlt and Order on Petition for JwJicial Review, entered in the above 
entitled action on May 4, 2010, the Honorable Eric J. W'lldman presiding. Judge W'lldman 
entered a Judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(a) on November 23,2010. 
2. The above named Appellant bas a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and 
the order descn'bed in paraaraph I is an appealable order pursuant to Rule 11 (f), I.A.R. 
3. The Appellant's preliminary statement of issues it intends to assert on appeal, 
which under I.A.R. 17, does not prevent the Appellant from assertina other issues, is as follows: 
a. Whether the Director erred in concluding that A&B' s senior ground water 
riaIB with a September 9, 1948 priority date was subject to the provisions of Idaho's Ground 
Water Act adopted ex post facto in 1951 and amended several times thereafter, contrary to the 
express provisions of the Act which provide that: "This act shall not affect the rights to the use of 
ground water in this state acquired before its enactment. " 
b. Whether, if A&B's senior ground water right is subject to the provisions 
of Idaho's Ground Water Act, the Director erred in finding that A&B bas not been required to 
pump water beyond a "reasonable ground water pumping level" notwithstanding the evidence in 
the record and the fact no objective pumping level bas ever been set by IDWR or the Director 
contrary to the Legislature's directive set forth in Idaho Code § 42-226. 
NonCE OF APPEAL 
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4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
S. The Appellant requests that the transcript of the administrative proceedings held 
before the Idaho Department of Water Resources be made a part of the record on appeal. The 
AppeJlant currently possesses a copy of the transcript, as it was previously prepared in 
coqjunction with the district court's judicial review of this action. A copy of the transcript may 
be obtained firom Mct.M Court Reporting, phone number 1-800-234-9611. 
6. The Appellant requests that the agency record, including the exhibits, be copied 
and sent to the Supreme Court. 
7. Icertify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
b. That the fee required for the pIeparation of the reporter's transcript was paid in 
eo-Uunction with the district court's judicial review of this action. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid 
d That the appellant filing fee bas been paid 
e. That service has been made upon all parties to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this z.?day ofDeeember, 2010. 
BAlUCER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 1U 
.A.ttomeya for Petitioner .A.&B Irrigation DIstrict 
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ClRTDnCATEOrSERVlCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 'J e~y of December, 2010, I served true and correct 
copies of the Notice of Appeal upon the following by the method indicated: 
Deputy Clerk 
MlDidob CoUDty District Court 
7IS G S&nIet 
P.O. Box 361 
Jtupett, IdIIIo 133SO 
Fax: (201) 436-5272 
Omic:t BIxtIIr 
Chris Bromley 
Deputy Auomeys General 
IdIIIo Depanmeat of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 13720 
BoIse.IdIIIo 83720-0091 
~;i4abp,coy 
~idebq,coy 
Jerry Il Rigby 
RiPY Andrus tI: JUaby Cbtd. 
2' N 2'" Bast 
R.abur& Iclabo 13440 
jrialzy@a1X-lilLCOID 
A. DeaD 1'ramDIr 
City ofPoc:ateUo 
P.O. Box 4169 
PoeateDo, Iclabo 1320 t 
•• n"'!'@pMateUo.1II 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Randall C. Budp 
CMdb M. MeHup 
R.aciDe 01soD 
P.O. Box 1391 
201 E. Ceater sen. 
Pocatello. Idabo 83204-1391 
n::b@raciIeJaw.Dlt 
l!I'I'Im@rIclneJal!.DII 
v" U.S. Mail, PosCap Prepaid 
__ Hand Delively 
_ Overniabt Mail 
FllClimi1e 
::2BmaiJ 
SaIl A. KJaIm 
Mitra PtmbeItoD 
White tI: Jaatowsld UP 
511 Sixteenth S1net, Suite SOC) 
Denver, Colorado 10202 
~.k:pwski.com 
. kmvski m~lcom 
1'46 
.. 
A. Dean Tranmer ISB # 2793 
City of Pocatello 
P. O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
(208) 234-6149 
(208) 234-6297 (Fax) 
dtnm~o.us 
Sarah A. Klahn, ISB #7928 
White &. Jankowski, LLP 
511 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 595-9441 
(303) 825-5632 (Fax) 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com 
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello . 
.,,,-
2010 DEC 30 PH 2: 35 
QUA Jlle \.m 
- 5* ~'D8vrY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'IFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, 
VB. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESEROUCES and GARY SPACKMAN 
in his official capacity as Interim Director of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT &. 
SUE HUstaNSON, SUN-GLO 
INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DA vm SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, and STAN D. 
NEVILLE, 
Intervenor-Appellants. 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2009-647 
CITY OF POCATELLO'S 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee category: Exempt 
SOANNED 
) 
IN TIlE MAITER OF TIlE PETITION ) 
FOR DELNERY CALL OF A&B ) 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT FOR TIlE ) 
DELNERYOFGROUNDWATERAND ) 
FOR THE CREATION OF GROUND ) 
WATER MANAGEMENT AREA ) 
TO: TIlE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, GARY 
SPACKMAN, IN HIS CAPACITY AS INTERIM DIRECTOR OF THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND TIlE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, AND THE PARTIES' 
ATTORNEYS AS IDENTIFIED ON THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BELOW; AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY ONEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, THE CITY OF POCATELLO ("Appellant") appeals 
against the above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's final 
Judgment LR.C.P. 54(a) ("Judgmenf'), entered in the above entitled action on November 23, 
2010, the Honorable John M. Melanson presidingl. The Judgment incorporates the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review entered on May 4, 2010, and 
the Court's subsequent Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Rehearing entered on 
November 2,2010. 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment 
is appealable pursuant to Rule 11(f) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. The Appellant intends to assert the following preliminary issues on appeal, 
provided this list of issues shall not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. Whether the Court erred in finding that, when A&B initiated its delivery call, 
the Director was limited to evaluating material iqjury solely by reference to 
the rates or quantities in the underlying decree, or whether the Director's 
broad discretion to administer water rights properly allowed him to evaluate 
iqjury by reference to other facts and information. 
b. Whether the Court erred in fiDdina a senior appropriator is per se entitled to 
his decreed amount of water, and that junior appropriators carry the burden of 
proof in a delivery call proceeding to prove lack of injury to senior water 
rights. 
I The Court also entered an Order Amending Caption Nunc Pro Tunc on November 23,2010, finding. inter alia, that 
the City ofPocate110 is a real party in interest in the above-captioned proceeding and that that City has interests that 
may be affected by its outcome. 
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c. Whether the Court erred in concluding that the Director's finding that a senior 
right holder can be satisfied with less than his decreed quantity must be 
supported by "clear and convincing" evidence rather than a preponderance of 
the evidence. 
d. Whether the Court erred in presuming that a partial decree is a measure of the 
water necessary for an appropriator's beneficial use, rather than a maximum 
quantity of water that an appropriator may put to beneficial use. 
e. Whether the Court erred in failing to properly apply the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act to determine whether the Director's finding of no i!Vury is 
supported by substantial evidence. 
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
S. The Appellant requests that all pleadings and attachments filed in this case plus 
all other documents in the clerk's record automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules be made part of the record. 
L The Appellant requests that the transcript of the administrative proceedings 
held before the Idaho Department of Water Resources be made a part of the 
record on appeal. The Appellant CU1Tently possesses a copy of the transcript, 
as it was previously prepared in conjunction with the District Court's judicial 
review of this action. A copy of the transcript may be obtained from Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
6. The Appellant requests that all of the exJn'bits included in the agency record be 
copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
7. I certify: 
L That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
b. That the fee required for the preparation of the reporter's transcript was paid 
in conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That Appellant is exempt from the filing fee pursuant to Idaho Code section 
67-2301. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
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Respectfully submitted, this 29* day of December, 2010. 
CITY OF POCATELLO'S NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CITY OF POCATELLO ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello 
s:Ak~ By __ ~~~ ______________ __ 
A. Dean Tranmer 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP 
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello 
~ By ______________________ __ 
Sarah A. Klahn 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2~ day of December, 2010, a copy of City ofPocateDo's 
Notice of Appeal in Case No. CV 2009-647 was served by Federal Express to Minidoka County 
District Court and via U.S. mail, postage pre-paid and addressed to the foDowing: 
~&. 
Sarah A. Klahn, White & Jankowski, LLP 
DepUty Clerk Garrick Baxter 
Minidoka County District Court Chris Bromley 
715 G Street Deputy Attorneys General 
PO Box 368 Idaho Dept of Water Resources 
Rupert ID 83350 POBox 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: 208-436-9041 
FacsUnue:208-436-5272 garrick..bax.ter@idwr.idaho.gov 
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov 
Jerry R. Rigby Randy Budge 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller Candice M. McHugh 
25 N 2D4 East Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey 
Rexburg ID 83440 201 E Center St 
POBox. 1391 
jrigby@rex-Iaw.com Pocatello ID 83204-1391 
rcb@racinclaw .net 
cmm@racinclaw.net 
Courtesy copy to court reporters: 
M&M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
POBox 2636 
Boise ID 83701-2636 
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John K. Simpson 
Travis L. Thompson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson 
113 Main Ave West Ste 303 
PO Box 485 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0485 
facsimile 208-735-2444 
jks@idahowaters.com 
tlt@idahowaters.com 
A.Dean Tranmer, Esq. 
City of Pocatello 
PO Box 4169 
Pocatello ID 83201 
dtramner@pocatello.us 
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" 
• 
Randall C. Budge (ISB # 1949) 
Candice M. McHugh (ISB #5908) 
Thomas 1. Budge (ISB #7465) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 208 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 395-0011 - Telephone 
(208) 433-0167 - Facsimile 
Attorneys/or Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc_ 
r- ILE"\ r r- U-U) : 
CASE r __ " 
2011 JAN -4 PM 3: 30 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & B IRRIGA nON DISTRICT, 
Petitioner, Petitioner on Appeal 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his 
official capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, Petitioners on Appeal 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., and THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, 
Intervenors - Petitioners on Appeal, and 
FREMONT-MADISON IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT, ROBERT & SUE HUSKINSON, 
SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DAVID 
SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., DARRELL 
C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. NEVILLE, AND 
STAND D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
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Case No. CV -2009-647 
GROUND WATER USERS' 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
FEE CATEGORY: 1 
FEE AMOUNT: S101 
SC~NNED 
IN TIlE MA TIER OF TIlE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR TIlE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AND THE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, CITY OF POCATELLO, AND THE 
PARTIES' ATIORNEYS AS IDENTIFIED ON THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BELOW; 
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, 
INC. ("IGWA" or "Ground Water Users") for and on behalf of its members, appeals against the 
above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's Judgment dated 
November 23, 2010, Honorable Eric J. Wildman presiding. The Judgment incorporates the 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review dated May 4, 2010 
and the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Rehearing dated November 
2,2010. 
2. The Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
Judgment is appealable pursuant to Rule 11(f) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. The Appellants intend to assert the following preliminary issues on appeal, 
provided this list of issues shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in holding that a senior is presumed to suffer 
material injury any time he receives less than the maximum amount of water 
authorized under the water right, unless and until junior users prove otherwise 
by "clear and convincing" evidence. 
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
S. The Appellant requests that the transcript of the administrative proceedings held 
before the Idaho Department of Water Resources be made a part of the record on appeal. The 
Appellant currently possesses a copy of the transcript, as it was previously prepared in 
conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action. A copy of the transcript may 
be obtained from Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
6. The Appellant requests that all pleadings, briefs, and attachments filed in this case 
plus all other documents in the clerk's record automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules be made part of the record. 
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7. The Appellant requests that all of the exhibits included in the agency record be 
copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
8. I certify: 
a That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
b. That the fee required for the preparation of the reporter's transcript was paid 
in conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
DATED, this 3rdday of January, 2011. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
BY:~-;Y7lif= 
RANDALL C. BU 
CANDICE M. MCHUGH 
THOMAS J. BUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of January, 2011, the above and foregoing 
document was served in the following manner: 
Deputy Clerk 0 U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid 
Clerk of Minidoka County Court 0 Facsimile 208-436-5272 
715 G Street r8I Overnight Mail 
POBox 368 0 Hand Delivery 
Rupert, ID 83350 0 E-mail 
Garrick L. Baxter 0 U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid 
Chris Bromley 0 Facsimile 
Deputy Attorneys General 0 Overnight Mail 
Idaho Department of Water Resources r8I Hand Delivery 
P.O. Box 83720 r8I E-mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
chris.bromjey@idwr.idaho.gov 
Travis L. Thompson r8I U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid 
Paul L Arrington 0 Facsimile 
Barker Rosholt 0 Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 2139 ~ Hand Delivery Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 E-mail 
tlt@idahowaters.~m 
pla@idahowaters.com 
Sarah A. Klahn r8I U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid 
White & Jankowski LLP 0 Facsimile 
5 I 1 Sixteenth Street, Suite 500 0 Overnight Mail 
Denver, CO 80202 0 Hand Delivery 
sarahk@white-jankowski.com r8I E-mail 
A. Dean Tranmer r8I U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid 
City of Pocatello 0 Facsimile 
PO Box 4169 0 Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83201 0 Hand Delivery 
dtranmer@pocatello.us r8I E-mail 
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.. <, • 
. . 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby Andrus and Moeller 
25 N 2nd East 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
irigby@rex-Iaw.com 
t8J U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
t8J E-mail 
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IN TIm MAITER OF TIm PETITION FOR ) 
DELIVERY CALL OF A 4 B IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT FOR mE DELIVERY OF ) 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE ) 
CREATIONOFAGROUNDWATER ) 
MANAGEMENT AREA. ) 
----_ ..  ... _ .. -... _------,---------.-. _-_. 
A 4 B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-
GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents. 
IN TIm MAITER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF MB IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR TIm 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
_._._ ... _----- .- --_... --------
A 4 B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
ORDER TITLE - Docket No. 38382-2010 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38382-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38403-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
SCANNED 
157 
, 
., 
" 
) 
Petitioner-Appellant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES, and OARY SPACKMAN, in ) 
his official capacity as Interim DIrector of the ) 
IDAHO DEPARMTNE OF WATER ) 
RESOURCE~ ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. ) 
) 
and ) 
) 
THE IDAHO OROUND WATER ) 
APPROPRIATORS, INC.; THE CITY OF ) 
POCATELLO; FREMONT MADISON ) 
IRRIOA nON DISTRICT; ROBERT" SUE ) 
HUSKlNSON; SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES; ) 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC.; ) 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC; ) 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE; SCOTT C. ) 
NEVILLE; STAN D. NEVILLE, ) 
) 
Intervenors. ) 
It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for all purposes for reasons of 
judicial economy; therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 38382 and 38403 shall be 
CONSOLIDATED FOR ALL PURPOSES under No. 38382, but all documents filed shall bear 
, 
both docket numbers. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S 
RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a 
copy of this Order. 
158 
DATED this 1.£ day of January 2011. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
ORDER TITLE - Docket No. 38382-2010 
For the Supreme Court 
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DLL . 
IN 'fH~: DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FIFTH JUDICIAl. DlSTRI(''T ~-~. hEpury 
S'fA'rJi: Oli' IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1m COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
A & n lRRlOATION OISTRTCT 
Petit ioner, 
Vi. 
nm {f>AlIO J)I~PARTMl!NT OJ: WATllR 
J~HSOURCJ!S nnd OARY Sl'ACKMAN in 
his llfliciAI cnpacily as Jnwrim Dir~ctor of 
lilu Iduno Ocpurtlncnt o(Watel' Resources, 
RcsponcJcnts, 
nad 
Tnt! JDAHO OJ{OUNIl WATER 
A}lNtOI'RfA'fOR~, INC.) TUB CITY OF 
POCATELLO, J7REMONT MA01SON 
l1~RIOATION DISTRICT, ROBERT &. 
HUH J J[1SKlNSON, SUN-OLO 
INI)USTRJES, VAL SCHWliNDIMAN 
FARMS. INC., DAVJO SCllWRNDlMAN 
FAMRf;, INC., DARRRLL C. NHVJLI.R, 
sco'rr C. NHVILLfi, and STAN D. 
NnVILLE, 
r 11tCcv"oIlOtS. 
iN 1Tm-MATTmioJ;' THE l'J?l1TION-
J~()R 1 lHUVER Y CALL Oft' A &: B 
lJUUOATlON DISTRICT FOlt 'fUR 
l.mUVJJRY 011 (l1~OUND WATRR AND 
I?()R TUB CREATJON OF A OROUND 
WATER MANAOEMENT AREA 
~. . 
) Subcue No.: 2009-000647 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
) ENFORCE IN PART AND DENYING 
) MOTION TO ENFORCE IN PART 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SCANNtiQ 
. '. , .. 
FEB-14-11 HaN 12:39 PH FAX NO. 
I. 
J:!'ACTUAl, AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
J. On Mny 4,2010, tho Court entered a Memornndum Decision and Order 
em Pe/illon!"f .Iudleiaf Review in the nbove-captioned matter. Tho Memorandum 
f),~('bJ(m affil'lnc..'(l the Final Order ofthc Director on all issues raised on judicial review 
ttay.,) one. 
2. With rcsp~t to the i~suc of tho proper evidential')' standard to be applied 
to n dctC1'lnillnlioll in the context ofa delivery cnU that a senior water user can get by wilh 
l~lss WItter 1han decreed tn it in the SRDA. the Court remanded the same to tho Director 
for 1he: follo\\illg limited purpose:: 
'11143 Dir~tor '-'rrcd by failing to apply the evidentiary standard of clear and 
('.ollVinciug evidence in co1l.1unction with the finding thut tho qUAntity 
d('Cm..'<l to A & n's 36-2080 o!(~ tho quantity being put to beneficial 
usc fnr purpose of determining material injury. The caso is remanded for 
tbe limited purpose of the D1tcctor to apply tho appropriate evidentiary 
lit.lmb,d lo th\) existing record. No further evidence is required. 
MeIfJ(~mndllm /)1!c/SifJll. p. 49 ("Order oIR,numfl,). 
3. The Court subsc:quently entered nn Ord,r denying the Pellflons lor 
Rt:llC(7rillg med ill this matter, and on November 23.2010, the Court entered a Rulo 54(0) 
JII((~ml!nt. , 
4. BchW.cn Dccomber 13. 2010 und January 3, 2011, Nollct!s 01 Appeal wcrn 
lllcu by fho Idabo Department ofWatct Resources ("lDWRtJ or "tho Department"), A&U 
fnigutiun l)islricl ("Mil"), the City ofPocateJlo, and the Idaho Ground Water 
1\PIUUJlIiatOtS, Jne. ("IOWA j. One oCmo issues raised on appeaJ is the propriety of this 
COHrt'~ d~cj$;ion to remand the cnse for tbelimitcu purpose described above. 
5. On January 31, 20t 1. 1\&B fiJed I Motion to FJ1j'orclI Orders. requesting 
th:lllho Court is."oo 8U order and/or writ compelling the DJrector to COAlply with the 
('omi's rl.'mand and to consider A&D's proposed "intorco.11noction" reasibUity study in 
conneclion with the remand, 
6. JOWR and JOWA timeJy Iil~'d Memoranchmts in Opposition to Molion 
EIV; ltc.:e, 
7, A h"nrIng on the A/otlon to En/orce was held on l"ebruary 7. 2011. 
OIUJIIR ORMfrIN(; MOTION TO I.!NlORCR IN PART 
AND DriNYINO MOTION TO RNFOI(C'll IN PART 
s;\oru)fi}t'ilMillidul;'1 6-17 ctI.'I.:\Onkr on Mudou 10 l!nron:c.duc 
P. 03 
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11. 
MA"I"l'J4:R nt!EMEP FULl IV SUBMITTED li,(JR DJ4~CISION 
Oral orllumcnt b.:forc the District Court in thitc maller was held on 17ebruary 7, 
2011. The llUftics tlid not requcst additional bricfmg, nor does the Court require any. 
The matter is therefore deemed Cuny submitwd tho foUowbll business day, or l,'ebruary 8, 
20l1. 
lIL 
)tSClJSSION 
In hs Motto",o l!.f(ol'ce, A&B requests that 1his Court issue un order and/or wAit 
compelling th" Director to comply with this Court's remand and apply the evidentiary 
s1 .. md3rd of clear 01'ki convincing evidcmce to the record in this case. ActD Cunber 
rt.'qucsta th."t .hi" C(lUrl "order the Director to consider ActD-. proposed 'interconnection' 
n:O$ibiliLy s1udy in corUunction with the ordered remand." Each will be addtcss\''CI in tum. 
A. The notices of al,ptal med in thla case do not divest the Court of Jurisdiction 
to rntc:r an order enforcing it. 0,11., 0/ RemlUlli. 
1110 l~l)ilrtmoJ\t contends t.bat this Court was divested ofjudsdictiOD to eDter on 
01'dL:f cnfoJ'C'ing its Dreier o/RilllllInd as a result oftbe notices ofappcal filed by it and 
oth .. ·c pru1'CS. '1 bis Court disagrees. 
Jdabc) App:llute R.ule 13(8) provides th.,t upon tho timely fiUng of a notice of 
al'~~"lt ""II proceedings ruld CX~'UtiOl1 oC 1111 judgments or orders in a eivllactlon in the 
district court. mmll be automatically stayed for a period of fourteen (14) d.,ys." Once the 
lI.llhnn:ltic slay expires however, tbe district court relains those powers Cll\1Dlcratcd in 
Rule 13{b) notwlth.,tl.1nding tho ~ndency ofnn RPpcal. Tho Rule 13(b} powers arc 
r,,"kwvcd to the district court unl_ one ofthc partIes moves for. and is granted, a 
uiscn.1iomuy stay by citb~'l' the district court or the Itlaho Supreme Court. I.A.R. 13(b) & 
(~!). Tho ability to enforce ajudgment or order is onu the powers rctnincd by a ui~trlct 
CO~lrt durjug Illu P,.'lldW1CY of an appeal. I.A.R. 13(bX13). 
In Ihis caso. A&U's Molioll to !iiforc:e was flled with this Court following the 
cxpirntioll uf the! fourteen day autol1l8tic stay provided for in RuJe 13(a). 'fhe record in 
nImH-I( U.RANl'ING MOTION 'fO RNI~RCu IN PART 
~Nf) ,?HNYf~O MO'nON '1'0 ENfORC[; IN PART .. ). 
s IO/OlI:RS\MIIII,lclk:! ~11 CII.\~iOrder on Moti(lfllu I!nforC'C.doo 162 
P. 04 
FEB-14-11 MON 12:40 PM FAX NO. 
lhi:i C~I!(\! dolo's not contain nny order !!lttying cnfllrccmcnl of thc Ord,'r t~rR('n1(md [lI.'llding 
~lpp .. ~II. nur hit!! lhl.' I )I!parlmcnl rcqlU.~t,,-d stich a slay bcl()fC thi~ <. 'mlrt ur hclhre th .. , 
1 ..I;lh\1 Suprellll.! Court. Sil1('''C 110 sUly h:ls been cntcn!d •• 1Ild hc.-CUll.'Il.! the Dutumn.ic stu}' 
I~'riud 1m" I,~Xl)h'I.-d. thi.il ('oun hn~ the juril<dictil1n .1041 {lUthonly undc.'r Rulc 1;l( b)C I J) 10 
cnl~)rel! its On/"I' ofRt'lIwnci. 
The Dcpartm~l1t Ilr~ucs that the c.\''«: of 11& J' F:n~I/I(:c:r;11R. /I"" It. /tIt,"n SllIlc' 1M. 
0/ Pr(!Ii.·.' •. r;im,u/ En.ll,im·~I'"r; lIIull.11m/ Sllf\·~ym-.r;. 133 luahu M(). 747 1'.2u 55 (19K8) 
t "/!& "') "rcclt1de~ this t'ourt fmm cnfllrcing its Order (JI'R':lnullf/. In 11& r. the Slate 
Iluurd of i'1,,(11c.'1l'1ionnJ Enllinecnl nnd Lund Sur\'~yuns (,'Bal,u'd", cnter!..'(t lm orucr 
I\!vnkin!! the IiccIlSl.':l vf !llCvcroJ cn~inceMl. /d. nl617. 747 I'.lu 01 ~(,. On judicinll\!vicw 
t\K' district \.'{I\1rt remand .. -d the: casu t41 the Bourd !hr ildditiumll pnlCcedings. requiring 
Ihnllhe Hl).'U'tI urticulut\! the spedne stnl1unros used in hnrosiny itN dil(ciplinc. lei. at ()JUt 
74., ".'?'" ~ll 57. '1 be district court's d ... -cisiun was op,)c.'uJ ... -d to the Iduhu Supreme ('uurt. 
MI.':lJ"'fhilc, 11'1\' lloard ,lel,,'d on Nmnnd und is..t.;Ul'C.I an onJ~r umending its findings. The 
di-;Iri':l c:nurt suhscqllc1lliy c()nsidcf\.'(llh~ 1l111, .. nded fiudingl< of the Bllllrd nml umnm,-u 
till: Hnllru's disc il'l ilh.' of the cl1~inc~rs_ Id_ 
An il;!{uv urusc regnnling the district cUUI1's nhilit)' In ctlnsid~r und lI~t upo" the 
ufllcr iSMII .. 'tJ hy the Iklnrd 011 rcm~lld given the rendcncy of the "PIX'ttl. The Iduh(l 
SlIprcm~ Cuurt nddn.'sscd the j!{8UC us rollcl\\'s: 
. '''''''lIl./i·olll II,,· IImiled ('IIIII1,-;a/t'" (·x':f'/,'iol1 ... 10 Rifle> JJ is nny pruvisiull 
whidl :lII11wrlzlJs Ihe dislrict ('uun. after renmndina t~ ca~ Ihr Itlrthl.!r 
pr"c",\:dings. to cunsider und llct upon uddhionul Findings nr Fllct Ihlllllhc 
Huard where, in the int\.'rim. t1ppcoal nf Uk:' remllild wns pcorJ( .. 'Clcd in this 
~:nurl. 
It!. (l'mphasis ndl.k .... f). 'Ibe ('Ol1l1 held th;ll "1hc dilltriet CHurl WIl.'! without jurist.iicliull tn 
anirm Ih..- c.ljsdplin~lrY urder hupoSl"tl ~y the Bnard al\cr huving initiully ordcl\",1 u 
n:ll1:lIld. fnun which ol'licr the I!n&inc~nt p:rf!..'Ctcd their uppeal:' /d. at ()4t). 747 J'.2tl III 
5lt. 
('IlUh'nry in the argumcnl uf the I>C!'X1fIIllCllt. Ihl! 11&" case d(l\:s nul eunlmllhc 
lilCH' !lnd drctlmsluncc!! prc.'SCllh ...... ' here. 111t.' jS:4l1~ presented hl;fC is nOl Ythdhcr this 
( ""urt, in Ih(,' (.·c.)Illillc~ ofthiR l'U!IIC. c:an consj(fcr lind net upon u Iinul orUcr js~uct.l fly th\.' 
- 'f -
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Din:ctor on fl!mand infight of the pendency of an appeal.' 'lbo iss1.JO is whether this 
Court enn enforce its Order of Reman!l in llsbt urtbe pendency of an nppoal.2 The pinin 
lanllutlQo ofIc.f:lho Appellate Rule 1J(bXI3) nns~ this inquiry in the afllrlnatlve and 
"'''pressly :luthorlzL .. tho Court to O.llCorc;c its Order of Re",and d\trlng the pt!ndency of an 
"j>~al. 
Olven lh:,t this Court has the 8uthorily to enrorce its Order 0/ Rema"d, and given 
the fnel tlml tho D\!(J.1l1lllent has not requested a stay of enforcoment ill this matter, the 
Court finds that lhe lljr~cl.or shall rorthwith comply with this Coun's Order olRemantl. 
II. A&8's J'cquest that the Director ectlisWer its proposed "iatereoDDedion" 
r,,:uit,Ufty ,tady In tOaJlInetioll with tile ordered n.and Is beyond tbe ICO)W 
oC fhe romand. 
U)1011 remand, this Court did not contemplate that the Director would tnke now 
evicknco when u!ld~rtlkins the Jiouted Order 0/ Remalld. Indeed, in the Order 0/ 
Rt!lnllntllhia Court determined that the CGsd would be rcmandeclufor tho limited porposc 
oftb~ Oircetnr to apply lhc 8!1lfOpriute evidentiary standard to the existing record'" and 
insfnJOtcd Ulut "'no rurtbcr evidenco is required," The evidcrwe Mil seeks to intto<lucc 
'0 the J)i~'tOr rCl!,anllng the inlerconncctivlty urns sysl.em is outside the scope ofthc 
On/tlr olRel11tl1ltl. This Court docs not have jurisdiction in fhis ca. .. md under these 
drc:um~umccs, tu order 1hnt on action be takoo outsido the scope of tile Ordtr of Rel1li'lluf. 
I.I\.R. J3. 
111.;: n:sult reached 11Cro i. consistent with the O,'del' CirQntlngln j'lll't MOIJ(m 10 
info" .. '" Orddl's issued by District Court 1ud,0 ]obn M. Melanson in Gooding County 
('tlS~ tV 2008-444. Oftier Granlfng In Porl Mol/on 10 En/Ol'C' Ol'ders, p.4, Gooding 
<";uunty Ca~c No. 2008-444 (May 11,2010). Tn tbat case, the case was remanded to the 
\ It i:c 31>p:lr.:nt to thi!; Courlll1at in 1110 114 Y case nu new ~titiOll for judicial review was flied s_in, 
jlllilcilll Nvltw of Ow finAl OI\lT isslk:d by the Iloard on remand. RatflOf, the district court improperl)' 
1.'1Insldcl\.'d Ind actlld upon lhc on.k.T isstk'll by 1M Board on remand in \00 conan..., oftfu: same cue in 
\\ltich the 1I:lIIu!ld was nrdt'f'CIJ. and in which an appeal was pcndin,. 
l :millluoo Wl\S Ilot IIddrl!lIsl:d In tho IItJY case •• t shuuld be noted that tho Idaho Supreme court in If&: II 
diJ not hurJ tll:"l UlO Hoard cncd illuetlng upon tho ardc:rofremand during tho pendoncy ofthc appual or 
Ihnl llit,; Do.11'd cm.'d by issuinA an 0. on rwn.,,,d amendlnl its findlnas durin, the pendency o(tbe • 
ClPI~;II. 
ORI >HR ONAN'fING MOTION TO fiNFORCJ3 lN PART 
~N!) ~l!N':'NO MOTION TO UNfORCF. IN PART 
s·II.J,WL:R.c;IA1ullu.'I1:l M11:"'~I'\Ord1f1 ~Ill Mtlliun to (iI1lbrcc: dllc 
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DiI\.'Ctor for the HnlilCd purpose of applying the uppropriate burdens of proof and 
evidentiary standards when considering season.,l variations as part of a material injury 
Qnol~is. Or(/.;r on Petition/or Judiciill RevilW, p.SS, Gooding County Case No. CV 
2008-444 (Junl! 19,2009), The Petitioner in that case subsequently filed a Mollon to 
F:"j(m:t. arguing amonG otbor things tlUlt the Director bad 8 duty to take nnd consider 
ccrtnin cvid~l\CC 01\ remand. The district court disa~t finding that tho evidence 
['lropo~'<.-d by P..:litioncr wns outside the scope ortlle remand: 
The Director is not obligated to bIke additional evidence in order to npply 
the COITt:<'t burdcn.q of proof and evick-ntiary standards on romand. The 
evidence [Putitioner] seeks to introduce at the mitigation plan hearing is 
out.'iidc the sco~ oftbis Court's provious On/en on rcmaOO. This C()UTt's 
Ordrrl are currently 011 appeal to tbe Idaho Supreme Court nnd under 
Idnho Al,pellntc Rule 13(b)(13), this Court has jurisdiction "to take any 
aclion or enter nny order required for the enforcement of I1ny judgment. 
ol'dt:r or decree." Wbile this Court hIlS jurisdiotion to enforce it.q Ordfl'$ 
01\ rcmmld, this Court docs notlUlve jurisdiction to order notion be taken 
out!Cid~ lhe scope of the prior OnI,n. 
Ort/lfr (imullng In Part Motion If) Ell/orce Ordefl, p.4, Gooding County Case No. CV 
?OOS··114 (May 11,20\0), TIle abovc-quotcd holding of the distriet court in fbe 2008-
~14 Cl.'IU i~ (ll1 point with the fnets ofihis casco 
A similar situation reccntly arose berore this Court in Ada County Ca.sc No. CV 
WA 2010-19823. Tn thnt case, t~ Petitioner filed a Verified Compla/nt, Dec/tlrator)' 
Ju~/gm(mt Aclion and Pet ilion for Writ 0/ Mtlndu/~ ("Complolnt"), ''''questing lbat tbill 
Cc.mrL compel the l)ir~ctor "to considor updated, improved and/or new data, anaJyuls and 
m.:lhods for d~termilling the impuct of junior ground water diversions on [petitioncr's] 
\~llcr rightg," lbe Complaint wus filed with this Court as a result ofthe Ditcctor'B 
u~isiol1 to Nfrnin rrom considering lhe evidence prc.c;ented by Petitioner in the remOld 
from the district court in tIle 2008-444 case. This Court denied tlle Petitioners' request on 
IlmJtipJ\! grounds. includinz Ihttt tllc octlons requested by PetitioDcr went ovtsido the 
sco",", ofth~ !'I:n'Ulnu in thi'lt case. Order l>enylng Pllilion/or Perempto,y Writ (if 
Afcmdalt', pp.4 -5, Ad!\ CO\luty ellS" No. CV WA 2010-19823 (<X:L 29, 2010). 
Therefore, Ihis Court nnds that it law tfte jurisdiction to compel the Director to 
couHidcr A&'U'! proposed "interconnection" feasibility study in conjunction wjth the 
ordered I'Cm:md. 
P. 07 
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IV. 
ORDER 
THHR1.WORE 'flfB FOLI.OWJNO ARB fJEREHY ORflERIJD: 
I. Aka's Mollo" to EnjiJrce OrdBr is hereby BraniN in pan .ad dtnicd in 
2. A&D's n.'qucst that the Department and the Director comply with this 
C(lUl " S Ofeler 0/ Rantmu/ is hereby granted. Tho Director shalt forthwitb comply with 
the ro.n.'lnd ill.'ltructiolls set forth in the M"nrorandtlm I>tcisioll and Ortkr 011 Pelitlonfi" 
.Iudicitll Review i.CJs~ by this Court in the above-c:aptioned matter on May 4,2010, and 
which pwvides: 
The Director um-d by fuilina Lo apply the evidentiary standard of clear and 
convincing evidence in conjunction with the finding lhat the quantity 
d",'Crccd to A &: B's 36-2080 CXCCl."CIs the quantity beina put to beneficial 
UAC for purpose of determining matl#rial injury. The case is remanded for 
tilt: limited purpose tlr the Director to apply the appropriate evidentiary 
1I1andord to the existing record. No fU11bct evidence is required. 
3. A&n's rl.'qucsl that this Court compel tho Director to consider its 
pmposc~l h[nt':fconnccti011" feasibility study in colijunotion with the ord~red .remaud he 
h':l·('by (Icnied. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF THE PETITION FOR ) 
DELIVERY CALL OF A & B IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF ) 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE ) 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER ) 
MANAGEMENT AREA. ) 
-------------------------------------------------------- ) 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ) 
) 
Petitioner-Respondent, ) ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS 
) 
v. ) Supreme Court Docket No. 38382-2010 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, ) 
) 
Respondent-Appellant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
IDAHO GROUND WATER ) 
APPROPRlA TORS, INC., CITY OF ) 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON ) 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT ) 
HUSKlNSON, SUE HUSKlNSON, SUN- ) 
GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENDIMAN ) 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDIMAN ) 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, ) 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, ) 
) 
Intervenors-Respondents. ) 
) 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE PETITION FOR ) 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF ) 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE ) 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER ) 
MANAGEMENT AREA. ) Supreme Court Docket No. 38403-2010 
------------------------------------------------------- ) Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ) 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
168 
'1 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his official capacity as Interim Director of the 
IDAHO DEPARMTNE OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC.; THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO; FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT; ROBERT & SUE 
HUSKINSON; SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES; 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC.; 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC; 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE; SCOTT C. 
NEVILLE; STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GOUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------------------------------------- ) 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his official capacity as interim director of the 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court Docket No.38421-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
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Respondents-Respondents on Appeal, 
and 
CITY OF POCATELLO, 
Intervenor-Appellant, 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor-Respondent, 
and 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT, ROBERT HUSKINSON, SUE 
HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. 
NEVILLE, STAND. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
--------------------------------------------------------
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent-Respondent on Appeal, 
and 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court Docket No.38422-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
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• • 
) 
GARY SPACKMAN, in his official capacity ) 
as interim director of the IDAHO ) 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, ) 
) 
Respondent, ) 
) 
and ) 
) 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER ) 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., ) 
) 
Intervenor-Appellant, ) 
) 
) 
CITY OF POCATELLO, ) 
) 
Intervenor-Respondent, ) 
) 
and ) 
) 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT, ROBERT HUSKINSON, SUE ) 
HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, ) 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., ) 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., ) 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. ) 
NEVILLE, STAND. NEVILLE, ) 
) 
Intervenors. ) 
It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for Clerk's Record only; 
therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 38382, 38403, 38421 and 384223 shall 
be CONSOLIDATED FOR CLERK'S RECORD ONLY under No. 38382, but all documents filed 
shall bear all docket numbers. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S 
RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a 
copy of this Order. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that BRIEFING shall proceed separately 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
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DATED this ).1 day of February 2011. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, lerk 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
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In the Supreme Court of the S!ate of Idaho 
ii/NI/ A. /) 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A & B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
--------------------------------------------------------
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-
GLO INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDlMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE. STAND. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
------------------------------------------------------~-
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
,u~-, 
AMENDED 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38382-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38403-2010 
Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403··2010/38421-
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Petitioner-Appellant, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his official capacity as Interim Director of the 
IDAHO DEPARMTNE OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC.; THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO; FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT; ROBERT & SUE 
HUSKIN~iON; SUN-OLO INDUSTRIES; 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC.; 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC; 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE; SCOTT C. 
NEVILLE; STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
----- - ---
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GOUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
, 
) 
-------------------------------------------------------- ) 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his official capacity as interim director of the 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No.38421-2010 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
, 
" 
, 
} 
) 
, 
} 
, 
" 
, 
} 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPE/\LS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
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Respondents-Respondents on AppeaJ, ) 
) 
and ) 
) 
CITY OF POCATELLO, ) 
Intervenor-Appellant, 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUl\;D WATER 
APPROPRIA TORS, INC., 
Intervenor-Respondent, 
and 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT, ROBERT HUSKINSON, SUE 
HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO INDUSTRIES, 
VAL SCH WENDIMAN FARMS, INC., 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. 
NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
-------
IN THE MATTER OF THE PE11TiON FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUNIJ ViI ATER AND FOR THE 
CREATION OF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 
) 
) 
, 
) 
} 
, 
) 
, 
} 
) 
) 
, 
-------------------------------------------------------- "I 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, , ) 
, 
I 
Petitioner-Respondent, , ) 
v. 
) Supreme Court Docket No.38422-201O 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 2009-647 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WI\. fER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent-Respondent on AppeaJ, 
and 
, 
) 
, 
, 
, 
1 
, 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
I 
) 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010138403-2010/38421-
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GARY SPACKMAN, in his ofticial capacity 
as interim director of the IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, 
Respondent, 
and 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor-Appellant, 
CITY OF POCATELLO, 
Intervenor-Respondent, 
and 
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT. ROBERT HUSKINSON, SUE 
HUSKINSON, SUN-OLO INDUSTRIES, 
VAL SCHWENDIMAN FARMS. INC., 
DAVID SCHWENDIMAN FARMS, INC., 
DARRELL C. NEVILLE, SCOTT C. 
NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors. 
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It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for Clerk's Record only; 
therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 38382, 38403, 38421 and 38422 shall 
be CONSOUDA TED FOR CLERK'S RECORD ONLY under No. 38382. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S 
RECORD, whieh shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a 
copy of this Order. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that BRIEFING shall proceed separately 
ORDER CONSOLIDA. TING APPEALS - Dock'!t Nes. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
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DATED this g5~ay of February 2011. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District COllIt Clerk 
For the Supreme Court 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS - Docket Nos. 38382-2010/38403-2010/38421-
2010/38422-2010 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
* * * * * 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATIONOF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO 
INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENEIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 
) 38382-2010 
) 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 
) 2009-647 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO 
) RECORD 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Minidoka ) 
I, DUANE SMITH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District ofthe 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction, 
and is a true and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically 
required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by 
counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the Notice of Appeal was filed on the 14th day of 
December, 2010 
Clerk of the District Court 
BY:1~~~~ 
Santos Garza, Deputy Cler 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
* * * * * 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATIONOF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO 
INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENEIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 
) 38382-2010 
) 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 
) 2009-647 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
) SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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I, Santos Garza, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record to each of the parties or their attorney of record as follows: 
John K. Simpson Phillip J. Rassier 
Travis L. Thomson Chris M. Bromley 
Paul L. Arrington Deputy Attorneys General 
BARKER ROSHOLT & Idaho Department of Water Resources 
SIMPSON P.O. Box 83720 
P.O. BOX 485 Boise, ID. 83720-0098 
Twin Falls, ID. 83303-0485 
A. Dean Tranmer Sarah A. Klahn Randall C. Budge 
Candice M. McHugh 
RACINE OLSON NYE 
BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID. 83201 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello,ID. 83201 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 Sixteenth St. Suite 500 
Denver, CO. 80202 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court in Rupert, Idaho, the ~i day of March, 2011. 
PATTY TEMPLE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: ~ ~'"-fet 
Santos Garza, Deputy C 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
* * * * * 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION FOR 
DELIVERY CALL OF A&B IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF 
GROUND WATER AND FOR THE 
CREATIONOF A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, GARY SPACKMAN, 
Respondent-Appellant, 
v. 
THE IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO, FREMONT MADISON 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ROBERT 
HUSKINSON, SUE HUSKINSON, SUN-GLO 
INDUSTRIES, VAL SCHWENEIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DAVID SCHWENDIMAN 
FARMS, INC., DARRELL C. NEVILLE, 
SCOTT C. NEVILLE, STAN D. NEVILLE, 
Intervenors-Respondents, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 
) 38382-2010 
) 
) Minidoka County Docket No. 
) 2009-647 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
) RE: EXHIBITS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Minidoka ) 
I, DUANE SMITH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I am sending the 
following exhibits. 
CD of Agency Record with exhibits 
That the Exhibits are on file in my office and are part of the record on appeal in 
the above-entitled cause and are being sent to the Clerk of the Supreme Court with the 
Clerk's Record on Appeal, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Rupert, Idaho, this __ day of March, 2011. 
Patty Temple 
Clerk of the District Court 
B ,/ t ?" .' •. ,' y: l;' 0.~ ~.; ;, ./.;;.~ .• ..... " 
Santos Garza, Deputy Clerk 
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